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Abstract (Continued) 
control in doing their work: ( 2) the belief that the work 
itself has purpose and meaning: and ( 3) feedback which 
indicates that their efforts are, in fact, accomplishing the 
goal. 
This study contributes to the literature on service and 
academic study by providing baseline data on those faculty who 
were already engaged in service-learning in the state of 
Michigan, and by exploring the motivational components of 
service-learning from a faculty perspective. 
Instead of asking the familiar question, "Why don't 
faculty engage in service?" the study explores the motivations 
and experiences of those who havP. actually used service in 
their courses. Quantitative data were gathered through a 
survey of 250 Michigan faculty who had incorporated service-
learning in their courses in 1992. The survey identified who 
utilized service-learning; assessed their initial motivations 
for involvement; identified the factors which contributed to 
their satisfaction or which discouraged their efforts in 
service-learning. 
Results indicated that faculty motivation for 
incorporating service is more strongly linked to pedagogical 
concerns than to service involvement. Respondents also 
indicated limited support for service-learning on their 
respective campuses, identifying students as the strongest 
champions of such initiatives. 
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Pocus of the study 
CHAPTBR 1 
IIITRODUC'TIOB 
student involvement in community service projects is 
viewed primarily as an extra-curricular activity on most 
college campuses (Kendall, 1990; Lieberman and Connolly, 
1992). However, an increasing number of educators are calling 
for greater integration between service and study through 
courses which incorporate service-learning (Barber, 1989, 
1991, 1992: Nathan and Keilsmeier, 1991; NeWlllan, 1992: 
Stanton, 1987, 1990; Wieckowski, 1992). 
Politicians, practitioners, and philosophers offer many 
arguments to support the inclusion of service-learning in the 
formal curriculum (Bok, 1982, 1986; Boyer, 1981, 1987; Boyte, 
1992; Bradfield and Hyers, 1992; Coles, 1988: Levine, 1989; 
Stanley, 1989, 1991; Stanton, 1987; Wagner, 1990). This 
chorus of support for service-learning is generally rooted in 
a commitment to volunteer ism and has three recurrent strains: 
service-learning contributes to the vitality of the college or 
university; service-learning promotes civic responsibility 
which strengthens the nation; and service-learning contributes 
to the solution cf problems in the wider society (Agria, 1990: 
Barber, 1992: Conrad and Hedin, 1987: Delve, Mintz and 
Ste•.o~art, 1990; Fitch, 1987). 
1 
2 
No matter how persuasive advocates of community service 
and service-learning might be, decisions regarding the 
curriculum, subject matter, and instructional methods remain 
the domain of the faculty (AAUP, 1966; Bowen and Schuster, 
1986). Faculty place great value on academic freedom, a 
freedom which requires that they control the content and 
method ot courses. Research on faculty motivation describes 
faculty as independent workers who are motivated by the 
intrinsic rewards of research and teaching (Austin and Gamson, 
1983; Bess, 1982; Bowen and Schuster, 1986; Cross, 1990; 
Csikszentmihalyi, 1982; Oeci and Ryan, 1982; McKeachie, 1982; 
Rice, 1986). These intrinsic factors center upon three 
conditions: (l) freedom, autonomy, and control in doing their 
work; (2) the belief that the work itself has purpose and 
meaning; and (3) feedback which indicates that their efforts 
are, in fact, accomplishing the goal. Yet, these factors are 
rarely mentioned in the literature encouraging faculty 
participation in service-learning, a literature which 
emphasizes the external benefits of service initiatives for 
the university, the nation, or society. 
Three quest ions emerge from these contrasting 
perspectives: 
( 1) What are the arguments and incentives offered by 
the advocates of service-learning in attempting to 
motivate faculty involvement in service-learning? 
(2) What are the motivations, satisfactions, and 
dissatisfactions of the faculty who have utilized 
3 
service-learning strategies in thei= courses? 
(3) Are the .trguments advanced in support of service-
learning consistent with the motivational factors 
identified by faculty who are working to integrate 
service and academic study? 
This study will attempt to answer these questions. 
Th• Siqnificanc• of the Stu4y 
Why should faculty involvement in service-learning be 
encouraged? Stanton (1987) maintains that the faculty role in 
linking service to the curriculum is critical in order to 
ensure that students serve effectively; that they learn from 
the experiences: that civic education and civic participation 
and social responsibility be placed squarely within the 
academic mission of higher education and that the 
disincentives; to such student participation be removed. 
Lieberman and Connolly (1992) seek faculty support for 
service-learning because the faculty, in setting the research 
and teaching agenda, are in a strategic position to increase 
the quality of the service experience, and tc provide 
continuity and consistency in the experience. Furthermore, 
faculty involvement would provide valuable role models for 
students and would enhance the cr~dibility of service witrin 
the institution. 
In the book, College: The Undergraduate Experience in 
America, Ernest Boyer (1987) asserts that, "Service must be 
something more than 'do-goodism.' College sponsored programs 
must be as carefully thought out and as rigorously evaluated 
4 
as are the academic programs" (p. 216). Furthermore, Boyer 
asserts that the need to enrich the service dimension cannot 
be left to the students alone: 
For the faculty, there exists the triad of 
responsibilities: teaching, research and 
service. Almost every college we visited 
recited these functions almost as a ritual. 
And yet, we found that service is often 
shortchanged in favor of the other two. Even 
when the obligation is acknowledged, service 
is often defined in narrow, uninspired ways 
. . . We believe the quality of campus 1 ife 
would be enriched if faculty service became 
more than a catchword. (pp.217-218) 
The literature on service-learning is burgeoning 
with exhortations for faculty participation yet, "Little 
attention has been given to the faculty role in 
supporting student service efforts" (Stanton, 1990, p.1). 
In a 1988 survey of 52 member institutions of campus 
compact, Stanton (1990) attempted to assess the role of 
the faculty in service-learning, as desired and as 
practiced: 
The most frequently cited issues critical to 
the faculty role in public service were: (1) 
the need for a clear definition of public 
service; (2) a sound rationale for faculty 
involvement both as role models for students 
and as instructors who help students connect 
their public service experience to their 
academic study; (3) faculty's need for 
resources and time to learn how to link public 
service effectively with classroom 
instruction; and (4) the need for additional 
incentives and rewards for faculty to become 
involved in public service. (p.15) 
Stanton also noted that, "Survey responses indicate a gap 
between institutions' aspirations to promote an instructional 
5 
role for faculty related to public service and the level of 
activity actually taking place" (p.l7). The needs identified 
by Stanton cannot be addressed without a better understanding 
of the role that faculty engaged in service-learning have 
currently assumed. 
Yet, if the current literature is any indication, service 
practitioners (often employed as academic or student affairs 
administrators) and service-learning faculty speak past each 
other, in conversations which often seem disconnected and 
sometimes adversarial. The very term, "service-learning," 
reflects the dichotomy found in the existing literature. 
Practitioners and philosophers place strong emphasis on the 
"service" components. Hcwever, the literature on faculty 
motivation indicates that f&culty would be more attracted by 
and committed to the "learning" that can be derived from a 
service experience. 
This study is intended to contribute to the very modest 
literature base on service and academic study in two ways: 
(1). by providing baseline data on those faculty who 
were already engaged in service-learning in the 
State of Michigan, and 
(2) by exploring the motivational components of 
service-learning from a faculty perspective. 
Instead of asking the familiar question, "Why don't 
. 
faculty ~ngage in servi.ce? 11 the study explores the motivations 
and experiences of those who have actually used service in 
6 
their courses. The implications of this research are both 
scholarly and practical. This exploration of the service 
dimension of the faculty role enhances our understanding of 
the scholarly profession by clarifying the circumstances under 
which faculty will modify their teaching to include a service 
component. At the same time, a better understanding of the 
perceptions of faculty who integrate service and teaching 
provides a base for extending and improving the quality of 
such efforts. In fact, the study has already proved useful: 
When the study was initiated, no ccmprehensive attempt had 
been made to identify those faculty who were already engaged 
in service-learning in the state of Michigan. As a result of 
the study, a faculty network of survey participants has been 
formed and related course materials have been circulated. 
outline of the study 
The research questions for this study can only be 
answered by understanding two bodies of 1 iterature: the 
literature on service-learning and the literature on faculty 
motivation. Accordingly, Chapter 2 reviews the literature on 
service-learning. The d.efinition of the term "service-
learning" is used to frame the discussion. Focusing first on 
the service component, the chapter traces community service 
efforts in education: the history of such initiatives, and 
current patterns of involvement and volunteer motivation. 
Attention is given to the arguments mad~ most frequently by 
advocates of service-learning: that such initiatives enhance 
the role of colleges and universities, benefit the national 
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interest, and strengthen the society. Following this review 
is an examination of the educational reform efforts which have 
incorporated service-learning and the learning outcomes which 
are anticipated as students engage in service activities. 
Chapter 3 then reviews the literature on faculty 
motivation and experience. The work of Frederick Herzberg on 
motivation and job satisfaction is used as a theoretical 
frame, supported by subsequent studies on faculty culture, 
role, and motivation. 
Chapter 4 outlines the methods by which data for this 
study were collected. Quantitative data were gathered through 
a surJey in Michigan of faculty who had incorporated service-
learning in their courses in 1992. The survey focused on 
a) identifying faculty who were engaged in service-
learning, 
b) assessing their initial motivations for such 
initiatives 
c) identifying the factors which contributed to their 
satisfaction with service projects and 
d) identifying factors which discouraged their efforts 
in service-learning. 
Chapter 4 also discusses the limitations of the study. 
These limitations are related not only to the difficulties of 
statistical methodologies but, more importantly, to the 
difficulties inherent in a limited understanding of the how 
faculty define service-learning and the nature of faculty 
motivation. 
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Chapter 5 presents the results of the quantitative 
portion of the research. Chapter 6 discusses the results of 
this study and the implications of these findings. The 
dissertation concludes with an outline of questions for 
further research. 
CBAPTBR TWO: TBB NATURB OF SBRVICB- LBARIIIJIG 
This chapter provides an introduction to the concept of 
service-learninq by examining various definitions of the term, 
the history of the movement, current patterns of involvement, 
and pedagogical. assumptions that separate service-learning 
from traditional teachinq methods. The opening section 
addresses the question: What i1 service-learning and bow does 
this approach 4if~er froa traditional teaching aethods? 
Definitions of Service-Learning 
In a comprehensive review of more than 100 definitions of 
service-learninq, Giles, Honnet, and Migliore (1991) found 
that two themas consistently emerged. In the first, service-
learninq was the label applied to a particular type of 
educational program -- an instructional method. In the 
second, service-learning represented the underlying 
educational philosophy espoused by those who engage in such 
initiatives. The authors note, 
As a program-type, service-learning includes 
myriad ways that students can perform 
meaningful. service to their communities and to 
society while engaging in some form of 
reflection or study that is related to the 
service. As a philosophy of education, 
service-learning reflects the belief that 
education must be linked to social 
responsibility and that the most effective 
learning is active and connected to experience 
in some meaningful way. (Giles, Honnet and 
Migliore, 1991, p.7) 
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The current literature on service-learning reflects these 
two basic categories -- program-type and philosophy. The work 
in the first category has largely been done by students and 
community service coordinators with a "how to" emphasis on the 
service component: exploring how students can promote interest 
and involvement in service (Lieberman and Connolly, 1992; 
Farr, 1989: Meisel, 1988) and how practitioners can design and 
enhance their programs (ACTION, 1978, 1979: cairn and 
Keilsmeier, 1991; Cotton and Stanton, 1990; Luce, 1988). The 
second dimension, more philosophical in nature, has been 
endorsed by university presidents, politicians, and advocates 
of educational reform who believe that a stronger integration 
of service and scholarship will benefit their institutions, 
the nation, and/or the society at large (Bok, 1982, 1986; 
Bowen, 1977, 1982; Boyer, 1981, 1987, 1990; Carnegie 
Commission, 1967, 1973; Couto, 1987, 1992; DiBiaggio, 1988; 
Harkavy, 1991; Kennedy, 1991; Kerr, 1963; Newman, 1985, 1989, 
1992; Payton, 1988; Schuh, 1986; Warren, 1991). 
Both the programmatic and philosophical dimensions of 
service-learning are reflected in the definition provided by 
Campus Compact and the National Society for Experiential 
Education, the two leading educational organizations in this 
field. In a joint publication, these two groups describe 
service-learning as a ttparticular form of experiential 
education, one that emphasizes for students the accomplishment 
of tasks which meet human needs in combination with conscious 
educational growth" (Luce, 1988, p.j..) This definition, as 
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applied to courses for academic credit, has been adopted for 
use in this study because it has three key components which 
distinguish service-learning from similar initiatives in 
community service, civic education, or social action: (1) the 
active involvement of students, (2) the accomplishment of 
service, and (3) the enhancement of learning. summarizing 
various definitions of service-learning, Gomez suggests that, 
Service-learning is student learning and 
development through active participation in 
thoughtfully organized service experiences 
that meet real community needs and that are 
coordinated in collaboration with the school 
and community... (S]ervice-learning is 
integrated into the students' academic 
curriculum and provides structured time for 
them to talk, write, and think about what they 
did and saw during the actual service 
activity. Service is the intentional 
integration of curricular content with 
community service activities. Effective 
service-learning led by committed, well-
prepared educators yields documented outcomes 
benefiting young people, the community, and 
schools." (3. 01 and 3. 02) 
This chapter will first provide a brief review of the 
programmatic dimensions of service-learning: its structure and 
content. Second, the broader, philosophical dimension will be 
explored, including a brief history of the service movement in 
education, the endorsements given on behalf of service-
learning, the pedagogical traditions which have adopted 
service-learning techniques, and the learning-outcomes made 
possible by such activities. 
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The structure of Service•Learniuq Programs 
Service-learning takes many forms across a wide array of 
disciplines. For example, education majors may tutor 
disadvantaged youth; nursing students may sponsor blood 
pressure screening seminars or give community presentations on 
health-related topics; students in the natural sciences may 
monitor wetlands for changes in the growth of flora and fauna 
and apply their results to improve the environmental 
conditions; law students may assist the elderly in navigating 
the bureaucratic maze of social security benefits: accounting 
students may assist with income tax materials; marketing 
students may conduct research or develop advertising for a 
non-profit organization. These are only a f~w of the many 
ways service-learning is currently in use on college campuses. 
Yet, no matter what the setting, achieving the balance between 
service and learning brings service-learning a unique set of 
possibilities and challenges. 
Kennedy {1991) asserts that there are two primary tasks 
in teaching: intellectual management (choosing the best 
method, setting an appropriate pace, responding to questions, 
establishing a basis for evaluation, etc.) and logistical 
management (moni taring attendance, ensuring adequate 
resources, etc.). Service-learning presents pedagogical 
challenges to instructors on both dimensions. Those who 
incorporate service into the curriculum must recognize that 
"Community service components are more than 'additions' to 
courses; integrating com:nunity service into a course 
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transforms the course material and the way in which it is 
taught. community service experiences often require 
facilitation and an adaptation of standard teaching methods" 
{Lieberman and Connolly, p.79). 
At the outset, the technical components required for a 
service-learning experience can be quite complex: Community 
connections must be established and fostered; travel and other 
logistical elements must be negotiated; safety and liability 
issues must be weighed and balanced. Yet all of these pale in 
comparison to the intellectual and pedagogical challenges. 
Intellectually, instructors must define the educational 
goals of the course and determine the role that service 
experiences might play in achieving those aims. Furthermore, 
they must assess the abilities of the students enrolled in the 
course and identify appropriate service tasks and settings for 
student participation. In service-learning, each student 
brings a different level of exposure to and sophistication 
with the problem at hand, a factor which may play a dramatic 
role in the nature of the learning experience for the 
individual and the class as a wh~le (Kennedy, 1991: Shulman, 
1986, 1987). For example, tutoring elementary students in an 
inner-city school may seem quite straight-forward: a matter of 
arranging pairs and finding convenient times. Yet, in that 
setting, one can easily imagine the difference between the 
educational experience of a student tutor who has grown up in 
a rural setting or in the suburbs and one who is familiar with 
the circumstances of inner-city youth. Trying to cope with 
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the broad spectrum of student experiences in such a setting 
may reduce the instructor's ability to control the classroom 
environment, dissolving class cohesiveness as each student 
pursues what could aptly be construed as an independent study. 
Frank Newman (1992) warns of the pedagogical risks 
related to service-1earning as student sophistication grows: 
nservicP. experience can be dangerous .•. for higher education 
because the net result is that students come into the 
classroom with more self-confidence, more knowledge, more 
willingness to chal1enge authority" (p. 17) • 
Service-learning has been integrated into many 
experiential courses already accepted in the curriculum: field 
studies, internships, practica, independent studies, clinical 
experience programs, co-operative experiences, and cross-
cultural training (Arthur, 1991). Nonetheless, each attempt 
requires significant planning and follow-through. As is the 
case in clinical settings, service-learning has a technical, 
an intellectual and an ethical component. In her book, 
Literacy Action, Louise Meacham reinforces the importance of 
the ethical dimension with the following example: 
When asked in the fall of 1986 about getting 
college and university people involved in 
literacy work, the program director of the 
county-wide tutoring program burst out 
lau~hing. She became very serious, however, 
when she described a phone call she received 
late one fall semester. A student from a 
neighboring university had called and asked if 
he could "please have an illiterate for a few 
weeks." The professor of a class he was 
taking had made tutoring a requirement for the 
course. The faculty member had done this 
without making contact with local literacy 
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groups. (Meacham in Liebermann and Connolly, 
1992, p. 61) 
As a means of avoiding such gaffes, The National Society 
for Internships and Experiential Education has adopted a set 
of 10 Principle~ of Good Practice for Combining service and 
Learning (1989): 
1. An effec:tive p.roqram enqaqes people in responsible and 
challenqinq actions for the common qood. 
2. An effec:tive program provides structured opportunities for 
people to reflect critically on their aervice experience. 
3. An effective proqram articuiatea clear service and learninq 
qoals for everyone involved. 
4. An effective proqru allows for thoee with needs to define those 
needs. 
5. An effective proqram clarifies the responsibilities of each 
person and orqanization involved. 
6. An effective proqru matcbea service providers and aervice needs 
throuqh a process that recoqni%es chanqinq circwaatancea 
7. An effective program expecta qenuine, active, and austaine<! 
organizational commitment. 
8. An effective proqru includes training, supervision, monitorinq, 
support, recoqnition, and evaluation to meet service and 
learning qoala. 
9. An effective proqram insures that the time coDIID.itment for 
service and learninq is flexible, appropriate, and in the beat 
interests of all involved. 
10. An effective proqre is colllllli.tted to program participation by 
and with diverse populations. 
In order to meet the standards set by these objectives, 
most service-learning programs include five basic components: 
( 1) assessment/placement -- assessing student skills and needs 
and arranging for appropriate placement in a service setting: 
(2) orientation/training -- in order to set expectations, 
provide the necessary technical skills and instill a helpful 
attitude in volunteers ( ACTION/NCSL, 1990); (3) 
supervision/monitoring -- which allows for early correction of 
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problems which may arise; ( 4) reflection -- which helps 
students to synthesize their service experience with the 
course content; and (5) eval\Oation. Evaluation is often among 
the most troubling aspect of service-learning for student and 
instructor. Experts caution that it is neither the service 
nor the good intentions but the learning that must be 
evaluated. Say Liebermann and Connolly (1992), 
While community service is educationally 
valuable, it is the learning derived from 
experience -- not the experience itself --
that should be awarded academic credit. As 
Donald Eberly of the National Service 
Secretariat notes, "The way to preserve the 
intellectual integrity of the service 
experience is to award academic credit for the 
demonstration of learning from the experience, 
not just for the experience." (New York Times, 
6/3/88) 
Methods of evaluating the learning in service-learning 
can take a variety of forms: the demonstration of a skill; the 
assessment of a journal, essay or report describing the 
knowledge or insight gained; the supervisor's certification of 
performance; observation in a simulated situation; assessment 
of a product prepared by the student: personal interviews; the 
assessments of those being served. such evaluations are not 
designed to measure some pre-determined disciplinary content 
but, rather, to assess the growth of the student as a result 
of the service-experience. 
su.aary 
This review of the programmatic dimensions of service-
learning --definitions, examples, princj ples of good practice 
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and course structure -- highlights many differences between 
service-learning techniques and traditional teaching methods. 
The technical, intellectual and ethical dimensions of such 
activities may pose greater challenges for faculty who choose 
to adopt such methods. Let us now turn to the philosophical 
dimensions which have traditionally supported such efforts, 
despite the challenges they present. To understand service-
learning, one must consider dimensions of volunteerism and 
philanthropy in concert with educational theory and practice. 
Service-learning is not a wholly new technique or model but 
rather is an emerging phenomenon. It draws from long 
traditions of service and volunteerism -- from Jane Addams to 
Ceasar Chevez, and is compatible with philosophies articulated 
by educators from John Dewey and Paulo Friere. 
The following pages of this chapter describe ( 1) the 
historical underpinnings of the service component of service-
learning, (2) the arguments offered to encourage faculty 
involvement with service-learning, (3) the pedagogical 
traditions which incorporate service-learning, and ( 4) the 
learning which can be derived through a service-learning 
experience. 
A BRIBP HISTORY OF TBB SBRVICB-LBARNING MOVEMENT 
The following section sketches the history of the 
service-learning movement, paying particular attention to the 
question, Does the biat~ry of service learning provide 
clear evidence o~ ita place in higher education and ita claia 
to faculty attention? 
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The roots of service-learning are intertwined with the 
history and development of volunteer ism and philanthropy, 
especially among high school and college-age youth (VanBuren, 
1990; Independent Sector, 1990~ Sherraden, 1991). While it is 
not the intent of this study to provide a full historical 
analysis of youth service in society, a sketch of the origins 
of the movement will provide a useful context for 
understanding current patterns of collegiate involvement. The 
term service-learning is sometimes used, almost 
interchangeably with the terms community service or "youth 
service." Service-learning emerged from early efforts to 
engage youth in community service and the continuing 
popularity of such programs today lends valuable support to 
service-learning as a component of the formal collegiate 
curriculum. 
Exhortations to charity and works of mercy span the 
millennia cross cultures. However, the origins of youth 
ser~ice as a distinct enterprise can be traced to the Gilded 
Age of American history, a period marked by the tidal wave of 
immigration and the impact of the industrial revolution. The 
link between service and the education of youth is clearly 
evidenced in the experiential educational philosophy of John 
Dewey (1915) and the perspectives on philanthropy advanced by 
Andrew Carnegie (1933), but it is especially evident in the 
work of Jane Addams (1910) and the settlement house 
initiatives. 
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Y~utb Service: Product of tbe Gil4e4 Aqe 
It was Jane Addams who recognized the lure service would 
have for the young: "We have in America a fast-growing number 
of cultivated young people who have no recognized outlet for 
their active faculties. They hear constantly of the great 
social maladjustment, but no way is provided for them to 
change it, and their uselessness hangs about them heavily" 
(p.l20). It was Addams who constructed an environment (both 
in pr.ogram and philosophy) which enabled them to heed the 
call. "A Settlement," she wrote, "Is above all a place for 
enthusiasms, a spot to which those who have a passion for the 
equalization of human joys and opportunities are early 
attracted" (p.l84). 
In her book, Twenty Years at Hull House ( 1910), Addams 
documented many of the tensions that remain inherent in 
service-learning today, including the tension between service 
and learning. It was no coincidence that her colleagues from 
the settlement movement in London implored her to take pains 
to see that Hull House would not become "too educational" 
(p. 366). 
'let Addams was drawn to the power of education and she 
attempted to reinforce the link between the mind and the heart 
in several different ways. Faced with the squalor of the 
immigrant tenements in Chicago, she chose to designate the 
first building at Hull House, not as a cafeteria or dormitory, 
but as ar. art gallery. In illustrating the necessity of 
cooperation among various labor unions, she used a concept 
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which modern educators would describe as "integrated" study. 
In her endeavors to link young and old for mutual benefit, 
Addams fostered relationships that today would be identified 
as "mentoring." 
Early ventures in service-learning relied on the 
initiative of private individuals such as Addams, but national 
trends soon conspired to engage youth in social issues, 
especially through both World Wars, the Great Depression, and 
the organized labor movement (Agee, 1939; Day, 1952; Arendt, 
1958). The writings of social conscience which emerged in the 
first half of the 20th century became standard texts for 
courses which integrated service and study (Lieberman and 
Connolly, 1992; Levine, 1989; Luce, 1988). Today, they 
continue to appear in service-learning bibliographies because 
they speak to the philosophical dimension of service and 
attempt to foster an awareness of the mutual benefits possible 
for both volunteer and recipient. 
collegiate service: Youth service and Higher Bducation 
Throughout the Gilded Age and into the early 1920's, 
youth service was devoted to civic and social responsibility, 
and was separate from the academic enterprise. Participants 
in Hull House and similar ventures had often completed their 
formal education before accepting the challenge to employ 
their skills for the betterment of society. 
Although service was recoqnized as a valued dimension of 
higher education in both private church-related institutions 
and in the formation of the land-grant colleges, the 
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fulfillment of the service mission in higher education 
remained elusive. According to Crosson (1983), "Most 
colleges and universities proclaim a commitment to public 
service as part of their formal mission statement, but few 
have separate policy documents regarding public service" 
(p.97). When attempts have been made to specify the service 
functions of colleges and universities, activities have 
generally been justified in a scholarly, professional context, 
i.e., in the accumulation, preservation and transmission of 
knowledge. Universities contend that they serve society by 
contributing ideas of value, initiating social criticism, 
solving social problems and engaging in social activism 
(Crosson, 1983). 
The service-oriented efforts of students have generally 
been peripheral to institutional service functions. According 
to Theus (1988): 
Historically, volunteer activity has been 
unsung and unrewarded on college campuses. 
When it did exist, campus voluntarism was the 
step-child of the student activities office 
and campus social organizations. Fraternities 
and sororities often encouraged their members 
to 'do good,' though mostly to elevate their 
house's image in the community. Student 
organizations often garnered participation 
with promises of social contact (dance-a-thons 
or fun runs, sold as dating bonanzas) or, more 
practically, with promises of credentials for 
employment. Little of this activity had as 
its object the nurture of civic spirit or 
rP.flection upon the meaning of service. 
Bona fide service organizations have 
always existed on campus, of course. The Boy 
Scouts of America founded a collegiate service 
fraternity, Alpha Phi omega, in 1925; it now 
has active chapters on 311 campuses. Circle K 
is another well-established, campus-based 
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national service organization. And campus 
ministries for years have tapped the 
conscientiousness of their members to tutor 
fellow students, rebuild neighborhoods, and 
provide child or elderly care -- in the name 
of God •.• (p. 30) 
Collegiate involvement in community service reached an 
all-time low in the 1950s. The G.I.'s who flooded the campus 
in post WWII America believed firmly that they had already 
served their country and were now entitled to the benefits of 
the peaceful nation they helped to secure. President Dwight 
Eisenhower, honorary chair of the Citizenship Education 
Project developed by Columbia University's Teacher's College, 
emphasized the need for "social investigation and 
social/political action" (Conrad and Hedin, 1987, p.744), but 
academic leaders, struggling to keep pace with the burgeoning 
growth of their institutions, had little time to launch bold 
new initiatives. 
Collegiate service and the Federal Agenda 
Thus, it is not surprising that the call for student 
investment in national and community service did not emerge 
from academic convocations. Rather, it was the 1960 inaugural 
address of John F. Kennedy -- "Ask not what your country can 
do for you. Ask what you can do for your country" -- which 
resonated on college campt,;ses and ushered in a new era of 
student activism. Student concerns for social justice and 
academic relevance, combined with increased frustration over 
the depersonalization of higher education in the 1960's, 
triggered numerous service initiatives, including the Voter 
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Registration Drives, the Peace Corps, Volunteers in Service to 
America (VISTA), and the War on Poverty. The voter 
registration drives of the "Freedom summer of '64" are 
especially noteworthy for they serve today as the model for 
"Empty the Shelters" project, started by students at the 
University of Pennsylvania ( 1990) to eradicate homelessness 
(Collison, 1991). In some cases, the initiatives of the 1960s 
were linked to academic work, but more often projects were 
undertaken during a summer or holiday recess or as extra-
curricular experiences. 
The 1970's witnessed a dramatic decline in service and 
philanthropy, within education and throughout the nation. This 
can be attributed in large part to the actions of the federal 
government. The congressional Tax Reform Act of 1969, coupled 
with escalating inflation, severely crippled the activities of 
many foundations and non-profit organizations engaged in 
service. Furthermore, women, who made up a significant 
proportion of the nation's volunteers, began to trade 
community involvement for paid employment (VanBuren, 1990). 
Throughout the decade, several reports -- by the National 
Committee on Secondary Education, the President's Science 
Advisory Committee, and the National Panel on High School and 
Adolescent Education -- highlighted the passivity of education 
and called for educational reform (Conrad and Hedin, 1987). 
Arthur Levine's 1979 work, When Dreams and Heroes Died, 
painted a frightening portrait of unsurpassed hedonism among 
the college population. 
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Some attempts were made to change the course of the "me 
generation" in the 1970's. VISTA, the federal agency charged 
with domestic service, developed the National student 
Volunteer Program (NSVP) "to encourage school-based service 
programs via conferences, workshops, a quarterly journal, and 
a small grants program" (Lockwood, 1990, p.53). Legislation 
to promote youth involvement in community service was 
introduced but with little success. NSVP and other federal 
programs languished throughout the 1970's, almost disappearing 
completely in the early years of the Reagan-Bush 
administration (Lockwood, 1990). 
The impact of declining federal support for social 
welfare programs received mixed reviews among those concerned 
with service initiatives. In his response to William F. 
Buckley's book, Gratitude: Reflections on What We Owe to Our 
Country, Steven Conn, co-founder of the "Empty the Shelters" 
movement, issued an indictment ot the Reagan administration: 
•.. the Reagan administration had 
systematically gutted the Volunteers in 
service to America (VISTA) program. It did 
the same to federal programs that traded 
financial help to medical students for service 
in underserved areas. Even the Peace corps 
suffered abuse and neglect throughout much of 
the 1980s. It seemed clear enough that 
'service' was not high on Mr. Reagan's agenda. 
(Conn, 1991, p.6) 
But others offered an alternate explan"''tion, as noted by 
VanBuren ( 1990): 
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By 1981, newly elected President Ronald Reagan 
was committed to minimizing the role of 
government in societal welfare. He set in 
motion a series of cutbacks that placed more 
burden on the shoulders of private 
philanthropy and volunteerism, and he called 
on citizens to give of their time, talents and 
dollars. As a result, Americans today .are 
volunteering at a level not seen for decades. 
(p.19) 
Whether motivated by the conservative or the liberal 
agenda, Americans did renew their commitment to service in the 
period following the Reagan years. Between 1984 and 1989, 
hundreds of service programs were initiated in high schools 
and colleges, and full-time youth service coL-ps more than 
quadrupled in number, due in large part to Congressional 
legislation and the verbal encouragement of the Bush 
administration. The Office of Capitol National Service was 
created within the White House and the Points of :r.ight 
Foundation was started as a separate national initiative to 
encourage voluntarism (Stroud, 1989). As Conrad and Hedin 
( 198 7) observed: 
In November, 1990 President George Bush signed 
into law the National and Community Service 
Act of 1990, the most significant community 
service legislation in many decades. The act 
provides funding for community service 
programs in schools and colleges and support 
for full-time service corps that students can 
enter after high school. In a period when 
every issue in education becomes more and more 
politicized, this legislation stands out as a 
cause championed by both outspoken liberals 
and staunch conservatives. Even more 
remarkable, the law was passed in a time of 
severe federal budget austerity. (p.743) 
Perhaps more than any other curricular or co-curricular 
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program, service-learning initiatives have waxed and waned 
according to the level of governmental support. Support at 
the national level has increased during the Clinton 
Administration a!J federal funding has 1 inked service to 
collegiate financial aid. on September 21, 1993, for example, 
President Clinton signed legislation creating the AmeriCorps, 
a service program designed to provide tuition stipends and 
other benefits in return for public service. The National and 
Community Service Trust Act of 1993 aims at fostering service 
through ArneriCorps, a Civilian Community Corps, and VISTA. 
Student service Today: Patterns of Participation 
Today, service-learning programs are gaining increased 
attention on college campuses. In addition to the federal 
support for service, Theus (1988) asserts that "Three 
initiatives seem to have stimulated the perception that 'greed 
is out, altruism is in' and that student voluntarism pays off 
in the national interest" (p. 27). 
The first of these was the creation of "Campus Compact: 
The Project for Public and Community Service", an initiative 
of 12 college and university presidents who committed their 
institutions to charter membership in 1985. As described by 
Nozak:i ( 1993), 11These presidents committed themselves to 
establishing community service as an integral element of 
undergraduate education and agreed to initiate and support 
efforts on the campus, state and national levels to expand 
service opportunities" (p. 1). Among these academic leaders 
was Derek Bok ( 1986), then President of Harvard and a leading 
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advocate of service-learning, who asserted that introducing 
educational innovations was appropriate to the leadership 
role: 
In part because of their unique perspective 
and in part because of the authority of their 
office, academic leaders also have a special 
opportunity to mobilize support for new 
initiatives. If anyone is to have a vision 
for a university and communicate its basic 
directions and priorities, that person is 
likely to be a president or some other 
official with broad academic responsibilities. 
(p.1.93) 
With assistance from the Educational commission of the States, 
the Campus Compact coalition mushroomed to include over 300 
institutions in the next seven years (Nozaki, 1993). 
The second initiative, the campus outreach Opportunity 
League {COOL), began in 1984 when Wayne Meisel, a new Harvard 
graduate armed with a letter of introduction and support from 
Harvard President Derek Bok., walked 1500 miles to 65 East 
Coast colleges and universities and invited each to join in a 
student-focused network of community service. Fifteen 
institutions responded to the initial call; today the network 
includes over 700 campuses and over 200 service organizations 
{Lieberman and Connolly, 1992, p.2). 
The third initiative is represented by a cluster of 
government-supported agencies involvinq youth service. As the· 
scope of youth service programs has expanded, so too has the 
definition ttyouth." While the image of youthful service might 
have conjured up visions of hard-working Civilian Conservation 
Corps or idealistic Peace Corps volunteers in previous 
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decades, today "youth" service refers to students in high 
school, middle school or even elementary school who 
participate in a wide variety of service ventures from 
neighborhood clean-up efforts to drug-awareness campaigns. 
Youth service America (YSA), one of the largest service 
initiatives in the nation, was established to achieve three 
goals: to multiply service programs at all levels, to replace 
cliches and misconceptions about youth, and to foster bonds 
between youth and their home communities (YSA, 1988, p.2). 
During the 1980's, ten states passed legislation to 
encourage or require community service in high schools (Theus, 
1988) • These programs generally include one or more of the 
activities identified by Conrad and Hedin (1987): special 
events and co-curricular activities; events which gain 
academic credit or fulfill an academic requirement; events 
which serve as a laboratory for a traditional course; classes 
which focus on community service as a topic area; and intra-
school programs with a school-wide focus. 
The o .. ograpbica of Student Service 
These youth service initiatives, targeted at ages 14-17, 
have had a significant impact on the service-learning movement 
in higher education because they provide students with their 
initial exposure to organized service programs. In 1990, 
Rutter and Newman (1990) estimated that 27 percent of high 
schools offered some form of community service program, 
involving approximately 900,000 students. A survey of public 
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schools in Michigan revealed that 54.5 percent had organized 
school volunteer programs and 15.7 percent had service-
learning (i.e., credit-bearing) programs (Moon and Niemeyer, 
1991). A 1990 Gallup Corporation study conducted for 
Independent Sector, an advocacy group for non-profit 
organizations, revealed that 58 percent of American teenagers, 
ages 14-17, volunteered in 1989, averaging 3. 9 
hours/week/volunteer. Independent sector estimates that these 
contributions total 1. 6 billion hours of volunteer effort, 
roughly equivalent to a $4.4 billion contribution to the 
nation's gross national product. Following its study of the 
American high school, the carnegie Faum.iudon proposed the 
creation of a "Carnegie unit" -- a period of voluntary service 
which would take high school students into the community. 
Furthermore, the Foundation recommended that colleges and 
universities -::onsider the completion of such service when 
making admissions decisions (Boyer, 1987). 
studies indicate that voluntarism in high school does 
persist into the college years albeit at reduced levels. 
Alexander Astin has examined patterns of student service 
involvement using the longitudinal data of the Cooperative 
Institutional Research Program (CIRP). In a 1989 follow-up 
study of 25,000 students who entered college in 1985, Astin 
found that the strongest correlation linking students to 
service was prior participation. This finding was supported 
by a 1990 study conducted by the Michigan Campus Compact 
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(MCC): 60.2 percent of college student volunteers had been 
involved in community service prior to matriculation (MCC, 
p.16) • However, Astin also discovered that the rate of 
voluntarism declined precipitously in college years. During 
their high school years, 21 percent of the students surveyed 
were frequent volunteers: during college that number dropped 
to 9. 8 percent. The number of students who volunteered 
"occasionally" dropped from 54 percent in high school to 37.7 
percent in college. In two 1986 Gallup surveys a 35 percent 
participation rate among stude11ts or, 100 college campuses gave 
further support to Astin's data on community service. 
Astin's CIRP data have often been cited to emphasize a 
rise in the hedonism of college students throughout the 1970s 
and early SO's. However, reviewing the trends in the CIRP 
data of the last twenty-five years, Astin observes: 
The value of 'being very well off financially' 
has increased tremendously in popularity, 
while the value of 'developing a meaningful 
philosophy of life' has declined 
precipitously .••• It is important to note .•• 
however, that these trends peaked out in 1987 
and have since shown slight tendencies in the 
opposite direction. (p.l3) 
Despite the decline in service participation from high school 
to college, Astin also notes that 
During the last few years, we have seen a 
marked increase in student propensity to be 
activists. It is especially interesting that 
the rate of activism is higher even than what 
we observed in the late 1960s ••.• student 
interest both in 'influencing social values' 
and in 'influencing the political structure' 
have shown sharp increases durinq the past 
four years. (p.l4) 
Jl 
In the book, college: The Undergraduate Experience in 
America, Ernest Boyer (1987) reaches a similar conclusion: 
We, too, found that a growing minority of 
today's students believe they can make a 
difference and they are reaching out to help 
others. In our national survey, 52 percent of 
the students reported that their high schools 
provided an opportunity for community service. 
And about one half participated in some kind 
of service activity during their college 
years. (p.214) 
Participants in the Boyer survey indicated involvement in 
eight different service areas: fund raising (47%}: service 
activities (45%) church-service (41%): charity organization 
projects (JU); election campaigns (20%); work with the 
elderly or retirees (19%); environmental projects (17%); and 
hospital service (17%). 
auaaary 
In tracing the history of the service-learning movement, 
one can see that support for such efforts has waxed and waned 
according to the national agenda. Furthermore, it is evident 
that community service, in both curricular and co-curricular 
settings, is currently receiving considerable support from 
government officials, university administrators and students. 
However, service-learning has not been included in the 
traditional descriptions of faculty service on most campuses, 
in part because it links service to teaching rather than to 
research or outreach. Since no other studies have been 
conducted to link faculty motivation and service, the next 
section presents information on the motivation of student 
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volunteers in the hope of gaining insight on this question. 
BTUDBBT KOTIVATIOBc BTUDBMT SBRVICI 
service-learning has grown, 
enthusiasm of student volunteers. 
largely because of the 
As we speculate about the 
role of faculty in such endeavors, we might ask: Would an 
unc!erstandinq of the aotivation and activities of student 
volunteers provide inaiqht into the aotivationa faculty aiqht 
have for becoaing involved in service-learning? The following 
section describes the motivation of student volunteers and 
current patterns of involvement. 
The Motivation of student Volunteers 
Why do students volunteer? A prime factor is simply that 
they are asked. Thirty-six percent of teens surveyed in the 
Independent Sector report (1990) indicated that they 
volunteered because they were asked. Of those who had been 
asked to volunteer, 90 percent did so as compared with 87 
percent of adults on a similar scale. Furthermore, the 
Independent Sector report identified the "growing emphasis on 
community service" in schools as a major factor in promoting 
voluntarism. Fifty-two percent of teens volunteered through 
their schools. The rate of voluntarism in schools which 
emphasized community service was significantly higher than in 
schools with no service focus. Ten percent of teen volunteers 
reported that their schools required community service for 
graduation and 26 percent were aware of one or more course 
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which required a community service project. 
The evidence of student satisfaction with service-
learning is largely anecdotal but consistently positive. 
Consider, for example, the testimony of Alison Marks, a 
student volunteer working through Amnesty International to 
assist Central American detainees who were housed at the Port 
Isabel Processing center in Texas: 
"I was in school taking Latin American Studies 
but I wasn't doing anything to help change 
things • • . I wanted to balance out my theories 
with experience" (Marks in Collison, 1991). 
In an effort to categorize such anecdotal evidence, Fitch 
(1987) organized the responses of 76 students with regard to 
their service experiences. In his sample, altruistic 
responses ("I am concerned about those less fortunate than 
me••) emerged as the most prevalent motivation for student 
voluntarism. Mid-range responses indicated ego involvement 
("It is an excellent way to show future employers that I am 
interested in the community and helping others") and of lowest 
significance were responses centered on obligation (ttit is an 
assignment or requirement for a class, organization or group 
I am in") (Fitch, 1987, p. 487). These results are similar to 
those of the Independent sector study (1990) which indicated 
that 47 percent of teens volunteered because they wanted to do 
something useful, 38 percent because they thought it would be 
enjoyable. In their studies of student volunteer motivation, 
Rutter and Newman (1983) identified five categories of 
interest: the acquisition and pursuit of social relationships; 
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personal growth and development: acquisition of useful skills 
and knowledge; community awareness and involvement; and career 
exploration or vocational experience. 
These categories mirror the findings of the 1986-87 study 
conducted by the Service-Learning Center at Michigan State 
University (Edens, 1988). Motivations of the 1757 students 
who volunteered that year are provided in the following chart: 
Self improvement 
Helping others 
Developing interpersonal skills 
Being involved with others 
Doing something meaningful 
Improving skills 
Pursuing an interest 
Broadening experience in the community 
Gaining professional experience 
Exploring a career 
Personal reasons 
Meeting a community need 
Having fun 
Learning from a professor 
Deciding on a career 
Fulfilling a class requirement 
90.5% 
87.1% 
86.7% 
85.9% 
85.9% 
85.9% 
83.1% 
82.0% 
76.5% 
72.2% 
71.8% 
68.2% 
67.1% 
65.5% 
54.9% 
19.2% 
Alexander Astin's research indicates that students most 
likely to volunteer in college were previous volunteers, come 
from a Roman catholic or Jewish religious tradition, and rate 
helping others as a primary life goal. Students least likely 
to volunteer are those who show strong materialistic motives 
or who show "a tendency to rationalize college attendance in 
terms of enhanced income" (Astin, 1990, p. 2). Astin also 
identified several campus characteristics likely to enhance 
student participation, most notably involvement with peer 
groups on campus, majoring in the social sciences or in 
education, and attending an institution which belonged to the 
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campus Compact. Astin found that student involvement 
increased through relationships with faculty strongly 
committed to social change and he asserts that: 
It is also of interest to note that th~ amount 
of interaction between faculty and students 
has one of the strongest effects on volunteer 
participation. Since many of the reform 
reports directed at undergraduate education 
have emphasized the importance of student-
faculty interaction as a way of enhancing the 
learninq process, it is also important to 
realize that there are additional benefits to 
student-faculty interaction beyond any effects 
it might have on the student's educational 
progress. (Astin, 1990, p.lO) 
Institutional support for service-Learninq 
Larqely in response to increased student interest, 
support for service-learning is growing on college campuses. 
The Chronicle of Higher Education reported in 1990 that "At 
least two dozen institutions have adopted new policies and 
many more are studying ways to encourage or mandate community 
service" (Dodge, p.l). For example, many colleges and 
universities now have a designated staff member (a community 
service or service-learning coordinator) who works to 
integrate the interests of students and the needs of the 
community. In addition, in 1987-88, the Association of 
American Colleges launched an initiative to encourage 
curricular attention to philanthropy, volunteer ism and the 
work of non-profit organizations. Through grants from several 
major corporations, courses were developed to address such 
topics at eight institutions. 
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In addition to such initiatives, several colleges have 
decided to mandate service. At Wittenberg College, every 
sophomore is required to enroll in a program of service in 
topics such as literacy, health, the disabled, the elderly or 
the environment; thirty hours of community service are 
required for graduation. Bethany College (Ohio) requires 15-
20 hours of service for graduation. Tufts University 
maintains a Community Service Option for so incoming freshmen 
whose admission to the University is guaranteed by virtue of 
their participation in service. In 1989, xavier University 
(Ohio) began offering five undergraduate fellowships, the 
recipients of which are required to devote 15 hours a week to 
community service. At Stanford University, the Center for 
PUblic Service reports that over 2000 students each year are 
involved in a wide range of projects from volunteerism to 
social advocacy. At Harvard, "over 50 percent of all 
undergraduates are now involved at some period in their 
college career in tutoring disadvantaged children, staffing 
centers for the homeless, visiting old-age homes, or working 
for some other kind of community agency" (Bok, 1986, p.l68). 
Perhaps the most dramatic effort was made by Edward J. 
Blaustein as President of Rutgers University. Blaustein 
proposed that all Rutgers undergraduates perform community 
service as a graduation requirement and has set about 
integrating service across the curriculum at that institution. 
Yet, as demonstrated in the examples above, the support 
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for service-learning has primarily come from students (e.g., 
COOL, Empty the Shelters, AmeriCorps, etc.), from academic 
administrators (e.g., college presidents, community service 
coordinators, student affairs professionals, etc.), or from 
broad based educational groups (e.g. , American Association of 
Colleges, the Campus Compact, the Educational commission of 
the States). It has not come from the faculty. 
While it is true that service-learning is being 
integrated into the curriculum (Lieberman and Connolly 
identify 282 service-related courses nationwide in 60 academic 
areas), and that the influence of faculty is significant to 
the success of such efforts (Astin, 1990), faculty have been 
seen as reluctant partners. Advocates of service-learning 
speak of the challenge of "getting faculty involved," as 
demonstrated by this advice found in Service-Learning: A Guide 
for College Students {ACTION, 1990): 
Many professors will not be familiar with the 
term "ser¥ice-learning" so be ready to explain 
that you're talking about a field experience 
that combines community service with specific 
learning objectives. You may find professors 
who have trouble seeing how service is related 
to their field of knowledge ..• The skills 
needed to tackle human problems are often 
those of the generalist, whereas your 
professor may be concerned primarily with 
specialist skills those related to a 
specific subject area (p.9). 
The literature among administrators echoes a similar refrain: 
Student development professionals have known 
for many years about the value of 
extracurricular volunteerism and community 
service activities ..• Interest and cooperation 
of faculty must be encouraged in order to 
develop programs with an academic component 
that will provide additional incentive for 
student participation. (Wieckowski, 1992, 
p. 211) 
The literature on student volunteerism indicates that 
prior involvement is a strong indicator of current and future 
participation. Altruistic motivations and their relationships 
with others are also key components for student investment in 
service initiatives. The campus climate can have an effect on 
student volunteer participation rates and, as a consequence, 
many colleges and universities are developing programs or 
instituting academic requirements to support such efforts. 
Given that faculty support appears to be a significant factor 
in encouraging community service on campus, advocates of 
service-learning are searching for strategies which will 
elicit faculty participation. In the next section, we will 
examine the most primary incentives and arguments set forth to 
bolster faculty involvement. 
BHCOORAGIHG FACULTY IHVOLVEMBNT: 
MAKING TBB CASB FOR SBRVICB-LBARHING 
Advocates of service-learning have tried to elicit 
faculty involvement by enumerating the benefits of service for 
the student, the institution, the nation and the society. The 
following section summarizes the arguments most frequently 
presented in the service-learning literature to foster faculty 
support. 
As already documented, support for service-learning has 
grown dramatically in the past decade. Increased student 
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investment in service activities, coupled with the financial 
incentives provided by state and federal programs, have placed 
service-learning on the nation's educational agenda. Yet the 
literature in the previous sections enumerated the ways in 
which service-learning challenges traditional teaching 
methods, requiring more time and energy on the part of 
faculty. The literature also revealed a pattern of modest 
(although increasing) institutional support for service-
learning, coupled with sporadic incentives from t.he state and 
national government. The growing popularity of community 
service among the young has been documented but there has been 
no corresponding indication of an upsurge in faculty interest. 
Similarly, the assumption that faculty would share the 
motivations of their students, who often volunteer because of 
previous involvement in high school or for altruistic reasons, 
would be largely speculative. How do advocates of service-
learning encourage faculty participation? In the following 
pages, the most persuasive arguments from the literature are 
set forth as a response to this question. 
Social Responsibility and curricular Reform 
Support for service-learning has been drawn from two 
reform movements in higher education: the drive to enhance 
social responsibility and the desire to revitalize 
undergraduate education (Stanton, 1987). Both sets of 
reformers are concerned with the application, integration and 
evaluation of knowledge: the ability to develop perspective; 
the practice of analytical skills and the political and social 
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action skills necessary for scholarship (Stanton, 1987, 
p.l82). Each branch of the reform movement allies itself with 
a different dimension of service-learning. Those who are 
concerned about social responsibility focus on the service 
dimension while underqraduate reformers see service-learning 
as a too1 which will bring relevance to academic study. 
Stanton maintains that 
If there is potential for converqence between 
these two distinct, but complementary 
traditions, then faculty participation and 
support for students' public and community 
service becomes inteqral. Faculty have a 
central role to p1ay in ensurinq that these 
experiences are continually challenging and 
educational as well as useful for the 
community on the receJ.vJ.ng end. As 
interpreters of the college's or university's 
mission, faculty are in the critical position 
for supportinq students' interest and 
activities in pub1ic and community service. 
More importantly, they must assist students in 
reflecting critically about their public 
service experience and in relating them both 
to broader social issues and to liberal arts 
disciplines. (Stanton, 1987, p.l84) 
From those who advocate service-learninq as a strategy for 
enhancing social responsibility, three arguments emerge: 
1. Service-learning is consistent with the aims of 
higher education. 
2. Service-learning encourages civic responsibility 
which is beneficial to the nation. 
3. service-learning enables students to contribute to 
the welfare of society. 
These three incentives, used to solicit faculty support 
and involvement for service-learning, are discussed in the 
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following pages. Subsequently, the learning dimensions of 
service-learning, most frequently cited by advocates of 
educational reform, are discussed. In Chapter Three these 
perspectives on service and learning will be compared with the 
literature on faculty motivation. Furthermore, these 
arguments have been integrated into the survey instrument for 
this study, as described in Chaptet Four. 
service•learninq: PUlfillinq the Proaise of Higher Education 
As an institutional mission, service can be traced back 
to the Morrill Act of 1862 and the Hatch Act of 1887 which 
established the agricultural experiment stations. In 
principal, if not in action, service was readily embraced and 
spread beyond the land-grant institutions: 
In 1903, David Starr Jordan, president of 
Stanford University, declared that the entire 
university movement in the twentieth century 
"is toward reality and practicality." By 
1908, Harvard president Charles Eliot could 
claim: "At the bottom most of the American 
institutions of higher education are filled 
with the modern democratic spirit ot 
serviceableness. Teachers and students alike 
are profoundly moved by the desire to serve 
the democratic community •.. All colleges boast 
of the serviceable men they have trained, and 
regard the serviceable patriot as their ideal 
product. This is a thoroughly damocratic 
conception of their function." (Boyer, 1990, 
p. 5) 
Academic leaders today continue to embrace the service 
mission but their rhetoric has become more inclusive, and, 
perhaps, even less measurable. For example, Mawby (1987) 
states that service in higher education may be "best conceived 
as dynamic and creative teaching and research carried out in 
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the full dimensions of the human life-span and the broad range 
of human associations both on and off campus" (Mawby in 
Arthur, p. 38) • 
Crosson ( 1983) describes "The service orientation of 
colleges and universities •.• as uniquely American and one of 
the great strengths of American higher education" (p.lO). 
Yet, in recent years, public satisfaction with the academy's 
ability to fulfill these functions appears to be waning. A 
1988 survey conducted by the Gallup Corporation for the 
Council for Advancement and Support of Education (CASE) asked 
citizens to grade higher education on its overall performance 
and on accomplishment of specific tasks. The ovar-all grade 
was moderate: 38 percent of respondents gave academe a "B": 35 
percent gave it a "C." However, on three of the specific 
tasks enumerated in the study, a majority or near majority 
gave higher education a 11 C" or below: (a) preparing students 
to be productive members of the workforce (52t); (b) making 
young people good citizens (58%): and (c) offering 
opportunities to explcre one's values (48%) (CASE, 1989, p. 
4). These are the tasks which advocates believe could, in 
part, be addressed through service-learning experiences. 
Given that the citizenry, through taxes or tuition, provides 
the support for higher education in stringent economic times, 
it is no surprise to hear calls for accountability: "We are 
citizens of academic co11U1lunities that hold great power, 
operate on quasi-public funds, yet face insufficient criticism 
about their day-to-day operations" (Levine, 1990, p.26-27). 
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The call for service as a part of a renewed and refocused 
academy goes beyond a budget rationale to the efficacy of 
undergraduate education. According to Newman, "the University 
is slipping toward the academic equivalent of the hospital --
a place where acadQmic specialists come to practice rather 
than a place where students come to participate in an academic 
community" (Newman, 1992, p.4). Boyer (1987) insists that, 
"there is urgent need in American teaching to help close the 
dangerous and growing gap between public policy and public 
understanding" (p. 279). A similar refrain emerges from the 
work of the Wingspread Group on Higher Education (1S93): 
What does our society ~ from higher 
education? It needs stronger, more vital 
forms of community. It needs an informed and 
involved citizenry. It needs graduates able 
to assume leadership roles in American life ••. 
(p. 2) 
In response to these concerns, ·service-learning is seen as 
one mechanism for enhancing the quality of undergraduate 
education and thereby enhancing the reputation of academe: 
Only if we (in higher education) become the 
sources of ethical vision for our society and 
only if we graduate students who have the 
ethical intelligence to create a better 
society will undergraduate education once 
again distinguish itself in the public eye as 
something more than just another function of 
society, as something of qualitatively 
distinct value. Only then will education be 
perceived as unequivocally worthy of national 
investment and as the evident path for 
producing our country's leaders. And only 
then will American education once again be 
granted the autonomy, the respect, and dignity 
that is rightly accorded to all great ethical 
teachers. (Bloom, 1987, p.l6) 
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Service-Learning an4 Civic Participation 
Perhaps the most prominent of the three arguments 
supporting service-learning centers on the desire to enhance 
civic participation and affect issues of social justlce at the 
national level (Barber, 1989, 1991, 1992; Boyer, 1981, 1987, 
1990; Salisbury, 1988; Swezey, 1990). For those who espouse 
this view, service acquaints young people with the fundamental 
principles of democracy, and enables them to observe the 
impact of their contributions on others. 
However, even among those who ground their support for 
service-learning in the cause of civic participation, 
different voices may be heard. According to Newman (1992): 
Democracy depends for its success on two 
characteristics in the citizenry. The first 
characteristic we might call goodness, being a 
good person: recognizing the rights of others: 
understanding that sharing is important: have 
a sense of responsibility: being, at the core, 
a decent person ..•• The second characteristic 
is a willingness to be part of the community, 
or more accurately, part of many communities. 
At its root, democracy i§ community. (Newman, 
1992, p.J) 
As a means of translating the goals of civic 
participation into course syllabi, Keith Morton (1993) 
delineates four program models. The first he labels as 
service-learning for Liberal Democracy, a model which is 
characterized by the relationship of individual to state. 
These programs usually rely on core documents such as the Bill 
of Rights and the Declaration of Independence to discuss the 
tension between personal rights and obligations. The second 
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model is based on Participatory Democracy and often includes 
alternative forms of political expression such as populist 
movements with a focus on empowerment. Third is the model of 
Social Justice which seeks to provide student participants 
with a first-hand experience with social injustice and prompt 
an analysis of long-term solutions. The fourth model is 
labeled Service as Citizenship, which views service as the 
"defining act of citizenship and the essential building block 
of community." Recent1y, this fourth philosophy has received 
greater attention through the work of Amitai Etzioni, Robert 
Bellah, Ben Barber, and other scholars who have joined 
together as "communitarians." 
Those who view service-learning as a tool for civic 
education challenge scholars to examine the contradictions 
inherent in the traditional structure of collegiate life. As 
LesliP. Hill ( 1992) points out: 
Students' experiences in college and 
universities are likely to reinforce 
prevailing views of power. Both the 
hierarchical structure of academic 
institutions and the content of curriculum and 
pedagogy socialize students to prevailing 
political norms and underscore selected 
aspects of what is generally observed as 
politics. In interactions with faculty and 
administrators, students are likely to 
perceive themselves as isolated, relatively 
powerless actors, and to invest energy in 
dyadic relations with individual faculty and 
administrators for personal gain rather than 
in collective activities directed toward 
communal goals. (p.lS) 
That is, although one might teach about democracy in the 
college classroom, one cannot presume to teach democratic 
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skills in institutions which are entrenched in bureaucratic or 
autocratic systems. Mabey {1992) identifies five barriers to 
developing civic leadership: an egocentric view of society; an 
emphasis on individualism: reliance on the "expert" or the 
"professional": a mindset that leadership requires a title or 
an official position; and an emphasis on the negative in civic 
behavior (don't do drugsr don't get pregnant, etc.). Many of 
these barriers are easily visible to those who examine campus 
life today. According to Schultz (1990), 
the first step toward the renewal of our 
commitment to civic education is the renewal 
of civic community within the academy .•. First, 
civic community must be nurtured across the 
disciplines ••• second, civic community must be 
nurtured between educators who pursue the 
classical and those who follow the 
experiential model .•. Third, civic community 
must be nurtured between these two groups of 
educators and the resource people in the 
larger community who can contribute to 
students' learning. (p.lJ-14) 
For some scholars, the tension between the development of 
active citizenship and the depersonalization of the campus is 
indicative of the larger struggle in contemporary American 
society: 
And so we have a kind of paradox. on the one 
hand we have a political creed that emphasizes 
the responsibility of each individual to 
participate in public life. on the other hand 
we have a society largely dominated by vast, 
impersonal organizations ..• which seem to leave 
little roo!ll for effective individual action. 
(Salisbury, 1988, p.20) 
Scholars studying contemporary society lament the frustration 
citizens feel when they finti themselves unable to control 
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either their personal or their civic destiny. In their book, 
The Good Society, (Bellah, et al., 1992), Daniel Bell 
succinctly diagnosis the difficulty: "the nation-state is 
becoming too small for the big problems of life and too big 
for the small problems of life" (p.37). Harkavy and Puckett 
( 1991) push this point even further. Citing the work of 
psychologist Martin E. P. Seligman who coined the phrase 
"learned helplessness" as a phenomenon at work in the welfare 
state, Harkavy and Puckett assert that higher education has 
adopted a similarly defeatist attitude which society can no 
longer afford. "At the very heart of genuine civic 
responsibility and social solidarity is the concept of 
neighborliness, the caring about and assisting of those living 
near us. Exhortations to overcome self-centeredness and to 
develop an ethic of service will necessarily have little 
effect if institutional behavior belies these sentiments" 
(pp. 556-557). 
In his book, Scholarship Reconsidered, Ernest Boyer 
( 1990) puts the responsibility for improving civic life on the 
scholarly agenda: 
Ultimately, in the current scheme of things, 
the nation loses, too. At no time in our 
history has the need been greater for 
connecting the work of the academy to the 
social and environmental challenges beyond the 
campus. And yet, the rich diversity and 
potential of American higher education cannot 
be fully realized if campus missions are too 
narrowly defined or if the faculty reward 
systems are inappropriately restricted. It 
seems clear that while research is crucial, we 
need a renewed commitment to service, too. 
(p. xii) 
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Although such challenges to transform higher education in 
the national interest may be inspirational, it is difficult to 
find evidence that the integration of study and service 
increases civic participation. According to Conrad and Hedin 
( 1991), "Studies that have examined political efficacy and 
inclination toward subsequent civic participation as a result 
of service activities have had mixed results. About an equal 
number of studies find increases and no increases on these 
factors" (p. 747). Nonetheless, civic participation and civic 
leadership are often used to encourage participation in 
service-learning. 
servica-learninq tor an Bariche4 society 
Those who advocate service as a means of enrichin9 the 
society see efforts beyond national and political lines. 
"Service, 11 says Ernest Boyer, "introduces students to new 
people and new ideas. It establishes connections between 
academic life and the larger society" (Boyer, 1987, p. 215). 
Much like their predecessors in the Peace Corps and VISTA 
movements, advocates of service-learning as a means to 
universal social justice work to ensure that all have the 
basic goods for a healthy life, are treated with dignity and 
worth, are entitled to participation, and share a sense of 
solidarity with humanity (Swezey, 1990). The connotation of 
service in this strain of the literature entails a moral 
obligation, requiring not only that students serve society but 
that they reshape it. As Boyer writes in Scholarship 
Reconsidered (1990), "The challenge then is this: Can 
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America's colleges and universities, with all the richness of 
their resources be of greater service to the nation and the 
world? can we define scholarship in ways that respond more 
adequately to the urgent new realities both within the academy 
and beyond?" (p. 3). 
summary: Pro• service to Scbolarsbip 
The various orientations to service-learning -- as a 
means to improve the institution, the nation, and the society 
-- represent a wide ~rray of attempts to define service, in 
word and in action. However, the concerns of the faculty, as 
discussed in the next section, revolve primarily around 
knowing, teaching, and learning. While practitioners and 
politicians have generally defined the "service" in "service-
learning," far less attention has been given to its link with 
learning. The following pages consider the pedagogical 
underpinnings of service-learning and consider the educational 
benefits students might derive from participation in such 
activities. 
THE LBARHI~G IN SERVICE-LEARNING 
Although much of the literature directly related to 
service-learning emphasizes the service dimension, many 
faculty incorporate service because of its educational value. 
The following section reviews the pedagogical traditions which 
might c::.ptu~e dnd reinforce faculty interest in service-
learning. 
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The Learninq Dimension 
Woodrow Wilson ( 1896) once said that, "It is not 
learninq, but the spirit of service that will give a college 
a place in the public annals of the nation." Thus far, this 
literature review has focused on the servic~ dimension of 
service-learning. It is the theme of service -- to the 
institution, to the nation, and to society -- that is most 
frequently emphasized by practitioners and politicians in 
support of service-learning. 
In some respects, the literature directly related to 
service-learning treats the learning component as an almost 
"silent" partner. Perhaps this is because the learning 
outcomes are more difficult to quantify: one might count the 
number of meals served in a hunger-awareness project, but the 
impact of such an effort on a student may only be fully 
realized upon reflection months or even years later. Perhaps 
the emphasis on service can be attributed to the financial 
support awarded to volunteer projects from the government or 
from philanthropic organizations. Perhaps service simply 
lends itself to a stronger rhetoric than does teaching or 
learning. 
Nonetheless, learning i2 an equal, if elusive, component 
of service-learninq and it is the element or greatest concern 
to faculty. According to Bowen and Schuster, learning is the 
"single unifying process" on which rest the four major faculty 
responsibilities of instruction, research, public service, and 
academic governance: 
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Learninq in this sense means brinqinq about 
desired changes in the traits of human beings 
(instruction), discoverinq and interpreting 
knowledqe (research) , applyinq knowledqe to 
serve the needs of the qeneral pUblic (public 
service) and creating an environment that 
contributes to and facilitates learning 
(institutional service). Learninq is the 
chief stock-n-trade of the professorate. It 
occurs in all fields, it takes place in 
diverse settinqs, and it serves varied 
clienteles. (Bowen and Schuster, 1986, p.23) 
The predominant literature on service-learninq asks, 
11\-lhat service will be accomplished through these initiatives?" 
The literature on teaching and educational r.eform asks, "What 
kind of learninq can be achieved throuqh service-learninq?" 
Host frequently, service-learning is used as one technique 
among many employed in experiential education. It has also 
been incorporated into the efforts of educational reformers 
who support 1 iberating and holistic educational methods and by 
those who are concerned with cross-cultural awareness. 
Lieberman and Connolly (1992) assert that service benefits the 
educational experience of students because it allows them to 
shape their own education, test classroom theories, integrate 
experience and academic work, and develop a contextual 
framework for their studies. The following sub-sections 
examine pedaqoqical approaches which employ service-learninq 
and the challenges such approaches face in traditional 
academe. The following paqes also describe the educational 
outcomes of service-learninq, and outline the basic structure 
and composition of courses which integrate service. 
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The Pedagogy of service-Learning 
One need not look far to find critics of traditional 
educational methods. An analysis of recent reports on the 
status of education reveals that today's classroom methods 
promote passivity, reinforce a societal preoccupation with 
individual interest, and have become too "technical and 
instrumental" (Schultz, 1990, p. 7). In response, some 
educators have adopted an experiential approach, including 
service-learning, to foster a connection between theory and 
practice. As conrad and Hedin (1987) put it: 
Rooted in the developmental theories of .John 
Dewey, Jean Piaget, and others who stress 
learning as an interaction with the 
environment, this approach holds that 
development occurs as individuals strive to 
come up with more satisfying and complex ways 
to understand and act on their world. (p.745) 
Basic Concepts in Experiential Education 
John Dewey, who is considered the father of experiential 
education (and who was an active supporter of the service-
learning efforts at Hull House), asserted that: 
The nature of experience can be understood 
only by noting that it includes an active and 
a passive element ... When we experience 
something we act upon it, we do something with 
it; then we suffer or undergo the consequences 
Mere activity does not constitute 
experience. It is dispersive, centrifugal, 
dissipating .•. When an activity is continued 
intQ the undergoing of consequences, when the 
change made by action is reflected back into a 
change made in us, the mere flux is loaded 
with significance. We learn something .•. To 
"learn from experience" is to make a backward 
and forward connection between what we do to 
things and what we enjoy or suffer from things 
in consequence. (Dewey, 1916, p.l40) 
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This relationship between the active and passive is at 
the heart of service-learning. The action is provided by the 
service experience; the learning is provided by the faculty 
through appropriate orientation, supervision and reflection. 
According to Nathan and Kielsmeier ( 1991), "Learning through 
service ... rekindles an idea brought to life by John Dewey in 
the 1930's: that schools should be democratic laboratories of 
learning, closely linked to community needs. These learning 
labs create new roles for students and teachers, make use of 
action-based instructional methods, and lead to the learning 
of meaningful, real-world content" (p.742). 
The most frequently cited model of experiential learning 
was developed by David Kolb at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. JColb ( 1984) sketched a cyclical process which 
begins with concrete experience, leads to reflective 
observation (based on the experience), then to abstract 
conceptualization, and completes the cycle with active 
experimentation. Building on the work of Kolb 1 Gish ( 1990) 
argues that the process is not neatly sequential but that each 
individual encounters learning on his/her own terms based on 
personal history and current circumstance and can therefore 
enter the cycle at any point. According to Gish 1 
Traditionally, learning has been viewed as the 
accumulation of information and the 
development of concepts organizing that 
information into some coherent arrangement. 
This kind of learninq is still to be valued. 
Learning, however I can also be seen as a 
process that includes all human experience. 
Active participation in others' lives is 
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important to learning. Reflection on and 
orderly observation of human activity and the 
ideas that can define it are equally a part of 
learning. Creating concepts that organize the 
world so it can be understood and effectively 
dealt with is another important element. 
Finally, acting and experimenting allows us to 
test our experiences, reflections, and 
concepts and thereby gain additional 
learning. (p.l99) 
In service-learning, the service activity, combined with 
the conceptual framework provided by academic study, triggers 
the learning cycle. Furthermore, service-learning enables 
students to move beyond merely examining or considering a 
problem from a distance. According to Rubin (1992), "Service-
learning is a particularly powerful form of experiential 
learning if we want students to be able to reach the 
developmental stage of commitment, because moral questions and 
moral decisions are central to the experience students are 
having" (p.l60) • 
Liberating Bducation 
The concepts of experiential education and service-
learning have been absorbed into the liberating educational 
strategies endorsed by Paulo Freire (1970), who maintains that 
"Knowledge emerges only through invention and re-invention, 
through the restless, impatient, continuing, hopeful inquiry 
men pursue in the world, with the world and with each other" 
(p.SS). For Freire, traditional education has forgotten the 
interchangeable roles of teacher and student learning from 
each other, learning together. Instead, 
I 
I 
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Education is suffering from narration 
sickness •.. The teacher talks about reality as 
if it were motionless I static I 
compartmentalized, and predictable ... Narration 
(with teacher as narrator) leads the students . 
to memorize mechanically the narrated content. 
Worse yet, it turns them into "containers," 
into "receptacles" to be "filled" by the 
teacher. The more completely he fills the 
receptacles, the better a teacher he is. The 
more meekly the receptacles permit themselves 
to be filled, the better students they are. 
(pp.57-58) 
A part of the solution, for those who espouse the 
philosophies of liberating education, is to encourage students 
to become active problem solvers: "In problem-posing 
education, men develop their power to perceive critically the 
way they exist in the world with which and in which they find 
themselves; they come to see the world not as a static 
real1. ty, but as a reality in proces:s, in transformation" 
(Freire, p.71, emphasis in original). In regard to service-
learning, research by conrad and Hedin (1987) demonstrated 
that open-mindedness, problem-solving ability, and analytical 
thinking were demonstrably improved for community service 
participants, especially when reflection or focused problem-
solving is built-in (p.747). Nathan and Kielsmeier (1991) 
reinforce the same premise, finding that, "When teachers 
integrate service and social action into their academic 
programs, students learn to communicate, to solve problems, to 
think critically, and to exercise other higher order skills" 
{p. 741). 
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Holistic Bducation 
TWo other concepts within experiential education and 
service learning -- context and connectedness -- appeal to 
those who support holistic education and those. who are 
concerned about cross-cultural development. 
Holistic education is based on "an assumption that 
everything in the universe is fundamentally interconnected" 
(Clark, 1988, p. 3) o Four key principles underlie the 
philosophy of holistic education: ( 1) that we must nurture the 
whole person, (2) that there is an egalitarian and cooperative 
relationship between adult and youth, between teacher and 
student, (3) that truth is grounded in a spiritual world view, 
and (4) that a preoccupation with materialism is destructive 
to our society (Miller, 1990). It is not difficult to 
understand the attraction that experiential education, and 
especially service-learning, would have in this framework. 
When utilizing service-learning activities, an instructor must 
recognize the importance of context, including a respect for 
"the knowledge of what students bring with them, and the ways 
that knowledge might influence what they learn; their 
interests and inclinations; and their cultural backgrounds" 
(Kennedy, 1991, p.13) o To illustrate the significance of this 
concept in holistic education, Clark (1990) relates the 
following story told by Saudi astronaut Sultan Bin Salman Al-
Saud, who travelled aboard the space shuttle Discovery 5 in 
1985: 
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The first day or so we all pointed to our 
countries. The third or fourth day we were 
pointing to our continents. By the fifth day 
we were aware of only one Earth. (p.7) 
Those who utilize service-learning as a strategy in 
holistic education hope that students will adopt world views 
based not on an assumption of separateness and fragmentation 
bu.t on an assumption of wholeness and interconnectivity as 
their experiential sophistication grows. As stated by Edward 
Clark (1989) , an advocate of holistic education, "thinking and 
learning are contextual in nature .•. A primary focus (is] •.• to 
change the way people think about their relationship to the 
world in which we 1 i ve 11 (pp. 56-57) . 
The concern for context, both as a dimension of the 
academic setting and as an orientation to lifelong learning, 
is closely related to a second key concept in experiential 
education, connectedness. In their book, Turning Professors 
into Teachers: A New Approach to Faculty Development and 
student Learning, Katz and Henry (1988) reinforce the 
importance of connectedness for active learning: "Classroom 
learning becomes richer when it uses and connects with what 
students learn on the outside" (p. 9). The authors encourage 
faculty to adopt the following principles: 
1. Transform student passivity into active 
learning 
2. Account for individual differences 
3. Stimulate the process of inquiry 
4. Expand the student's ability to inquire with 
other people 
5. Encourage participation 
6. Support student efforts 
7. Recognize that learning is an intensely 
emotional experience 
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These principles can bl.. integrated into the curriculum by 
using service-learning but not without challenging firmly 
rooted traditional methods. The following section will 
explore the pedagogical roadblocks to experiential education 
and service-learning presented by traditional academe. 
Barriers to Bzperiential BducatioD in Traditional Acadeae 
The academy has not readily embraced experiential, 
liberation, or holistic education. On one level, the emphasis 
on experimentation, observation, hypothesis-testing and 
conceptualization in these methods mirrors "the scientific 
method." Perhaps as a consequence of their relationship to 
modern scienc~, the techniques of experiential education are 
readily accepted in vocational education but continue to be 
regarded with suspicion in the liberal arts (Smythe, 1990). 
On a second level, these pedago-Jies expand the scientific 
method to allow for a more subjective consideration of the 
issues: the student no longer views the world from a distance 
but is encouraged to be intimately involved with the subject. 
Hence, faculty who choose experiential methods like service-
learning may feel separated from the dominant approaches to 
learning and may consequently feel compelled to justify their 
methods. As Harrison and Hopkins (1967) lament, "There are 
attempts to provide action-oriented and experience-based 
learning models in many institutions of higher learning, but 
these •.. settings tend to be peripheral and ancillary to the 
main work of the college or university" (p. 433). 
Aside from issues of philosophy, it is sometimes 
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difficult to win institutional support for experiential 
education because it is more expensive, requiring a lower 
student-faculty ratio. Philosophical and financial 
differences may surface in misunderstandings between 
"clinical" or practical instructors and their more 
theoretical, traditional colleges. Such conflicts may lead to 
a lack of collegial support for service experiences. 
Difficulties with funding and with collegial support may lead 
to questions about the quality of the experience and the rigor 
of the enterprise, a cyclical and defeating process (Bok, 
1982) . 
Yet another difficulty for those who advocate 
experiential techniques such as service-learning is the narrow 
connotation of "educational experience" adopted in traditional 
academe. Although it is routinely accepted in the liberal 
arts that teaching the "classics" in any discipline 
communicates knowledge of intrinsic, long-lasting value, 
experience is accorded academic credit only if it can 
demonstrate its immediate utilitarian value in acquiring a 
skill or preparing for a particular career. "Practical 
experience" is often described in education as if some kinds 
of experience (such as service-learning) are "impractical" and 
therefore educationally unworthy (Smythe, 1990). Yet rarely 
does one question the "practicality" of reading any given 
essay from Aristotle. 
It is exactly the learning derived from wide-ranging 
experiences that is required for participation in a global 
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society. Harrison and Hopkins (1967; ~t~~i~uted the serious 
difficulties encountered by the Peace Corp volunteers they 
studied largely to the inadequacy of formal education: 
With few exceptions, formal systems of higher 
education in the United States provide 
training in the manipulation of symbols rather 
than of things, and commitment to 
understanding rather than to action. These 
systems were designed originally for the 
training of scholars 3 researchers, and 
professionals, for whom rationality, abstract 
knowledge, emotional detachment, and verbal 
skills are primary values. These systems, 
however, are applied across the board to 
almost all students, regardless of individual 
occupational fields. (pp.432-433) 
Indeed, this orientation has been more recently 
substantiated in the research of Patricia cross (1990). The 
results of the Teaching Goals Inventory, a part of the 
Classroom Research project which surveyed nearly 2,000 
faculty, revealed that "the single most commonly accepted 
teaching qoal today is the 'development of analytic skills,' 
considered essential by a majority of faculty across most of 
the disciplines" (p.l5). In contrast the importance of 
developing a respect for others, including persons of 
different backgrounds was widely divergent within the faculty: 
this was an essential goal for 46 percent of the faculty in 
career-related courses (education, allied health, 
communications) but only essential to 1 percent of the faculty 
in the sciences. "In short, 11 says Ira Harkavy ( 1991) , 
''Esoterica has triumphed over public philosophy, narrow 
scholasticism over humane scholarship" (p.2). Service-
learning appears to offer the opportunity for such scholarship 
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as indicated by responses of st::.dents engaged in service 
through the service-learning center at Michigan State 
University. Almost 91 percent responded that they had an 
increased appreciation of others, and nearly 85 percent 
reported an enhanced ability to work with others as a result 
of their service experience (Edens, 1988). 
Harrison and Hopkins (1967) found that those trained in 
the traditional classroom lacked many of the skills essential 
in cross-cultural settings. such volunteers were dependent on 
external authority -- always seeking the expert opinion before 
taking action: they lacked "emotional muscle" to put theories 
into action; they were reluctant to make choices and 
commitments; and they failed to take their own feelings or the 
feelings of others into account when making decisions. The 
authors assert that such skills are critical to cross-cultural 
effectiveness: 
The experiences of all our overseas agencies, 
-- private, governmental, religious -- have 
demonstrated that the human elements of 
overseas work are at least as important as the 
technical ones in the success of a job or 
mission, and that overseas personnel are much 
more likely to be deficient in these human 
aspects of work performance than in technical 
skills ... By interpersonal effectiveness we 
mean such functions as establishing and 
maintaining trust and communication, 
motivating and influencing, consulting and 
advising -- all that complex of activities 
designed to inculcate change. In overseas 
jobs, the performance of these relationship 
activities must take place across differences 
in values, in ways of perceiving and thinking, 
and in cultural norms and expectations. 
(p.435) 
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These are precisely the skills students are thought to 
acquire through service-learning. According to Little (1990), 
"The beauty of service-learning and its potential is that 
often it is exercised in a logical gap of conflicting 
interpretations ..• with a vision of what is desired driving our 
effort, we act to realize the possibilities, letting our own 
values come into play in saying what the possibilities really 
are" (p.271). When combined with adequate supervision and 
classroom instruction, service activities combine the active 
and passive dimensions advocated by Dewey. In settings often 
far different from their own neighborhoods or residence halls, 
students come to recognize the importance of context in 
solving social problems. By working with others , as co-
volunteers or in providing assistance, students come to 
appreciate the connectedness they share with those beyond the 
campus. Whether career paths take them to the local city or 
around the globe, Bok (1986) urges the necessary reforms to 
develop such skills: 
Despite repeated changes in curriculum, most 
university colleges still rely on large 
lecture courses and extensive reading 
assignments that leave little room for 
independent thought. Too often, the result is 
an educational process that fails to challenge 
students enough to develop their powers of 
reasoning. This is not a happy outcome in a 
world where students can expect to encounter 
heavy demands on their intellect throughout 
their working lives. It is time, therefore, 
to think seriously about multiplying the 
opportunities for students to reason carefully 
about challenging problems under careful 
supervision. (p.l65) 
According to Schultz (1990}, "The most effective values 
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education we can provide for our students is an intentional 
process of collaboration between academy and community" 
(p.91). However, integrating classical and experiential 
approaches to civic education requires "modeling of 
constructive civic participation within the academy itself and 
between the academy and the larger community" (p.210). That 
such participation is not easy to achieve was discovered by 
Harkavy and colleagues in the development of WEPIC (West 
Philadelphia Improvement Corps), a CODUIIUnity action initiative 
undertaken by the University of Pennsylvania. Intending to 
apply theories from the various branches of the social 
sciences to the problems of an inner-city neighborhood, 
faculty soon discovered that it was difficult to bring 
coherence and integration to individual students working on 
widely dispersed projects. Furthermore, "A pervasive distrust 
of academics existed, since in West Philadelphia graduate 
students and faculty members had studied the community, 
written about the community, and then left the community in 
the same or worse shape than it had been before their arrival" 
(p.ll). On campus, although the WEPIC project enjoyed 
considerable support and recognition, it nonetheless found 
itself used as a "side-show" for public relations on behalf of 
the University. Despite its ability to demonstrate that all 
three university missions (teaching, research, and service) 
could be successfully integrated, WEPIC "had only a relatively 
small band of faculty adherents" (Rarkavy, 1991, p.lS). 
Rigorous, meaningful experiential education requires much 
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more than providing experiences and allowing students to 
observe the consequences. The WEPIC project highlighted the 
need for concrete, visible problems that cross disciplinary 
lines. Faculty soon found that the mandate, "go forth and do 
good -- reach out" is not enough. Real problems bring 
efficacy to scholastic endeavors and to the problems of 
community deve 1 opment (Harkavy, p. 17) . A commitment to 
experiential education requires that teachers accept the 
challenges demanded by these new techniques and perhaps 
develop new skills of their own: 
Even those who are attracted to the approaches 
to learning we have described here may well 
ask where the teachers will come from to carry 
them out. Clearly, the desired skill mix is 
sharply divergent from the blend of 
intellectual competence and verbal facility 
found in good classroom teachers. 
The teacher in an experience-based program is 
involved with people, not books; with real 
situations, not abstractions. He must 
collaborate closely with his colleagues. In 
his work with students, he will do little 
presenting and much listening. Instead of 
organizing content material, he will seek 
patterns, principles, and generalizations in 
the reactions of trainees. Subject matter 
competence is useful, of course, but it will 
not get the job done without true competence 
in the facilitation of learning through focus 
on process. (Harrison and Hopkins, 1967, 
p.458) 
Having explored the general aims of service-learning as 
part of experiential education, with some attention to the 
barriers it faces, let us now consider the educational 
outcomes that have been demonstrated through participation in 
service-learning activities. 
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Tbe B4ucatioual outcoaea of Service-Learning 
Advocates of service-learning are often stymied by the 
lack of quantifiable data which support this pedagogical 
method. Even within the broader and more established arena of 
experiential education, research has usually focused on 
program evaluation with little assessment of the experience of 
student participants. Although anecdotal reports are often 
glowing, the many variables involved in service-learning and 
the long-term effects of such experiences make standardized 
testing difficult at best (Giles, Honnet, and Migliore, p.B). 
Two Wingspread conferences { 1991 and 199 3 ) have been sponsored 
by the National Society for Internships and Experiential 
Education (in cooperation with the Johnson Foundation and with 
support from the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur 
Foundation) , expressly for the purpose of developing a 
research agenda for gathering useful data and buildin<.J a 
theoretical base for service-learning. 
Some quantitative research has been done, particularly 
regarding personal development and career preparation. Some 
of the research on personal development has come in response 
to sociological concerns about the e~panded period of 
adolescence created by the move from an agrarian to an 
industrial society. As the youth population expands into the 
21st century, youth related problems are expected to multiply 
(Sherridan, 1991). Nathan and Kielsmeier (1991) attribute 
many of these "problems" to the diminished self-esteem 
experienced in the youth population: 
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Though they may be in high demand for entry-
level employment at fast-food restaurants and 
all night gas stations, many young people are 
alienated from the society. They are heavy 
users of drugs and alcohol, they consistently 
maintain the lowest voting rates of any age 
group, and the teen pregnancy rate has been 
described as epidemic. 
We believe that these problems stem in part 
from the way adults treat young people. 
Unlike earlier generations, which viewed young 
people as active, productive and needed 
members of the household and community, adults 
today tend to treat them as objects, as 
problems, or as the recipients (not the 
deliverers) of service. (p.740) 
In studies reported by Conrad and Hedin, (1991, p.747), 
it appears that affording youth the opportunity to channel 
their energies productively can have far-reaching results. 
Calabrese and Schumer (1986), studying junior high students 
with behavior difficulties assigned to service activities, 
found that these students had lower levels of alienation and 
isolation and fewer disciplinary problems. Luchs reported 
that students involved in community service gained '!!lore 
positive attitudes toward others, a greater sense of efficacy, 
and higher self-esteem than nonparticipating comparison 
students. According to Cognetta and Sprinthall ( 1978) , 
studies based on the work of Kohlberg and Loevinger applied to 
service-learning participants generally found increases in 
moral and ego development. In summary, Conrad and Hedin 
(1991) state: 
Evidence from quantitative methodologies is 
somewhat limited, though a body of research 
does exist that tends to show that social, 
personal and academic development are fostered 
by community service. Evidence from 
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qualitative, anecdotal studies suggests even 
more strongly and consistently that community 
service can be a worthwhile, useful, enjoyable 
and powerful learning experience. (p.746) 
Service-learning can broaden not only the social but the 
cognitive dimensions of student life. with respect to 
academic performance, Gish (1979) asserts that, "Most people 
develop their preferred learning styles in school and use them 
throughout their lives. Thus students' life-long learning may 
be limited by an imbalance in learning styles" (p. 199). 
Service-learning provides an opportunity to develop a broader 
range of learning styles. Using meta-analysis, conrad and 
Hedin (1991, p. 746) report that studies on tutoring, "found 
increases in reading and math achievement scores for tutors 
and tutees, 11 but especially for the tutors. Tutoring may lend 
itself most readily to measuring service-learning outcomes 
because the research methodologies applied to the formal 
school can be easily applied. Although there appear to be no 
significant gains in general factual knowledge as a result of 
service participation, "Consistent gains in factual knowledge 
have been found •.• [in} the specific kinds of information that 
students were likely to encounter in their field experiences" 
(p.746). Furthermore, 
A consistent finding of research into service 
and other kinds of experiential programs is 
the high degree to which participants report 
that they have learned a great deal from their 
experiences. In a nationwide survey we 
conducted of nearly 4,000 students involved in 
service and other experiential programs, about 
75t reported learning ''more" or "much more" in 
their participation program than in their 
regular classes. (p.748) 
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In addition to the cognitive gains made by participants 
in service-learning, many have argued that such opportunities 
provide a valuable academic exposure to the concept of 
philanthropy and the workings of the non-profit or independent 
sector. Payton (1988} aoserts that recognizing the role of 
philanthropy is essential to an understanding of American 
society. On a more pragmatic level, he points out that more 
people are employed in the independent sector than in the 
federal and state governments combined: one out of 12 students 
will be employed in this area. In Michigan, the "non-profit 
sector of 6,025 organizations employed 260,615 workers with a 
payroll of almost $5 billion and revenues approaching $11 
billion" (p.J). If for no other reason than future employment 
possibilities, students will benefit from an active engagement 
with and conceptual understanding of social service agencies. 
Career preparation may be enhanced by service-learning as 
students are exposed to varying occupations. Not only are 
students invited to consider various forms of work, but they 
also have an oppo!'tunity to consider the nature of work 
itself. Ernest Boyer (1987) cites Thomas Green (1968} to 
illustrate this point: "Work is basically the way that people 
seek to redeem their lives from futility. It, therefore, 
requires the kind of world in which hope is possible, which is 
to say, the kind of world that yields to human effort" 
(p.110}. Rutter and Newmann (1989} found that service 
participants gained enhanced social competence in public 
speaking, initiating conversations, and persuading adults to 
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con::.id.:;:i.: their views. Service-learninq has been used to 
counter the overly esoteric emphasis of professional traininq. 
AccordinCJ to Bok (1986), "In a recent survey of 1, 600 
attorneys who graduated from law school between 1955 and 1970, 
69 percent said that they had not been trained to counsel with 
clients and 77 percent declared that law school bad not 
prepared them adequately to negotiate a s~ttlement" (p.92). 
such attacks on the profession led to the development of leqal 
clinics which fostered skill development while meetinq 
community needs. 
au.aary 
This chapter has outlined the pedagoqical connections of 
service-learninq, the barriers posed by traditional academic 
methods, and the educational outcomes to be qained. It should 
be apparent that service-learninq is not a technique that can 
be easily applied. Rather, it poses siqnificant challenqes to 
the faculty who choose to adopt such methods. What would 
motivate faculty to undertake such challenges? In the next 
chapter, the theories of motivation developed by Frederick 
Herzberq are used as a framework for exploring the literature 
on faculty motivation. An understandinq of faculty motivation 
will thus enable us to anticipate faculty perspectives with 
reqard to their involvement in service-learning. 
CHAPTBR TB.RBB 
SBRVICB-LBARHIMG JUm I'ACULTY IIOTinTIOII 
The previous chapter has described the history and 
current status of service-learning and has outlined the many 
reasons given by students, p~liticians and practitioners in 
its support. 'let no matter how persuasive these arguments 
might be, the critical decisions regarding the integration of 
service and academic study rest with the faculty. 
Incorporating service into the curriculum, as an elective or 
requirement, requires curricular reform and the curriculum 
remains the domain of the professorate. support for this 
assertion can be drawn directly from the Statement on 
Governance of Colleges and Universities endorsed by the 
American Association of University Professors (AAUP), American 
Council on Education (ACE) , and the Association of Governing 
Boards of Universities and Colleges (AGB). While this 
document urges cooperation in many aspects of university 
governance, it specifies that, "The faculty has primary 
responsibility for such fundamental areas as curriculum, 
subject matter and methods of instruction, research, faculty 
status and those aspects of student life which relate to the 
educational process" (AAUP, 1966, p.l61). 
As would be expected, the decisions and behavior of the 
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faculty have a profound impact on student learning. According 
to Gus key ( 1988) , studies on collegiate teaching and learning, 
consistently reflect two major themes. The 
first is that despite the influence of factors 
that lie beyond the control of professors and 
instructors, such as students' backgrounds and 
previous learning experiences, the quality of 
their teaching has a very strong effect on 
students' learning. In other words, college 
teachers do make a difference. Instructional 
factors under their direct control have a very 
important and powerful influence on what 
students learn, and on the success they 
achieve in college level courses. The second 
major theme is that college students who have 
successful learning experiences persist in 
their learning and are far more likely to 
complete the courses and programs in which 
they enroll. Furthermore, they feel better 
about themselves, about their ability to 
learn, and are far more· confident in future 
learning situations. (p.4) 
Not only does the faculty control the internal structure 
of colleges and universities, Bowen and Schuster ( 1986) assert 
that faculty influence extends far beyond the classroom walls: 
The nation depends upon the faculties also for 
much of its basic research and scholarship, 
philosophical and religious inquiry, public 
policy analysis, social criticism, cultivation 
of literature and the fine arts, and technical 
consulting. The faculties through both their 
teaching and research are enormously 
influential in the economic progress and 
cultural development of the nation (p.3). 
Will the arguments presented on behalf of service-
learning motivate faculty to adopt such methods? According to 
cross ( 1990) , 
The problem, according to research on faculty 
motivation, is that extrinsic rewards that 
administrators and policy makers depend on are 
not very effective in changinq faculty 
behavior. Most faculty members work hard and 
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put in long hours without any supervision or 
work rules. Motivation in these autonomous 
situations is far more complex, it 3ppearsl 
than the simple reward/punishment views that 
prevail in determining incentives. (p.l6) 
Although no other studies have yet been undertaken to 
directly address the relationship between faculty motivation 
and service-learning 1 general theories of motivation and 
research focused on faculty motivation can be used to assess 
the likelihood that faculty will respond to the call for 
integrating service and academic study. 
In this chapter 1 the three primary dimensions of the 
Motivation-Hygiene Theory developed by Frederick Herzberg will 
be linked to corresponding studies of faculty motivation in 
higher education. Such studies enable us to identify the 
conditions under which faculty might consider or reject 
involvement in service-learning. 
The Motivation-Byqiene Theory of rrederick Bersberq: 
A conceptual Pra.evork for Underatandinq raculty Motivation 
The Motivation-Hygiene theory of Frederick Herzberg 
(1959) is based on three assumptions: 
1. Man can only be understood in the context of his culture. 
2. Man's role in that culture is determined, to a large 
extent, by the myths provided by the dominant social 
institutions of his day. 
3. Both physical and psychological conditions must be 
considered in determining motivation and job 
satisfaction. Physical needs are fulfilled by external 
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rewards while psychological needs can only be fulfilled 
through intrinsic motivators. 
Although the original theory emerged from the work of 
Herzberg, Hausner, and Snyderman (1959) in industrial 
psychology, the approach has been utilized by a considerable 
number of subsequent studies of faculty motivation; i.e., 
Austin and Gamson (1983), Bess, (1982), Bowen and Schuster, 
(1986), Deci and Ryan (1982), Csikszentmihalyi (1982), Eble 
and McKeachie ( 198 5) , Hall and Bazerman ( 1982) , Mowday ( 1982) , 
and McKeachie (1982). 
The following sections will examine each of Herzberg's 
three assumptions about human behavior -- culture, role, and 
satisfaction/dissatisfaction in conjunction with the 
corresponding studies of higher education which relate to 
academic culture, faculty role, and faculty 
motivation/satisfaction. These dimensions of academic life 
influence the choices faculty make about the content and 
structure of their courses, including their willingness to 
incorporate service-learning into their teaching methods. 
Herzberg on the Influence of CUlture 
Herzberg believed that man's self-definition is shaped by 
the cultural myths of the period in which he lived. These 
cultural myths, used to explain human nature, are defined and 
supported by the dominant institutions of the era. As an 
example, Herzberg asserts that the Church, the dominant 
institution throughout much of Western history, was supplanted 
by the industrial firm in modern society. Man's perception of 
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the nature and purpose of life was radically altered by that 
transition: the quest for salvation gave way to the quest for 
organizational efficiency. It is especially important to note 
that Herzberg's theory requires a replacement myth if change 
is to occur. Thus, if a change in the dominant myth is 
desired, an equally compelling myth must be developed in its 
place. 
Herzberg's emphasis on the role of culture in the 
interpretation of human behavior is especially relevant for 
this study of faculty perceptions because scholars in higher 
education have recently focused attention on the various 
dimensions of educational institutions known as "academic 
culture." 
ACADBKIC CULTORB 
As the dominant institutions of academic cultur~ t0day, 
colleges and universities foster cultural myths within the 
higher education. The following section identifies the 
dominant myths of academic culture and assesses their impact 
on faculty involvement in service-learning. 
In her work on academic culture, Austin (1992) defines 
"culture" as the way in which groups of people construct 
meaning. Because the core functions of the University revolve 
around knowledge the generation, transmission, and 
interpretation of knowledge (Elman and Smock, 1985: Lynton and 
Elman, 1987) -- much of the meaning in academic life is rooted 
in what it means to know, and by extension, what it means to 
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teach and to learn. Some scholars of academic culture assert 
that learning and knowledge, process and content, are at the 
core of the academic enterprise ( Belenky, Cl inchy, Goldberger, 
and Tarule, 1986: Palmer, 1987). According to Bowen and 
Schuster (1986), "The ideal academic community from the point 
of view of faculty is a college or university in which the 
three values -- pursuit of learning, academic freedom, and 
collegiality -- are strongly held and defended" (p. 54). 
Scholars experience and interpret the central values of 
academe through two sub-cultures: that of the academic 
discipline and that of the local culture on one's home 
institution (Bess, 1982; Biglan, 1973: Katz and Henry, 1988). 
The work of Becher (1984, 1987) has been especially helpful in 
identifying disciplinary sub-cultures that define knowing, 
teaching, and learning in different ways. These definitions 
affect the ways in which faculty construct their academic 
roles. Becher identifies four general disciplinary cultures: 
hard-pure, soft-pure, hard-applied, and soft-applied. This 
research reveals that disciplines which focus on a "contextual 
imperatiV'!11 (i.e., have clear, identifiable problems with 
discrete solutions) tend to work in research teams, along 
shorter research time-lines, and with more frequent 
publication. In contrast, those disciplines which focus on 
"contextual association" (considering more ambiguous research 
questions) are generally marked by more individual research, 
across a longer timeline, resulting in fewer publications. 
As might be anticipated, the effects of these 
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disciplinary orientations is not limited .:::;wlalx· to the faculty 
role. As Katz .and Henry (1988) observe, 
We found a strong correlation betw~en the 
modes of thinking of faculty and the student 
majors in a given discipline. If different 
modes of thinking are linked to different 
disciplines, and these modes are partial, in 
the sense that thinking in one discipline may 
emphasize and highliqht modes of thinking that 
in another discipline are de-emphasized and 
perhaps even actively discouraged, then it is 
important to be aware of how these differences 
are being presented to students. (p.154) 
Berdahl ( 1990) extends the understanding faculty roles by 
explaining that faculty hold dual citizenship -- within the 
academic disciplines (with the various dimensions described 
above) and within the institution. Drawing on the work of 
other researchers (Clark, 1987; Peterson and Associates, 
1986), Austin (1990) includes among the components of 
institutional culture the, "institutional mission and purpose, 
its size, complexity, age and location, the way in which 
authority is conceived and structured, the orqaniz:~.tion of 
work (especially teachinq and inquiry), the curricular 
structure and academic standards, student and faculty 
characteristics, and th.e physical environment" (p.lJ). In 
relating campus culture to service initiatives, Alexander 
Astin ( 1990) found that ". . . once the size and type of 
institution is taken into account, those institutions that are 
more selective are perceived by their faculty as having a 
lower level of commitment to promoting student involvement in 
community service" (p.U). Furthermore, Astin reminds us that 
"both types of institutions -- public four-year colleges and 
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especially public universities -- tend to be perceived by 
their faculties [as] having a low commitment to student 
involvement in community service, whereas faculty in the 
private four-year colleges report a much higher priority being 
given to involving students in community service. The private 
universities have an average level of commitment11 (p. 11). 
The dual roles faculty members hold, as citizens of the 
discipline and of the institution, lead Austin (1992) to 
caution that, 11Understanding the nature of faculty cultures 
requires recognition that the values and commitments of these 
cultures sometimes conflict" (p.28) and that there may be 
overlap among similar disciplines or between similar 
institutions. 
In a critique of academic culture, Parker Palmer labels 
the dominant method for the pursuit of knowledge in academe 
"objectivism" (1987, p.22), and describes it as having three 
primary beliefs: (1) the world is objective -- it can be held 
at a distance, separate from the scholar who may then observe 
its natural and social phenomena: (2) the world is analytic --
it can be segmented or dissected into distinct parts which can 
be extracted for further examination; and (J} the world is 
experimental its distinct parts can be manipulated, 
observed, recorded in isolation, and then replaced without 
disruption to the entity as a whole. To demonstrate this 
point, Palmer utilizes the work of Arthur Levine in When 
Dreams and Heros Died (1979). In interviewing students about 
their hopes for the future, Levine discovered a curious 
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juxtaposition: students believed that the nation and the world 
were, in general, decaying. Yet their own personal 
aspirations and prospects remained quite high. Palmer refers 
to this dichotomy as "trained schizophrenia" because students 
are taught that the world is something apart from themselves -
something "out there." 
Using a variety of other labels, other scholars have 
joined Palmer in critiquing the dominant assumptions cf the 
scholarly culture and, as described in Chapter 2, have called 
for new models of understanding teaching and learning (B. 
Clark, 1987; E. Clark, 1988; Freire, 1970; Giroux, 1970; 
Harkavy, 1991; Harrison and Hopkins, 1967; Katz and Henry, 
1988; Kennedy, 1991; Mabey, 1992). These scholars assert that 
an objective framework is not consistent with the experiences 
of life which are more holistic, complex, and interconnected. 
The supposed "objectivity" of scholarly research has also been 
called into question by a number of feminist and multi-
cultural scholars (Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule; 
Freire, 1970, 1973; Rice, 1986). Lynton and Elman (1987) call 
for a new approach to the knowledge functions because of the 
increasing need for the interpretation and dissemination of 
knowledge. The authors maintain that such tasks will be every 
bit as intellectually challenging as former conceptions of 
academic responsibilities. Developing faculty to meet these 
challenges \otill require exposing and promoting the expanded 
opportunities in applied settings and shifting the value and 
reward systems. Eastman ( 1989) maintains that scholarship and 
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service are responsive to different environments. Scholarship 
is knowledge-based and responds to an internal norm while 
service responds to the broader public. This juxtaposi~ion 
requires a different orientation to faculty life: "To serve 
society effectively, a faculty must be organized in a way 
which is not only different from, but incompatible with, the 
organizational arrangements which facilitate scholarship .. 
(Eastman, 1989, p.283). 
To date, higher education has coped with this 
fraqmentation by creating professional schools and institutes 
which focus on societal problems while attempting to maintain 
a "pure" orientation within the academic disciplines and 
departments. While this division of responsibility may have 
allowed the academy to avoid the difficulty raised by Eastman, 
it may also have created a different dilemma. According to 
Austin and Gamson (1983), 
The collegial structure has become so 
fractured in many institutions that it can do 
nothing more than provide the backdrop for 
departmental competition over scarce 
resources. One result is that decisions 
normally reserved for the collegial structure 
are made in the bureaucratic structure. This 
shift in power away from faculty toward 
administrations is probably the most important 
chanqe that has occurred in higher education 
in recent years. It may move the culture of 
colleges and universities away from normative 
to more utilitarian values. And it is 
undoubtedly affecting the way academic workers 
experience these institutions and their work. 
(p.15) 
Barber (1989) maintains that there have been two basic 
responses to these critiques of academic culture. The first 
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calls for a "Refurbished Ivory Tower" which espouses the 
traditional paradiqm in its most pristine form. The second is 
the "University of Service" model which is predicated on the 
need for relevance and tends to teach for vocationalism. 
While speaking consistently on behalf of service-learning and 
civic education, Barber asserts that neither model is 
sufficient to form a base for a new academic culture. While 
the traditional model has been proven inadequate, "Education 
as vocationalism in service to society becomes ·a matter of 
socialization rather than scrutiny, of spelling out 
consequences rather than probing premises, of answering 
society's questions rather than questioning society's answers" 
(p. 66). 
Those who espouse service-learning for the purpose of 
teaching citizenship call for "a renewal of civic community 
within the academyn (Schultz, 1990, p.l3) which transforms 
higher education into a more democratic enterprise (Barber, 
1989, 1991; Berdahl, 1990; Boyte, 1992; Harriger and Ford, 
1989). According to Agria (1990, p.lB), "The gap between a 
traditional curriculum with a disciplinary classroom, 
laboratory, and library orientation, and associated teaching 
methodologies, and curriculum and teaching/learning styles 
appropriate to ser'lfice and leadership preparation is, or 
appears to be, so wide that resistance to change is very 
high. 11 Agria has attempted to bridge this gap by the 
development of an epistemological model which integrates 
theory, application, and reflection with the knowledge-based 
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functions of assimilation, integration, and reinforcement. No 
doubt service-learning advocates will continue to rely on the 
critiques of traditional epistemological and pedagogical 
methods which emerge from experiential, holistic, or 
libertarian educational philosophers. 
The various assumptions scholars have identified in 
academic culture affect the way in which faculty members 
understand their role in the University. The next section 
sketches the examples provided by Herzberg to describe how 
cultural myths are used to define one's role in life. Drawing 
from the work of Rice (1991) and other academic scholars, some 
of the prevailing assumptions about the faculty role are 
subsequently discussed. 
Herzberg on the Role or Man 
Herzberg uses the Biblical stories of Adam and Abraham as 
examples of powerful myths which define the nature of man's 
existence and his role in life. Herzberg does not try to use 
these two myths to explain human nature, per se; indeed, he 
acknowledges that other myths may also be used to describe 
human life. Rather, Herzberg uses the Adam and Abraham 
stories to demonstrate the powerful effect cultural myths have 
on man's interpretation of the value and purpose of life. If 
one puts faith primarily in the Adam myth, the story of a man 
who fell from grace, humanity is doomed. If one believes in 
the potential of Abraham, the faithful man who received God's 
blessing, the world is full of infinite possibilities. 
Herzberg asserts that it was in the best interest of the 
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Church, as the dominant institution of early Western 
civilization, to promote the interpretations generated by 
these myths which emphasized man's relationship to God. When 
the Protestant Reformation, the Renaissance, and later, the 
Industrial Revolution wrought dramatic cultural shifts, these 
myths were replaced and a "new" man emerged: "the 
organizational man," whose values were compatible with the 
new dominant institution -- industry. 
Herzberg comments that these transitions between myth 
systems were neither easy nor instantaneous: 
Every revolution has caused radical revisions 
in the power structure of society. New myth 
systems are born when the old dogmas hurt 
people too much. A problem that the leaders 
of revolutionary movements must face is how to 
win the people away from the standards of an 
outdated value system and encourage them to 
give allegiance to a new order, an order that 
will better serve the current organizational 
needs of the revolutionary leadership. (p.24) 
TBB PACOLTY ROLl Ill TBB ACADEMIC COLTUR.B 
The faculty role as it is commonly perceived today can be 
traced to the expansionist period enjoyed by higher education 
from 1955 through 1970. During this period certain beliefs 
emerged to characterize faculty life. These beliefs, 
following Herzberg's work, have been described by Austin 
(1990) as "supreme fictions" and by Rice ( 1991) as "dominant 
fictions." Among the most powerful of these beliefs is "the 
notion that the purpose of higher education and the work of 
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the professor is to pursue, discover, create, produce, 
disseminate and transmit truth, knowledge, and understanding" 
(Austin, 1990, p.25). 
Rice (1986) identifies six additional fictions about 
faculty life which developed during the expansionist period. 
These are: 
1. Research is the central focus of faculty effort 
2. Quality is defined by peer review and professional 
autonomy 
3. Knowledge should be pursued for its own sake and 
organized along disciplinary lines 
4. Reputations are built through national and 
internationa1 professional affiliations 
5. The distinctive task of the scholar is the pursuit 
of cognitive truth or cognitive rationality 
6. Professional rewards and mobility increase in 
proportion to the degree of specialization. (p. 14) 
If these assumptions were universally held within the 
academy, support for initiatives such as service-learning 
would be virtually non-existent since such efforts run 
contrary to all six assertions. However, both Rice and Austin 
assert that these fictions distort the reality of faculty life 
in several ways, and studies by a variety of scholars have 
urged the consideration of a new understanding which is more 
consistent with faculty experience. 
Of particular concern to Rice and several other 
researchers in higher education is the myth that research is 
the foremost interest of the professorate. Rice asserts that, 
"Research was never the central professional endeavor or the 
focus of academic life, as is assumed in the prevailing model" 
(p.l6). Several studies indicate that faculty, regardless of 
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institutional type, devote more time to instruction than to 
any of the other major tasks (Austin and Gamson, 1983, Boyer, 
1990: Ladd and Lipset, 1975; Warren, 1982). 
With regard to the second myth, that quality is defined 
by self and peer assessment, Rice cites research on tenure 
decisions, the growing consumer orientation of students, and 
the expanding authority exercised by campus administrators to 
demonstrate that peer review is no longer the predominant 
determinant of faculty success. 
In opposing the myth that scholars pursue knowledge 
objectively and altruistically, Rice calls attention to shifts 
occurring within the academy which have heightened the value 
of knowledge which is economically useful and applicable to 
social problems. Furthermore, Rice highlights the many 
scholars who have sought political, social, or disciplinary 
influence through their work. One example of faculty concern 
for social influence can be found in a nationwide study of 
political science and sociology professors conducted by the 
University of Virginia Center for Survey Research. 
discovered that: 
[T]he large majority of professors surveyed 
endorsed a curriculum that would encourage 
students both to engage conceptually and to 
participate actively in political life and 
civic affairs. • •. (however] respondents who 
teach at large research universities were less 
supportive of the goals of civic education 
than their counterparts at small colleges. 
Second, the study reported that many 
respondents were dissatisfied with the role 
their institutions were playing in the 
education of students for leadership and life 
in general. (Hamner, p.20) 
It was 
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Rice uses the work of developmental theorists to undercut 
the myth that rewards can only be gained through increased 
specialization. Instead, he asserts that successful faculty 
may excel through their disciplinary contributions, through 
their work within the university (teaching, governance and 
program development), through their involvement beyond 
academe, or through some combination of these endeavors. 
Because the majority of today's scholars grew up during 
the expansionist era of higher education, they may have 
subconsciously adopted the myth that professional achievement 
is closely tied to research and specialization. If so, they 
may be reluctant to invest too much energy in service 
commitments. To cultivate a replacement myth regarding 
scholarly success, would require that faculty question their 
existing beliefs, confront discrepancies between beliefs and 
outcomes, and experiment (successfully) with new approaches. 
Bowen and Schuster (1986) indicate that younger faculty 
members, not yet secure in tenured slots, may shy away from 
risks or controversies in their teaching and their research. 
This reluctance to undertake tasks which are beyond the 
commonly accepted definitions of faculty activity may account 
for the fact that involvement in service appears to increase 
over the years as faculty become more confident in fulfilling 
their teaching and research responsibilities (Baldwin and 
Blackburn, 1981: Boyer, 1990). 
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SWIIDla.ry 
Thus, although the period of extensive govern~ental and 
societal investment of the 1950's and 1960's was relatively 
short-lived and unique in the history of American education, 
its impact on academic culture and faculty role perception has 
been dramatic. Rice argues that the residual myths or 
fictions, while still powerful in the imagery they provide 
within the academy, no longer adequately describe today's 
campus: "The structural conditions have changed but the 
social fiction that defines success in the profession remains 
intact" (Rice, 1986, p. 16). Thus, faculty who wish to 
attempt new models of teaching may feel caught between the 
image of what a professor ought to do or ought to be seen 
doing versus the desire to construct new ways, more connected 
ways of approaching teaching and learning. Service-learning 
can provide a mechanism for connecting faculty with the larger 
society and for enhancing societal perceptions of academic 
productivity but the pioneers who attempt such pedagogical 
innovations may feel caught between the accepted methodologies 
and the excitement of moving beyond the established paradigms. 
According to Lynton and Elman (1987) "the professorate 
contains a substantial fraction of individuals who can 
anticipate another decade or more of active service. Thus, to 
expand the mission of the university, the most immediate need 
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is to help this group, as well as their younger colleagues, to 
adapt to an expanding task" (p. 136). u n i v e r s i t i e s , 
functioning as the dominant social institutions for faculty, 
will determine the role and the corresponding myths which will 
achieve their purposes. As they do so, it will be useful to 
consider the third assumption of Herzberg's work, his Theory 
of Motivation and Hygiene, which has been most often 
replicated in other settings, sometimes without reference to 
his beliefs about the importance or myths and culture. The 
next section provides an outline of the basic elements of 
Motivation-Hygiene Theory, followed by a review of the 
relevant literature in higher education. 
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Herzberg on Motivation 
The data for the development of Motivation-Hygiene Theory 
was derived from Herzberg, Hausner, and Snyderman's 1959 study 
of 200 professionals in Pittsburgh's industrial sector. Each 
participant was asked to describe a particularly positive work 
experience 
experience. 
system the 
and, conversely, a particularly negative work 
The coded responses led to a classification 
researchers labeled as "dissatisfiers" or 
"satisfiers" (p.72). 
Herzberg related these two dimensions to the description 
of human nature described above: dissatisfiers serve to 
eliminate the pain or discomfort feared by man in the plane of 
his animal/physical existence; satisfiers contribute to the 
psychological growth required by his cognitive existence. 
Dissatisfiers describe man's relations to the context or 
environment in which the job is done. Satisfiers describe 
man's relationship to the work itself. 
Because "dissatisfier factors essentially describe the 
environment and serve primarily to prevent job 
dissatisfaction, while having little effect on positive job 
attitudes, they have been named hygiene factors or maintenance 
factors" (p.74). The term "satisfier" can be interchanged for 
"motivator" since later findings from the same study indicate 
that these conditions can effectively spur the worker to 
greater or improved performance. 
Herzberg's assertion that these factors operate on 
separate planes is critical to the understanding of the 
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theory. The removal of dissatisfiers may make one less 
dissatisfied: it does ~ make one more satisfied. 
Conversely, the loss of satisfiers;motivators may make one 
less motivated but it will not necessarily make one 
dissatisfied, although it may increase the sensitivity to 
unsatisfactory conditions. As might be expected, hygiene 
drives (focused on external gratification) are cyclical and 
short term: fulfillment of a physical need subsides and the 
need resurfaces, once again creating a situation of 
dissatisfaction. Herzberg ( 1966) describes the distinctions 
between the two classifications: 
It is clear why the hygiene factors fail to 
provide for positive satisfactions: they do 
not possess the characteristics necessary for 
giving an individual a sense of growth. To 
feel that one has grown depends on achievement 
in tasks that have meaning to the individual, 
and since the hygiene factors do not relate to 
the task, they are powerless to give such 
meaning to the indiviC'ual. Growth is 
dependent on some achievements, but 
achievement requires a task. The motivators 
are task factors and thus are necessary for 
growth; they provide the psychological 
stimulation by which the individual can be 
activated toward his self-realization needs. 
(p. 78) 
In the original Pittsburgh study, five factors emerged as 
strong determinants of job satisfaction: achievement, 
recognition, res pons i b il i ty, advancement, and the work itself. 
Subsequent studies added "possibility of growth" as a 
motivating factor. Herzberg and associates believed that 
responsibility, advancement, and the nature of the work 
itself, were the factors which accounted for long-term lasting 
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changes in behavior. In similar studies conducted by other 
researchers, achievement, recognition, and responsibility 
emerged consistently while the factors related to "the work 
itself" showed a possibility for interpretation as either a 
satisfier or dissatisfier. 
Five major dissatisfiers -- maintenance items -- were 
also identified in the Pittsburgh study: company policy and 
administration, supervision, salary, interpersonal relations, 
and working conditions. Later studies added the factors of 
status, job security, and effect on personal life to the 
dissatisfier roster. 
Individuals might be disposed toward motivation responses 
based on their constitution, learned responses or the dynamics 
of the situation: "How frequent and how challenging the 
growth opportunities must be [to motivate the individual] will 
depend on the level of ability ... of the individual, and 
secondly, on his tolerance for delayed success" (Herzberg, 
1966, p.82). Herzberg also asserts that "the lack of 
'motivators' in jobs will increase the sensitivity of 
employees to real or imagined bad job hygiene" (p. 80). Thus, 
while motivators and hygiene factors operate on distinct 
planes, they are not entirely mutually exclusive. The 
challenge for organizations seeking optimal levels of 
performance is to strike the appropriate balance between the 
two dimensions. 
While the Motivation-Hygiene theory was based on 
industrial research, it has been extensively used to explain 
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faculty motivation in higher education. The following section 
explores this literature and its implications for service-
learning. 
PACDLTY KOTIVATIOH 
Herzberg asserted that motivated workers serve as role 
models for other workers, enhancing the group's level of 
commitment to the task at hand. This commitment by motivated 
individuals will contribute to the long term effectiveness and 
productivity of the organization (Herzberg, 1966). In a 
University setting, long-term effect is especially significant 
when one considers the transmission of knowledge as a core 
function of the academy. Universities are expected to 
transmit not only esoteric or technological information, but 
a love of learning. The following two quotations from 
csikszentmihalyi (1982, p. 15-16; p. 18) frame the 
relationship between teaching, learning and motivation: 
Higher education succeeds or fails in terms of 
motivation, not cognitive transfer of 
information. • .• Thus, an effective professor 
is one who is intrinsically motivated to 
learn, because it is he or she who will have 
the best chance to educate others (pp.15-16). 
The product of teaching is an intrinsically 
motivated learner. A teacher has done his or 
her job when the students enjoy learning and 
look upon the activity as an end in itself, 
rather than as a means to an external goal --
a grade, a diploma, a job (p.18). 
Although studies of faculty motivation have only been 
undertaken in the last twenty years, researchers have 
determined that, consistent with Herzberg's theories, faculty 
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are intrinsically motivated. Conversely, a number of external 
factors related to faculty dissatisfaction have been 
identified. 
As might be expected according to Herzberg's theory, 
faculty satisfaction depends more on the intrinsic 
characteristics of the work than on external motivators: 
In the value system of faculty people, the intrinsic 
rewards are of deep concern and the commitment to work 
for its own sake is immense. (Bowen and Schuster, 1986, 
p.ll3) 
Intrinsic rewards are perceived as 
psychological states. (Bess, 1982, p.99) 
pleasurable 
Intrinsic motivation is based on the innate need to be 
competent and self-determining. (Deci and Ryan, 1982, 
p.28) 
Studies conducted by Hackman and Oldham ( 197 3) , Austin 
and Gamson ( 1983) , ancl Eble and McKeachie ( 1985) on the 
intrinsic motivation of faculty reveal three over-arching 
conditions which enhance satisfaction: (1) perceived control 
over their work, (2) perceived meaningfulness and purpose in 
their work, and ( 3) a strong knowledge of the results of their 
work. These three conditions can be used to assess faculty 
involvement in service-learning. 
Motivation and Contr~1. A primary condition for faculty 
satisfaction is the perception of their responsibility for the 
outcomes of their efforts. Faculty want to feel in control of 
their work environment and value the freedom and autonomy that 
is characteristic of academic life. As Bess ( 1982) points 
out, this cherished freedom affords faculty a perspective not 
available to other professionals in the institution: "Faculty 
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govern themselves through peer control and collegial norm 
enforcement while staff units commonly are structured 
bureaucratically and hierarchically" (Bess in Austin and 
Gamson, p.lJ). Teaching, in particular, affords faculty 
considerable freedom and autor.c.my because professors are 
usually able to determine the content and method of their 
courses (Deci and Ryan, 1982). Although Bowen and Schuster 
(1986) found some evidence that faculty autonomy may recently 
have declined in the areas of faculty appointments, increased 
emphasis on evaluation, and the administrative influence in 
the curriculum, "no one suggested that the faculty member's 
traditional freedom in the classroom had been infringed upon 
in any direct way" (p.l45). 
When one considers the nature of service-learning, issues 
of autonomy and control become apparent. Although little 
evidence exists to suggest administrative interference with 
faculty who choose to integrate service and academic study, 
effective service activities almost always require 
collaboration with an outside agency. Conflicts about the 
service agenda in the course may diminish the instructor's 
sense of control. Czikszentimihalyi ( 1982) cautions that 
"efforts to improve teaching which result in a professor's 
attributing to an outside agency control over his or her 
action will lead to the exact opposite outcome from the one 
intended (that is, to inefficient education due to a loss of 
a professor's intrinsic motivation" (p.16). Furthermore, as 
indicated in the discussion on active learning in Chapter Two, 
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students are more likely to vary in their approach to the 
service experience, thereby requiring faculty to teach in 
response to student needs rather than according to a pre-set 
syllabus. 
Studies of the academic career path reveal an additional 
dimension to the priority faculty place on professional 
autonomy. Boyer (1990) reports that faculty under the age of 
40 feel strain from the expectations to publish, teach and 
serve on committees. It is therefore understandable that 
research shows, "Faculty members appear to get more involved 
in service activities as they become more comfortable with 
their teaching responsibilities and less pressured by demands 
for scholarship" (Baldwin and Blackburn, 1981 in Austin and 
Gamson, p.22). 
Research by Cross (1990) revealed several patterns in 
faculty perceptions by age. For example, faculty over 56 are 
interested in a "kinder, gentler nation" and hold as their 
essential teaching goals academic honesty, respect for others, 
and a lifelong love of learning. On the other hand, faculty 
under 36 are more concerned about developing analytic skills, 
problem solving skills, demonstrable creativity. These shifts 
in faculty priorities may be related to what Seymor Sarason 
calls the "one life -- one career" phenomenon. That is, 
because academics, much like clergy, choose their profession 
for a lifetime, they may feel the need for periodic 
adjustments to their focus in order to maintain an interest in 
their work. 
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In comparinq survey responses by qender, Cross (1990) 
found that women faculty tend to emphasize the development of 
a sense of personal responsibility, respect for others of 
differencP. backqrounds, listening skills, and the ability to 
work collaboratively. In their research on faculty 
development, Eble and McKeachie (1985) found that, "For the 
most part, the responses of male and female respondents were 
strikingly similar" (p.170). In the same study by Eble and 
McKeachie, the greatest gender differences appeared among 
assistant professors, the women favoring teaching and the men 
favoring research. 
Faculty choices with regard to service-learning also 
appear to be related to the scholarly career path. Because 
service initiatives may present more risks for success or 
failure and may also lead to fewer scholarly publications 
within an academic discipline, younger faculty may be more 
reluctant to undertake such endeavors. In the study of 
Michigan state University (MSU) faculty conducted by Arthur 
(1991) faculty who had been at MSU 11-15 years indicated the 
highest level of service involvement. 
Arthur's research also revealed that faculty and staff 
involvement at MSU seemed more closely tied to the 
individual's perceptions of the importance of service than to 
institutional patterns or practices. This finding dovetails 
with the second factor identified with faculty motivation, the 
quality of the work experience itself. 
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Motivation an4 A o•n•• of Meaning. The second dominant 
condition for faculty satisfaction is the perception that 
their work has meanin9 and purpose. ·rhis feeling may be 
reinforced by the ability to enga9e in stimulating 
intellectual exchan9es and positive relationships with 
colleagues, to see the lonc;J-range view of projects, and to 
have an adequate variety in the types of skills put to use. 
Assessments about the meaning and purpose of faculty work 
are inextricably linked to the values cherished by each 
instructor. According to Bowen and Schuster (1986), "In the 
value system of faculty people, the intrinsic rewards are of 
deep concern and the commitment to work for its own sake is 
immense" (p.llJ). For some, service-learnin9 may provide an 
opportunity to act on personal values while fulfilling 
professional responsibilities. Astin's analysis of 
involvement in service indicates that: "values seem to be at 
the root of much of what happens in the area of volunteerism, 
whether these be the values of the students, the faculty, or 
the institution. Simply to promote volunteerism among 
students is itself an expression of our values" (Astin, 1990, 
p.20). 
some faculty may perceive that service-learninc;J enhances 
the meanin9 and purpose of the teaching experience. By 
combining their pedagogical and service interests, faculty may 
feel that their work assumes greater efficacy, enabling them 
to really make a difference in the lives of their students and 
the life of the community. The belief that service-learning 
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is a worthwhile enterprise may be reinforced by student 
enthusiasm for such projects. As indicated in the Chapter 
Two, student interest in service-learning is very strong and 
growing. Student appreciation for faculty who are willing to 
undertake the challenges of community service may reinforce 
faculty interest. Similarly, administrative support and the 
availability of funding from outside sources may spur interest 
from faculty colleaques, further expanding the network of 
those utilizing service as a teaching strategy. 
MotivatioD an4 a JtDovle4ge of Results. The third 
dimension of faculty motivation is the knowledge of the 
results of faculty efforts. This condition depends upon the 
ability to receive feedback which supports one's self-esteem 
and feeling of competence. such feedback often emerges from 
satisfying relationships with students and colleagues. 
McKeachie (1982) highlights the importance of feedback 
and action by observing that, "Research evidence indicates 
that when one encount~rs a discrepancy between one's self-
theory and other evidence, there is motivation to do 
something" (1982, p.11) • However, such challenging feedback 
must be experienced in moderation for too great an attack on 
self-confidence triggers discouragement. Not surprisingly, 
Dec and Ryan (1982) found that 
success and positive feedback lead to greater 
intrinsic motivation; whereas failure and 
negative feedback lead to decreased intrinsic 
motivation ..• success experiences and positive 
feedback increase people's perceived 
competence at an activity, thereby increasing 
their intrinsic motivation. Failure 
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experiences and neqative feeclback decrease 
perceived competence, thereby decreasinq 
intrinsic motivation (p.29). 
Thus it is important to distinguish between feedback that 
is intended to stimulate qrowth and that which is used to 
threaten or manipulate. Mct<:eachie (1982) found that; 
"Individuals who become anxious under the threat of evaluation 
are likely to be less creative, more rigid, less effective in 
solving problems, and to display more superficial, less 
effective methods of learning and processinq evaluation" 
(p.lO). The inability to integrate feedback effectively may 
result in faculty who become "stuck" in a career rut. 
Accordinq to Austin and Gamson, "The stuck are likely to take 
few risks, look to peer qroups or outside the orqanization for 
personal attachments to protect their self-esteem and express 
dissatisfaction throuqh qripinq and resistance to change" 
(p.24). 
If feedback is channeled more productively, mature 
faculty may demonstrate an increased sense of institutional 
loyalty. As their connection to the campus and surroundinq 
community deepens, faculty may cease to reqard their current 
position as merely a runq in the professional ladder and begin 
to invest their enerqies in improving the home campus (Austin 
and Gamson, 1983). Attempts to assess the real motivation of 
faculty for becominq involved in service-learning will need to 
distinguish between those who may use community service as a 
means for avoidinq research because they are "stuck" versus 
those who integrate service as a means for enhancinq their 
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overall faculty performance. 
When considering faculty involvement in service-learning, 
one might suspect that the desire for positive feedback would 
lead faculty to choose "safe" problems that can be brought to 
closure in an article or lecture rather than tackling long-
standing community or social problems which are unlikely to 
reach full resolution. Furthermore, as stated in Chapter Two, 
experiential pedagogies have not yet gained full acceptance in 
the academy which means that faculty who adopt service-
learning strategies may hear their colleagues questioning such 
teaching methods. 
Those who have recognized the importance of feedback in 
promoting faculty satisfaction have called attention to the 
reward structure in academic life. Professional and social 
recognition appear to be pivotal factors for faculty, 
sometimes increasing, sometimes decreasing intrinsic 
motivation (Austin and Gamson, 1983) • Successful reward 
mechanisms appear to be tied to specific achievements which 
reinforce feelings of success or competence. Rewards that are 
not tied to intrinsic values may be counterproductive because 
they meet only the short-term, physical needs identified by 
Herzberg. Hence, the organization is continually forced to 
"up the ante" to maintain the feeling of esteem (McKeachie, 
1982; Cammann, 1982). Deci and Ryan ( 1982) cite various 
studies which indicate that "monetary rewards, good player 
awards, food rewards, threats of punishment, surveillance, 
explicit competition and external evaluation of performance 
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can all decrease intrinsic motivation" (p. 28). Mowday (1982) 
asserts that such rewards replace internal controls with 
external drivers: 
When rewards imply a high skill level or 
reflect competence at a task (in other words, 
convey positive information about the 
individual), they may be less likely to 
threaten intrinsic motivation than when the 
purpose of the rewards is primarily to control 
behavior (Mowday, 1982, p.69). 
student reaction to faculty performance is yet another 
contributing factor to the faculty's sense of self-competency 
and self-efficacy (McKeachie, 1982 and Bess 1982). For 
example, "to the degree we can help faculty members become 
more aware of student reactions and provide mechanisms such as 
student ratings to give faculty members a sense of student 
opinions which are useful for course improvement and for 
judging students• interest and motivation, we can contribute 
to a faculty member's increased sense that specific teaching 
efforts are paying off" (Mcl<eachie, 1982, p.ll). Austin and 
Gamson (1983) concluded that "The opportunity to work with 
students is also a very important source of satisfaction" 
(p.41). 
summary 
The findings presented above reveal that the task for 
those who wish to motivate faculty toward better teaching, 
including teaching with a service component, "is to create 
conditions where faculty see teaching as an opportunity for 
effort and achievement, as a channel for productivity, and as 
an avenue for experiencing meaningfulness and responsibility" 
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(Bess, 1982, p.106). This challenge is not likely to be 
met by any single uniform approach to faculty incentives. In 
the book, scholarship Reconsid~red Ernest Boyer (1990) 
asserts: 
What we propose, in short, is that faculty 
expectations and related evaluation not only 
be broadened but that they be indi~idualized 
and continuous as well. If faculty are to 
build on their strengths and contribute 
constructively to the institutions where they 
work, evaluation criteria must be tailored to 
personal talents, as well as campus needs. 
And it is especially important, we believe, 
that the criteria used reflect changing 
patterns of personal and professional growth 
across a lifetime. Once again, diversi~, not 
unifo~ity is the key (pp.50-51). 
Following Boyer's advice would require that effective 
instructional methods be validated through institu-
tionalization: "The question of the institutionalization of 
the procedures of a new pedagogy is important. our experience 
has shown that the combination of strong administrative 
support and the participation of imaginative, respected, and 
institutionally secure faculty leaders is optimal" (Katz and 
Henry, 1988,p. 5). 
The three primary conditions for faculty satisfaction 
presented in the preceding pages -- autonomy and control, 
meaning and purpose, and supportive feedback -- can be used as 
a litmus test for efforts in service-learning. Without these 
conditions, the satisfaction of faculty who incorporate 
service and academic study is likely to be significantly 
diminished. 
The final section of this chapter examines the research 
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on the factors which are most likely to cause faculty 
dissatisfaction and the implications of these findings for 
service-learning. 
Bleaenta of Faculty Dissatisfaction 
As predicted by Herzberg's theory, external factors 
account for much of the dissatisfaction expressed by faculty. 
Studies by Gmelch, Wike and Lovrich ( 1986) revealed five 
causes of faculty stress: reward and recognition; time 
constraints: department influence; professional identity 
(including one's reputation as a scholar); and student 
interaction. 
While stress cannot always be linked to dissatisfaction, 
other researchers have identified similar elements as 
dissatisfiers in academic life. For some faculty, the 
pressure to accomplish a wide range of many discrete tasks 
adds the greatest strain (Austin and Gamson, 1983). Others 
are concerned about the decreasing compensation provided for 
faculty in tight economic times (Austin and Gamson, 1983; 
Bowen and Schuster, 1986; McKeachie, 1982). Still others 
worry about the shift in decision making from faculty to 
administrative control and a more pronounced emphasis on 
evaluation and outcomes 
administrative leadership 
(McKeachie, 1982). 
and a perceived 
Poor 
lack of 
administrative support also contribute to dissatisfaction 
(Austin and Gamson, 1983). 
The high degree of professional autonomy exhibited by the 
faculty may indicate that eliminating dissatisfiers may be 
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more important than creating motivators since faculty are 
likely to reject attempts to manipulate their behavior (Oeci 
and Ryan, 1982). Lieberman and Connolly (1992) recommend 
that institutions seeking to promote service-learning should 
provide release time or financial support for such efforts; 
provide training on methods for combining education and 
action; assist faculty in identifying community needs 
compatible with their scholarly interests; and provide 
administrative support for coordinating the various tasks 
associated with service assignments. 
SUIUilary 
The literature reviewed in Chapter TWo described the 
programmatic and the philosophical dimensions of service-
learning. Faculty are likely to find that, as a program 
model, service-learning will require more time, more attention 
to details, and the coordination of many people and tasks --
all factors which are identified as dissatisf iers in the 
motivational literature. Although faculty may find 
satisfaction in facing the various intellectual and ethical 
challenges associated with service-learning, their 
satisfaction may be tempered by the realization that the 
outcomes of service activities are less easily controlled and 
that outcomes of their efforts are more difficult to identify 
than the outcomes measured by traditional teaching methods. 
The literature indicates that the philosophical dimension 
of service-learning has largely centered around the interest 
of the academy, the nation or the society. While some schools 
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have chosen to mandate such programs, the literature on 
faculty motivation would lead one to believe that mandating 
service courses will run contrary to the faculty's desire to 
control their work, especially their teaching, and might, 
therefore, undermine rather than prompt faculty involvement. 
The praise service-learning receives as a tool for 
institutional advancement, for national security, or for 
societal welfare, revolves around a host of external factors -
- factors extrinsic to what the faculty see as their primary 
purpose. 
If external factors appear to be of secondary importance, 
does the literature reveal insight into the primary focus of 
the faculty and which might serve as common ground for 
efforts in service-learning? Indeed, the literature indicates 
that the intrinsic motivation of the faculty is rooted in 
their responsibilities as teachers. 
According to Austin and Gamson (1983): "(I]t is clear 
that the great majority of faculty members express a 
preference for teaching" (p. 20). In identifying learning as 
the "single unifying process," "the chief stock-n-trade" of 
the professorate, Bowen and Schuster (1986) provide the clue 
for the intersection between service-learning faculty 
involvement. An examination of the existing literature on 
service-learning offers one dimension that intersects with the 
literature on faculty motivation -- the learning in service-
learning. In Chapter Two, evidence was presented which 
documents that service-learning offers unique opportunities 
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for faculty who wish to enhance their teaching and their 
students' learning, in terms of both specific, measurable 
skills and broad philosophical dimensions. 
However, the review of the literature on academic 
culture, faculty role, faculty motivation, satisfaction and 
dissatisfaction would seem to pose some challenges to those 
who wish to undertake such efforts. 
In designing the research component of this study, a 
range of possible motivations was considered. For example, it 
is possible that faculty motivation with regard to service 
will mirror the findings in the literature on the motivations 
of volunteers, showing prior involvement and altruism as 
intrinsic motivations for faculty participation. However, 
because no studies have yet been conducted to verify such 
similarities, this study will treat such a relationship as 
only one possible source of faculty interest. The study will 
also examine the factors outlined as primary considerations of 
faculty motivation. Do faculty engaged in service-learning 
maintain '1 sense of control in such endeavors? Do they believe 
that their work has meaning and purpose? Do they derive a 
sense of achievement from the outcomes of their efforts? 
Respondents were also asked to identify factors which posed a 
barrier to their efforts in service-learning, allowing us to 
examine the sources of dissatisfaction that might inhibit such 
initiatives. Chapter 4 will next provide a list of these 
questions and will outline the methodology used to collect and 
analyze the data. 
CJIAP'l'ER 4 
DTBODOLOGY 
Primary Research Questions 
This study was designed to address three central 
questions: 
1. What are the arguments and incentives offered by the 
advocates of service-learning in attempting to motivate 
faculty involvement in service-learning? 
2. What are the motivations, satisfactions and 
dissatisfactions of the faculty who have utilized 
service-learning strategies in their courses? 
3. Are the arguments advanced in support of service-learning 
consistent with the motivational factors identified by 
faculty who are teaching service-learning courses? 
Answering these three questions first required a review of the 
existing literature on the incentives offered in support of 
service-learning (Chapter Two) and a review of the incentives 
and disincentives of faculty to engage in service-learning 
(Chapter 3). The next stage of the research required the 
identification of faculty who utilize service-learning; and 
the collection of data regarding the motivations, 
satisfactions, and dissatisfactions of those faculty members. 
This chapter will outline the specific research 
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questions, derived from the 1 iterature, which were 
subsequently incorporated into the faculty survey instrument. 
It will also describe the methods used for data collection and 
data analysis, and discuss the limitations of the study. 
General ~pproacb 
The use or a Quantitative Approach. The initial intent 
of the researcher was to use qualitative methods to understand 
and describe the motivations of faculty engaged in service-
learning. However, the dearth of information on faculty 
participation in service initiatives posed an immediate 
problem: Since no one knew the number of service courses 
and; or service-1earning faculty in an}' given institution, much 
less at the state-wide level, identifying appropriate subjects 
for interviews or observation would have relied purely on 
guess-work or hearsay. The need for baseline, quantifiable 
data about the nature and extent of faculty involvement in 
service-learning quickly became evident. Therefore, a 
quantitative approach was adopted for this study. 
A preliminary survey of all Michigan colleges and 
universities was conducted in order to identify appropriate 
faculty for the study. Subsequently, a questionnaire was 
designed to address the theoretical issues identified for this 
study. It was distributed to faculty who were identified as 
having incorporated service into their academic courses. 
The responses to this questionnaire yielded extensive 
data about the practices and perceptions of faculty who 
utilize service-learning. Most of the data are categorical or 
ordinal in nature, but, 
descriptors were obtained. 
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in a few instances, interval 
The statistical techniques used to 
describe the data have been selected to best answer the 
research questions and to correspond to the type of data 
provided. In addition to frequency distributions, an analysis 
of variance was conducted to determine whether responses to a 
series of items varied significantly from each other. When 
appropriate, paired t-tests were subsequently used to 
determine if the mean scores of particular items differed 
significantly from each other (Borg and Gall, p.427). The 
Chi-square test, a nonparametric statistical test, was used to 
determine if a relationship between two sets of responses 
existed. In cases where the chi-square indicated a 
relationship, tables are provided to explain the nature of the 
association. Unless otherwise indicated, all relationships 
have been calculated at the .05 level of significance. 
setting and Scope of the Study. This study focused on faculty 
members in Michigan colleges and universities. The decision 
to utilize Michigan was based on the location of the 
researcher and was also based on the financial and 
administrative support received for this project from the 
Michigan Campus Compact (MCC), a coalition of colleges and 
universities dedicated to encouraging a spirit of service on 
Michigan campuses. The curriculum Development Committee of 
MCC authorized and funded the data collection. 
Target institutions were those listed for Michigan in the 
1993 Higher Education Pirectory (pp.l63-173). A preliminary 
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survey of the 88 major colleges and universities listed in the 
directory was conducted in January of 1993 (Appendix A, Item 
1). Personalized letters were sent to presidents~ academic 
administrators, and service-coordinators, asking their 
assistance in identifying faculty who were utilizing service 
as a component of an academic course (Appendix A, Item 2). 
Twenty-six (26) institutions, 14 of which were members of 
MCC, responded to this initial mailing (Appendix A, Item 3). 
This yielded a total of 250 faculty names which would comprise 
the population for the faculty survey. 
Design of the survey IDstrument. Questions for inclusion in 
the survey were derived from the literature reviews on 
service-learning and faculty motivation. A copy of the survey 
instrument is provided in Appendix A, Item 4. 
The specific research questions are described in the following 
section. They correspond to the major topic areas addressed 
in the literature reviews in Chapter 2 and 3. 
The research questions have been organized in six major 
categories: 
(1) The Service Dimension of Faculty Involvement 
(2) The Learning Dimension of Faculty Involvement 
(3) Service-Learning within the Academic Culture 
(4) Service-Learning within the Faculty Role 
(5) The Intrinsic Motivation of Faculty in service-Learning: 
(a) Responsibility, Freedom and Control 
(b) Meaningfulness and Purpose in the Work Experience 
(c) Results, Relationships, Feedback and Rewards 
(6) Barriers to Faculty Involvement: Dissatisfiers in 
Service-Learning 
For each categcry, the corresponding citation in the 
literature review is provided for ease of reference. 
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Likewise, for each research question, the number of the 
relevant survey question is provided in parenth~ses. The 
seven-page survey included not only questions related to 
faculty motivation but also to the characteristics of service-
learning courses. 
Prior to distribution, a pilot-test of the survey 
instrument was conducted with six faculty members representing 
four institutional types (private, public, community, and 
research institutions). Their responses were used to further 
refine the instrument. Although the survey instrument 
included questions on course design and composition, only 
responses related to the questions on faculty motivation and 
involvement in service-learning are reported in this study. 
Research ouestions 
The Service Dimension of Faculty Involvement. The service-
learning literature reviewed in Chapter 2 describes the nature 
of volunteer ism and outlines the arguments used to support 
service-learning. This literature suggests that faculty may 
be motivated to become involved in service-learning for the 
following reasons: (a) they have previously been involved in 
service activities (p. 30); (b) they hold altruistic ideals 
(p.33-34): (c) they are encouraged to do so by administrators 
(p.36-37); (d) they believe service-learning will their own 
institution or higher education in general (p. 42); (e) they 
believe service-learning will enhance civic involvement 
(p.45); (f) they believe service-learning will enrich the 
society (p.49). These hypotheses lead to the formulation of 
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the following research questions: 
1. DO faculty who utilized eervice-learninq identify prior 
and/or current involv .. ent as a stronq motivator for 
their efforts? (Q. 40, 41, 42, 43, 44) 
2. DO faculty wbo utiliaed aervice-learninq identify 
altruistic ideals as a atronq motivator for their 
efforts? (Q. 46, 47, 48) 
3. DO faculty who utiliaed service-learninq derive support 
or encouraqement from administrators? (Q. 31, 32, 33) 
4. Do faculty who utiliaed service-learninq believe their 
efforts contribute to advancement of their institution? 
(Q. 37-H,37-0, 62). 
5. DO faculty who utilized aervice-learninq identify civic 
education and civic involvement as stronq motivators for 
their efforts? (Q. 49, SO) 
6. DO faculty who utilised service-learninq identify social 
values such aa developinq moral character, fosterinq 
community, and enhancinq multi-cultural un4erstan4inq as 
stronq motivators for their efforts? (Q. 51, 53, 55) 
'l'he Learninq Dimension of Faculty Involvement in service-
Learninq. As noted in Chapter Two, the learning derived from 
a service experience has been recognized by several 
pedagogical traditions (p. 50). These traditions share a 
commitment to the value of experience, critical-thinking, 
connectedness, and life-long learning. Given that faculty 
have almost exclusive control over the curriculum and that 
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most faculty see teaching as their primary responsibility, it 
was appropriate to ask a series of questions about the extent 
to which faculty chose to utilize service-learning as a 
pedagogical tool: 
7. Do faculty who utili•ed service-learninq expre11 a stronq 
commitment to the teaching function? (Q. 37-L) 
a. Do faculty who utilised service-learninq identify 
pedaqogical concerns as stronq activators for tbeir 
efforts? (Q. 56, 57, sa, 59, 61) 
9. Do faculty who utilized service-learning believe that it 
should be incorporated into the curriculwa as a 
graduation requireaent? (Q. 37-R) 
10. Do faculty who utili wed service-learning identify 
pedaqoqical difficulties with regard to sucb efforts? (Q. 
70-B, 70-P) 
Service-Learning Within the Academic culture. Herzberg 
maintained that understanding motivation is dependent upon the 
understanding of the dominant culture of the individual 
(p. 76). Educational researchers have identified two major 
components of academic life: the disciplinary culture and the 
institutional culture. Faculty who choose to incorporate 
service-learning do so in the context of an academic 
discipline and within the constraints of their college or 
university. Therefore, the following research questions are 
appropriate: 
11. What is the relationship between academic discipline and 
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faculty participation in service-learning? (Q. 37•0, 37-
K, 76) 
12. What is tbe relationship between institutional culture 
and faculty participation in service-learning? (Q. 1, 2, 
29, 37-A, 37-B, 37-C, 37-8, 37-r, 37-Q) 
service-Learning Witbin the J'aculty Role. Faculty orient 
their professional roles around factors such as: the priority 
given to teaching or research, the importance of peer review, 
the desire to influence events, and the achievement of 
academic rewards and recognition (p.SJ). Considering these 
dimensions of the faculty role with regard to service-learning 
leads to the following research questions: 
13. Ia service-learning perceived aa a component of sebolarly 
research? (Q. 37-J.:, ,,, 
u. Do faculty vbo utilised service-learning believe tbat it 
is considered positively in promotion/tenure decisions? 
(Q. 37-Q) 
The Intrinsic Motivation of Paculty in service-Learning: 
Responsibility, Preedom and Control. Herzberg maintains that 
motivators (satisfiers) contribute to psychological growth. 
Research on faculty reveals a strong intrinsic orientation 
with three important dimensions. The first of these centers 
on the faculty perception that they control their work and the 
work product. Academic freedom and autonomy are cherished 
(p. 95) . This freedom has been 1 inked to the gender, and 
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academic rank aspects of the faculty career which affect 
one's ability to control one's own agenda (p.96). Research 
questions regarding this dimension of faculty motivation thus 
include: 
15. were faculty who utililed service-learning retJUired to do 
so? (Q. 63, 64) 
16. Were faculty who utilised service-learning free to 
develop the couree(e) ae they felt vas appropriate? (Q. 
28, 37-G, 70-B) 
17. What is the relationship between gender and involvement 
in service-learning? (Q. 72) 
18. What is the relationship between academic rank and 
involvement in service-learning? (Q. 71) 
The Intrinsic Motivation of Faculty in Service-Learning: 
MeaDingfulness and Purpose in the work experience. 
The second dimension of the intrinsic motivation of 
faculty relates to the sense of meaningfulness and purpose 
gained from their work (p. 98) . Research questions related to 
the meaninqfulness of service-learning for the faculty 
include: 
19. Do faculty vho utililed service-learning gain a sense of 
purpose and achievement from tbeir efforts? (Q. 21, 22, 
37-K, 37-P) 
Tbe Intrinsic Motivation of Faculty in service-Learning: 
Results, Feedback an4 Quality Relationships. The third 
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dimension of faculty motivation rests upon a knowledge of 
results of their work. Often faculty perceptions in this area 
depend upon the feedback they receive from others and the 
quality of their informal relationships with colle~gues and 
with students (p. 99). Research questions related to this 
dimension of faculty motivation thus include: 
20. Do faculty who utilised aervice-learninq i4entify student 
relationships as a stronq •otivator for their efforts? 
(Q. tS) 
21. Do faculty vho utilised service-learninq receive rewards 
or recoqnition for their efforts? (Q. 3') 
22. What are the perceptions of faculty vbo utilize service-
learninq vitb reqard to the support tbey received from 
faculty colleaques,. students and tbe coiUIUDity., for their 
efforts? (Q. 30, 3t, 35, 37-B, 37-J,) 
Barriers to Faculty Involvement: Dissatisfiers in service-
Learninq. Herzberg maintains that factors from the external 
environment may contribute to a sense of dissatisfaction with 
the work experience (p.l05). For faculty, dissatisfaction can 
arise from perceptions of inadequate compensation or 
resources, discouraging administrative policies, lack of 
support, and the dispersal of energy across numerous tasks. 
Research questions related to faculty dissatisfaction in 
service-learning would include: 
23. Do faculty who utilise service-learninq perceive that 
adequate compensation ud support are qiveu to such 
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efforts? (Q. 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 70•B, 70-L) 
24. Do faculty who utilise4 aervice-learninq perceive 
administrative policiea as a barrier to their efforts? 
(Q. 70-I) 
25. Do faculty vbo utilile4 aervice-learninq perceive a lack 
of support for their efforts (Q. 70-P, 70-N) 
26. Do faculty vbo utilile4 aervice-learninq i4entify issues 
of time an4 task •• barrier& to their efforts? (Q. 37-I, 
70-C, 70-J, 70•0) 
27. Do faculty who utilise4 service-learning i4entify 
pe4aqoqical concerns to be barriers to servica•learninq 
(Q. 70G, 70•0) 
Data Collection 
In April of 1993 the survey instrument was mailed to the 
250 faculty previously identified on each campus. Each person 
received four enclosures: (1) the survey (Appendix A, Item 4); 
(2) a personalized letter explaininq the nature and purpose of 
the survey (Appendix A, Item 5) : (3) a return postcard which 
indicated a willinqness to participate in the faculty network, 
follow-up studies, or to receive a copy of the survey results 
(Appendix A, Item 6); and (4) a postage-paid return envelope. 
Confidentiality of the responses was assured for all 
respondents and only the primary researcher could link the 
coded data to the respondent. Approval for this study was 
qranted by the Michiqan State University Committee on Research 
Involving Human Subjects under the heading of Study '93-065. 
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A postcard reminder was sent to prospective respondents 
ten days after the initial mailing. A second mailing to those 
who had not yet responded was sent in May, 1993. 
Presidents and service-coordinators were sent a letter 
(Apper.dix A, Item 7) alerting them to the distt"ibution of the 
survey. 
Data Analysis 
Each item on the questionnaire was coded by the 
researcher and the corresponding response was assigned a 
numerical value. The coded values were entered into an ASCII 
file and subsequently analyzed by using the Minitab 
statistical software package. 
Limitations of the study 
Although the baseline data gathered in this study has 
provided useful information on the practices and priorities of 
faculty who utilize service-learning in Michigan, several 
limitations must be recognized in the interpretation of this 
data. As Conrad and Hedin (1987) discovered: 
The analysis of community service programs 
presents unique problems to researchers, 
problems that go beyond the usual assortment 
of methodological snares. The fundamental 
difficulty is that service is not a single, 
easily identifiable activity like taking notes 
at a lecture. (p.746) 
These methodological issues may be categorized as problems of 
definition, problems of emphasis and motivation, problems of 
perspective, and problems of context. Each of these 
categories is discussed in the following section. 
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Problems of Definition. This study adopted the most 
widely used definition of service-learning, the definition 
endorsed by the two major national organizations (NSEE and 
Campus Compact) which support such endeavors: 
Service-learning represents a particular form 
of experiential education, one that emphasizes 
for students the accomplishment of tasks which 
meet human needs in combination with conscious 
educational growth. 
Yet the problem of defining service-learning posed a major 
difficulty from the outset of the study. 
It should be remembered that virtually no information 
regarding the number or names of faculty engaged in service-
learning was available when this study began. Although staff 
and members of the Curriculum Development committee of the 
Michigan Campus Compact could identify a handful of 
individuals who had applied for mini-grants to support 
service-learning, it was impossible to tell whether that 
number represented the total number of Michigan faculty 
engaged in service-learning or a relatively small fraction of 
the whole. 
Therefore, the first step in conducting this research was 
to identify possible subjects. Contact was made with service-
learning coordinators, academic affairs officers, and 
presidents at each institution throughout the state. In some 
~3ses, staff members were able to readily identify faculty 
engaged in these efforts, but, for the most part, their 
responses made it clear that service-coordinators could not 
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identify, with certainty, who was engaged in service-learning 
nor could they identify the courses which included a service 
component. For example, one institution, which does not have 
an office for service-learning, pro'.lided the names of faculty 
teaching courses with a clinical component, identifying 66 of 
the 250 faculty included in the study. In contrast, a much 
larger institution, which has an established clearinghouse for 
service-learning which works with faculty, identified 17 
individuals whose courses were more service than clinical in 
their orientation. 
The researcher made the determination that, given the 
lack of information of faculty involved in service-learning, 
it was better to include all those identified as subjects for 
the study, even though there was some expectation that this 
decision would yield a larger N for the total population and, 
possibly, a lower response rate. 1 
A total of 163 responses were received, 130 which were 
usable. for purposes of this study. Of the total 163 
responses, 18 were from individuals who explained why they 
were returning the survey uncompleted. As indicated in 
Appendix A, Item 8, most felt that their courses did not fit 
the definition of service-learning. 
1To account for the possibility that a large response rate 
fro~ one institution might have skewed the data, the statistical 
analyses described in Chapter 5 were conducted twice: once with 
the large cohort from the institution which provided 66 names, 
and once without. No significant difference emerged between 
these two statistical analyses. We may therefore conclude that 
the survey results were not skewed by the inclusion of that 
institution. 
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The final response rate of 52 percent is consistent with 
other faculty studies. In their work on faculty development, 
Eble and McKeachie (1985, pp.164,186) found "50 to 70 percent 
returns usual in the study of faculty members" and "typical 
return rates for studies of this type are less than 60 
percent." 
More important than the technical difficulties 
surrounding the identification of subjects, is the recognition 
of a disjuncture between the activities of faculty and the 
awareness of staff. Because faculty determine the content and 
structure of their courses without great fanfare and 
publicity, it may not be surprising that staff are unaware of 
the variety of ways service is already being incorporated into 
the curriculum. A common refrain among service practitioners 
is, "We need to get more faculty involved in service-
learning." Yet the difficulty in identifying subjects for 
this research would lead one to wonder if the refrain would be 
more accurately phrased, "We are not sure how many faculty are 
incorporating service into their courses, but we believe more 
of them ought to do it." 
Problems of Bmpbasie and Motivation. Faculty motivation 
with regard to service-learning is the focal point of this 
study. In fact, whether a faculty member even uses the label 
of "service-learning" appears to hinge on the faculty member's 
motivation for teaching such a course. Consider, for example, 
these comments made by two respondents in teacher education: 
Respondent 1: I'm not sure my course qualifies 
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for your survey. An on-going historical 
problem with courses concerned with the 
diagnosis/ correction of reading problems 
involves emphasis -- (teacher training vs. 
service to the community). While a strong 
service component exists in my course the 
over-riding emphasis is upon training. 
Respondent 2: As I look at the problems of 
society, especially children, I can't help but 
think about the power of service-learning. If 
conceptualized correctly it gives one (the 
learner) the power over learning and to some 
degree problem solution. It could give 
students a reason to stay in school. It 
should be a point of meaning for participants. 
As a type of experiential learning pedagogy, 
it is a powerful model. However, it requires 
the teacher to Le-conceptualize her/his role 
and in fact the function of formal schooling. 
The same contrast in perspectives emerged from two respondents 
from the same institution! -- in nursing: 
Respondent 1: Nursing courses always have a 
service-learning component ( cl in ica l 
practice) •.• 
Respondent 2: I have a very difficult time 
relating to your term "service." I don't view 
nursing clinicals associated with one's course 
as a service component ..• 
These c::omments illustrate a definitional difficulty which 
defies simple solution. Even if the definition were precise 
and the course syllabi identical (as might be the case with 
the nursing clinicals), differences would still exist between 
the perspectives of the faculty members because some are 
motivated by a clinical orientation and others are motivated 
by a desire to incorporate service. These differences in 
interpretation affect whether a faculty member would include 
himself/herself in the cadre of faculty who utilize service-
learning. 
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Problems of Perspective. This study focuses only on 
faculty who have incoJ:'l)orated service in academic study. The 
central question remains, "What are the motivations, 
satisfactions and dissatisfactions of the faculty who have 
utilized service-learning strategies in their courses? ... 
Thus, this study does not reveal if these satisfactions and 
dissatisfactions would be different among faculty who do not 
incorporate service into their courses. Nor is it possible to 
determine with certainty why 87 faculty did not respond to the 
survey. 
Because the data on faculty involvement in this area is 
so limited and the interest is great, some may try to 
interpret the findings of this study as "factors which would 
encourage faculty participation in service-learning." The 
study was not designed to provide such information. 
Furthermore, although those data do provide patterns of 
faculty involvement in service-learning, one must bear in mind 
the caution that correlation does not equal causation. 
Problems of context. This survey was long (7 pages or 
183 bits of data per survey) yet it was impossible to 
incorporate every question that might have been instructive. 
The existing literature was used as base for designing the 
questionnaire, so gaps in the literature on faculty motivation 
are likely to result in gaps in the survey. For example, the 
literature on faculty life does not reveal a relationship 
between motivation and the undergraduate training of the 
faculty (small school vs. large school, academic discipline), 
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and a corresponding gap could be noted in the survey. 
Furthermore, the survey focuses on faculty perceptions 
regarding service-learning and does not equate these 
perceptions to any objective measurement. That is, faculty 
may respond affirmatively to Q. 37-M ("The activities of this 
course met -- or partially met -- a community need") but there 
is no corresponding data which documents that such a need 
existed or that it was actually met. 
Yet another consideration related to perspective is that 
faculty were asked to identify the factors which initially 
motivated them to incorporate service in their classes. Yet 
the results of the survey show that many respondents have been 
using service-learning for at least four terms. Their 
responses may now actually be based on their subsequent 
experiences with service-learning, in reflection, rather than 
their initial motivations. 
Despite these limitations, the survey responses provide 
a wealtl'l of information regarding the motivations and 
experiences of faculty who have attempted to integrate service 
and academic study. While the study does not answer all 
questions we might have about faculty involvement in service-
learning, it has provided new and useful data which can be 
used as a base for further investigations. The next chapter 
will present the results of the survey, according to the 
specific research questions previously listed. 
Introduction 
Chapter s 
Data Analysis 
Who utilizes service-learning in their courses in 
Michigan? How do they describe their experiences with this 
method? Are they inclined to continue and/or expand their 
involvement in the future? To answer these questions, this 
chapter analyzes the responses to the survey of Michigan 
faculty who utilized service-learning in their courses in 
1992. In the first section, the basic demographic data 
describing the respondents are presented according to 
institutional type, professional orientation, and personal 
characteristics. In the second section, data are provided for 
answering questions about faculty satisfaction and motivation. 
These results are organized according to the major research 
questions presented in Chapter 4: 
(1) The service dimensions of faculty involvement 
(2) The learning dimension of faculty involvement 
(3) Service-learning within the academic culture 
(4) Service-learning within the faculty role 
(5) The intrinsic motivation and the satisfiers of faculty in 
service-learning 
(6) Barriers to faculty involvement: dissatisfiers in 
service-learning. 
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Demographic Information 
:Institutional Profile. The preliminary survey which 
invited participation in the study was distributed to 88 major 
colleges and universities in Michigan. A . total of 23 
institutions providen names and addresses of faculty for the 
faculty survey. Of these institutions, eight were small, 
private, liberal arts colleges; six were mid-size public 
universities; 3 were research universities; 3 were community 
colleges; 2 were law schools; and one was a theological 
seminary. Appendix B, Table 1, provides a listing of 
participating institutions, the number of possible respondents 
identified, and the number of faculty who responded. Of the 
23 responding institutions, 14 were members of the Michigan 
campus Compact (MCC); 9 ~ere not. 
Professional Profile of Respondents. The twenty-three 
institutions described above provided names and;or titles for 
250 faculty members. Surveys were sent to all 250 individuals 
identified. A total of 163 (65.2\) surveys were returned, 130 
of which yielded quantifiable results for the purpose of this 
study. Because not every respondent answered every question, 
the "n" may differ from question to question. 
This response rate is compatible with the findings of 
Eble and McKeachie (1985) who found "50 to 70 percent returns 
usual in the study of faculty members" (p.l64). They further 
report that " ••• typical return rates (on surveys of faculty 
perceptions] are less than 60 percent" (p.l86). However, it 
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is worth noting that despite the length of survey, all 
respondents completed the form in some way; i.e. , they may 
have skipped certain questions but no one simply started and 
did not finish the survey. 
Of the 33 faculty who returned their surveys but who were 
not included in the survey, 20 indicated, by phone or letter, 
that they believed they had been mis-identified, i.e., they 
did not utilize service-learning in their courses. (See 
Limitations of the study in Chapter Four for a further 
discussion of non-respondents.) 
In addition to the cover letter and survey, each faculty 
member received a return postcard. The postcard provided 
options for further involvement in the study: participating in 
the faculty network being formed through the Michigan Campus 
Compact; participating in follow-up interviews; or receiving 
a follow-up report of the study when completed. Sixty-nine 
faculty indicated that they were willing to participate in the 
MCC faculty network. Sixty-six faculty indicated a 
willingness to participate in follow-up interviews, and 
eighty-two requested the results of the study. Twenty-five 
provided course syllabi, course descriptions, or related 
articles with the survey response. 
Respondents were almost evenly divided between four-yaar 
public institutions (47. 2\) and four-year private institutions 
(46.4%) (which included the law schools and theological 
seminary), with the remainder (6.4%) coming from two-year 
public institutions. Respondents represented 44 disciplinary 
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areas, with the highest concentration (23%) in education-
related fields; see Appendix 8, Table 2. 
Service-learning faculty were relatively well-established 
in their institutions. More than a quarter were full 
professors and 41.4t were tenured. Most respondents (74.2%) 
had been teaching (at some level) for ten or more years. 
Nearly all respondents (98 .4t) held a graduate degree and the 
majority (58.Jt) held the Ph.D. 
There was evidence of a relatively strong commitment to 
the integration of service and academic study over time. 
Fewer than lOt of the respondents reported having utilized 
service-learning only once; a substantial majority (63%) 
indicated that they had utilized service-learning in their 
course four or more times. 
Personal Profile of Respondents. Consistent with the general 
demographic profile of faculty (Bowen and Schuster, 1985), a 
majority of the faculty identified in this study are male 
(53.5%) and the vast majority (88.8%) are white. Most (79.7%) 
are over the age of 40. As might be expected, a chi-square 
analysis revealed a relationship between gender and three 
other demographic features: age, academic degree, anti academic 
rank, as shown in Tables 1, 2, and 3: 
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'!able ll Gender x Acre (11•127) 
Gender Agez Aqet Age1 Aqet Total 
Under 30 30-40 41-50 Sl + 
Malee 0.8\ 3.9\ 22.8\ 26.0\ 54.3\ 
(1) (5) (29) ( 33) (69) 
Females 0\ 15.0\ 18.9\ 11.8\ 45.7\ 
(0) (19) ( 24, (15, (58) 
'l'able 2s Gender x Acad-.ic Declree 11 .. 127) 
Gender Ph.D. J.D. ID.D. M.A. or Other Total M.s. 
Males 45.4\ 1.6\ 4.7\ 12.6\ 0\ 54.3\ 
(45) ( 2) (6} ( 16) (0) (69} 
Femalee 22.8\ 2.4\ 0.8\ 18.1' 1.6\ 45.7\ 
(29} (3) ( 1) (23) ( 2) (58) 
'l'able 3& Gender x Acadeai.c Rank (R•127j_ 
Academic Rank Hale a Female• Total 
Academic Staff 1.6\ 0\ 1.6\ 
( 2) (0) {2) 
Instructor 1.6\ 8. 7\ 10.2\ 
(2) ( 11) (13) 
Aaaiatant Prof.s 7.1\ 13.4\ 20.4\ 
Tenure Track (9) (17) ( 26) 
Aaaistant Prof.s 3.1\ 3.1\ 6.2\ 
Non-Tenure Track ( 4l (4) { 8) 
Aaaociate Prof.z 11.0\ 7.1\ 18.1\ 
Tenured ( 14) (9) (23) 
Associate 2.4\ 0.8\ 3.1\ 
Prof t Tenure ( 3) (1) I 4) 
Track/Not Tenured 
Associate Prof.z 0\ 2.4\ 2.4\ 
Non-tenure Track (0) (l) {3) 
Full Prof: Tenured 17.3\ 5.5\ 22.8\ 
(22) (7) I 29 l 
Full Prof. 1 Tenure- 7.9\ 1.6\ 9.4\ 
track/ Not Tenured {_ 10) (2) (12) 
Full Prof.t Non- 0.8\ 0\ 0\ 
tenure Track (1) (0) (0) 
Other 0.8\ 3.9\ 4. 7\ 
(1) (5) ( 6) 
Total 53.5\ 46.5\ 100\ 
(68) (59) ( 127) 
• 
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As illustrated by Tables 1 3, male respondents were 
older, held more advanced academic degrees, and held higher 
academic rank than female respondents. 
General Responses: ~aou1ty Satisfaction and Motivation 
Taken in their totality, two dominant conclusions can be 
drawn from the survey responses: (1) The majority of faculty 
respondents were satisfied with their experience in service-
learninq, and (2) There were siqnificant differences with 
regard to motivations among the faculty who chose to use 
service-learning. While these two findings do not, by 
themselves, address the specific research questions set forth 
in Chapter Four, they do provide a context for understanding 
related responses. Therefore, before analyzinq particular 
subsets of the data, it will be useful to examine the general 
responses regardinq satisfaction and motivation. 
satisfaction. As previously noted, most respondents indicated 
that they had used service-learninq in their course four or 
more times. Based on this response, one would expect that 
most respondents would indicate a hiqh degree of satisfaction 
with their service initiatives. In fact, this was the case. 
Over 96% of respondents (96.1\) reported that they were "very 
satisfied" or "satisfied" with the overall effectiveness of 
the course. Not surprisingly, a chi-square analysis revealed 
a statistical correlation between the satisfaction of 
respondents and their intention to continue the use of 
service-learning. Ninety-two percent (92.2t) of respondents 
planned to retain a service component in their course: 
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slightly over half (50.2%) intend to expand service activities 
into other courses. 
A significant correlation also existed between the high 
degree of satisfaction among respondents and their perceptions 
of support and recognition. (See Appendix B, Table 3 for the 
chi-square values). In general, the higher the perception of 
the support received for service-learning from faculty 
colleagues, the President, the students and the community, the 
greater was the respondent's degree of satisfaction with 
service-learning. 
The relationship between satisfaction and the recognition 
received for service-learning is described in Table 4: 
Table 4 1 Sources of RecocJD.iti.oa • Satbfac:tioa vith the ~eral.l &ffec:tiveu.eee 
of the Couraa. (VS=Very S.t!.fiedJ S• Satiafied; U= UDCert&iD; D= 
Diaaatiafied~ VD= Very Diaaatiafied.) W • 113 
Stat11111.ent VS s u D VD 
No recognition received for 20.U 22.1\ 1.8\ 0\ 0\ 
aervice-learninq (23) (25) (2) (0) (0) 
Received rec::oqni tion froa 23.9\ 9.7\ 0\ 1.9\ 4.9\ 
student a (27) ( 11) 0 (1) (2) 
Received recognition frolll 17.7\ 4.4\ 0\ 0.9\ 0.9\ 
faculty (20) (5) (0) (l) (1) 
Received recognition frolll 11.5\ 0.9\ 0\ 0\ 0\ 
state/national orqanization (13) (1) (0) ( 0) (0) 
Received recognition frolll 17.7\ 2.7\ 0\ 0.9\ 0.9\ 
community a9ency (20) (3) (0) (1) ( 1) 
Although Table 4 shows that recognition is related to 
satisfaction, the relationship is not strong; e.g, 42.5% of 
the respondents who indicated that they received no 
recognition for service-learning, nonetheless indicated that 
they were very satisfied or satisfied with the course. It is 
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important to note that no statistical correlation was found 
between the satisfaction reported by faculty respondents and 
the deqree of recognition by administrators. 
Given the hiqh overall rate of satisfaction, one might 
assume that the responses of those who were satisfied (or very 
satisfied) would be id~n~ical to those of the total 
population. However, the chi-square analysis revealed five 
items for which the responses of those who were satisfied or 
very satisfied indicated stronger agreement than the responses 
of the total population (Q. 37, H, K, N, 0, P). First, those 
who were satisfied were more likely to see service-learning as 
a component of their scholarly research. In fact, 81.6% of 
those who had produced scholarly work or who were in the 
process of producing work through their service-learning 
ventures were very satisfied or satisfied with their courses. 
Second, satisfied respondents were more certain that student 
had gained professional skills through participation in this 
course. Third, faculty who were satisfied felt more strongly 
that they had been able to develop a good working relationship 
with the community aqency involved and that the image and 
reputations of the institution had been enhanced by their 
efforts. Finally, those who were satisfied with their service-
learning experience were more likely to report that their 
goals for the course had been achieved. As stated in Chapter 
Three, faculty motivation is closely tied to the faculty's 
sense of meaning and purpose. Each of the five items 
presented above provides an example of the faculty's 
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perception that their efforts had significance with specific, 
identifiable results. 
Motivation. The survey questionnaire listed 24 factors which 
had been identified as possible motivations for adopting 
service-learning techniques (Questions 40-64). Respondents 
were asked to use a Likert scale to indicate the degree to 
which each factor influenced or motivated them to incorporate 
a service component in their coursework. Table 5 presents the 
results for Items 40 -- 64. 2 
2An analysis-of-variance test indicated that significant 
differences did exist in the strength of the responses, based on a 
comparison of the means There were no significant outliers. A 
figure illustrating the anova result with corresponding influence 
items is presented in Table 4 of Appendix B. A visual examination 
of the figure shows that the desire to enhance the relevance of 
course material and other pedagogical items have the strongest mean 
scores. Because the Omnibus F Score was 23.04, with a p-value of 
o, it was possible to advance the comparison of items by use of the 
paired T-test. Table 5 of Appendix B provides the T-score, the p-
value (at the .05 level), and the degrees of freedom, for each 
comparison that showed statistical significance. The null 
hypothesis for the test was that the mean scores would be equal. 
(Note, smaller means indicate stronger response averages. A 
numerical score of 1 corresponds to responses in the "strongly 
influenced my decision" category; 2 to "moderately influenced my 
decision"; 3 to "little influence in my decision"; 4 to "no 
influence": and 5 to 0 not applicable to my experience") • 
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Table 51 Factors Illfluenci.Dg tbe Use of S.Vice iD tho COurse. !'requeucy 
DiatributioD aad MtNUl Score RAupoQ8e. (SiooSt.roDg.ly XD.fluez1<::edl 111-=Moc:larately 
InflueocedJ LI•Little XD.flueoc•J 81-&o IDflu-.ce, au.-aot Applicable. llean Score a 
1 • Stronqly IllfluencedJ 4•1o Influence. 
Statement SI MI LI NI NA He an 
40. I am currently involved 40.8\ 30.4\ 12.0\ 9.6\ 7.2\ 2.12 
in community organization(•) (51 ) (38) ( 15) (12) ( 9) 
and/or in community service. 
N•l25 
H. In my youth service was 24.8\ 28.0\ 20.0\ 18.4\ 8.8\ 2.58 
an important aspect of aay ( 31) (35, (25) (23) (11, 
family life. N=125 
42. Today, service is an 23.0\ 45.1\ 15.6\ 10.7\ 0.8\ 2.31 
important aspect of aay faaaily (28) (55 I ( 19) ( 13) (71 
life, N•l22 
43. I was involved in service 21.8\ 23.4\ 17.7\ 25.0\ 12.1\ 2.82 
during hiqh school. N•l24 (27} (29) (22) (31) (15, 
44. I was involved in service 23.4\ 29.8\ 13.7\ 21.0\ 12.1\ 2.69 
durinq college. N•l24 ( 29) (37) Cl7l 1261 (15) 
45. I enjoy working with 50.0\ 33.1\ 7.3\ 6.5\ 3.2'l 1. 79 
students in eo-curricular ( 62) (41 I (9) (8) ( 4 I 
aettings. N•l24 
46. Service ia an important 45.2\ 29.0\ 7.3\ 80.6\ 10.5\ 2.10 
component of my peraonal (56) (36) ( 9) (10} ( 13) 
faith. N•l24 
47. Service enables me to 48.8\ 28.8\ 14.4\ 1.6\ 6.4\ 1.88 
effect social change. N=125 (61) (36) (18) 12, 181 
48. Service-learning is a way 57.6\ 22.4\ 14:.0\ 3.2\ 4.8\ 1. 75 
of helping people in need. ( 72) (28) (15) ( 4) (6) 
N•l25 
49. Service-learning ia a 52.8\ 26.4\ 9.6\ 5.6\ 5.6\ 1.85 
valuable tool for civic ( 66) ( 33) (12) (7) (7) 
education. N=ol25 
SO. Service-learning promote• 49.2\ 29.8\ 10.5\ 4.8\ 5.7\ 1.88 
civic involvement. N•l24 (61) ( 37) (13) 16) (7) 
51. Service-learning develops 48.8\ 29.6\ 12.0\ 4.8\ 4.8\ 1.87 
the moral character of (61) (37) (15) (6) (6) 
students. 
N•l25 
52. Service-learning prepares 60.3\ 21.4\ 9.5. 6.4\ 2.4\ 1.69 
atudenta for employment. 
N•l26 
(76 I (27) (12) (81 (3) 
53. Service-learning fosters s5.n 28.1\ 9.1\ 3.3\ 4.1\ 1. 73 
a aense of community. N•l21 (67) (34) ( 11) ( 4) ( 5) 
54. Service-learning helps 55.2\ 29.6\ 8.0\ 2.4\ 4.8% 1. 72 
atudenta develop a aaeaninqful 
philosophy of life. N•l25 
( 69) (37) (101 (3) (6) 
55. Service-learning promote• 57.3\ 26.6\ 8.9\ 2.4\ 4.8\ 1.71 
aulti-cultural understanding. (71) (33) ( 11) (3) (6) 
N•l24 
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'rable 5 (Continued) a Pactor• IDflumaciDCJ the U•• of Service ill the Course. 
Frequency Dbtri.bution aDd MMD Score ae.poiUie. (SI-stronC)'ly Influaoced; 
III-tfooderately Influenced; LI""Little Influence, 111:-Bo InflueDCe; RA=Not 
Applicable. Meua Scorea 1 • Strougly IDflaeDCedl 4 • 1o ID.fluence. 
State111ent SI HI LI NI NA Mean 
56. Service-learninCJ sa.n 28.0\ 9.6\ 2.4\ 1.6\ 1.61 
is au effective way (13) 135) (11) (3) (2) 
to present 
disciplinary 
content material. 
N•l25 
57. Service-learning 55.2\ 26.4\ 12.8\ 3.2\ 2.4\ 1.71 
teaches critical (69) ( 33) (16) I 4 I ( 3) 
thinking. N=125 
58. Service-learning 60.8\ 30.4\ 5.6\ 0.8\ 2.4\ 1.54 
encourages self- (16) (38) (7) (1) (3) 
dl.rected learninq. N 
"' 125 
59. Service-learning 76.8\ 19.2\ 1.6\ 0. 8\ 1.6\ 1.31 
brin9s 9reater 196) 124) (2) I 1 I (2) 
relevance to couree 
mate~ial. N = 125 
60. Service-learninq 61.9\ 16.7\ 11.1\ 7.9\ 2.4\ 1.72 
provides (78) I 21) (14) I 10 l (3) 
professional (or 
pre-professional 
~raining). N = 126 
61. Service-learninq 66.7\ 23.8\ 4.8\ 3.2\ 1.6\ 1.49 
is an effective for.m ( 84) (30) (6) ( 4) (2) 
of experiential 
education. N • 126 
62. Service-learninq 61.6\ 24.8\ 7.2\ 4. 0\ 2.4\ 1.61 
improves student (17) ( 31) (9) (5) (3) 
satisfaction with 
education. N = 125 
61. Service-learninq 36.0\ 6.4\ 9.6\ 23.2\ 24.8\ 2.94 
is a departmental (45) (8) (12) (29) (31 I 
requirement for this 
couree. N • 125 
64. I was required 28.0\ 8.8\ 9.6\ 25.6\ 2.4\ 3.19 
to teach thia course (35) ( 11) (12) I 32) (3) 
aa a part of my 
teachin9 load. N • 
125 
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The Relationship between satisfaction an4 Motivation. 
For 10 of the 24 items in Table 5, there was a 
significant relationship between faculty satisfaction and the 
motivation of faculty to incorporate service into their 
courses. The items which were related to over-all 
satisfaction are presented in Table 6 for respondents who 
indicated that they were "very CJatisfied" or "satisfied" with 
their courses. The first column indicates the level of 
influence of each item for respondents who were very satisfied 
with their service-learning efforts. The second column 
indicates the level of influence of each item for respondents 
for respondents who were satisfied with their service-learning 
efforts. The third column provides a comparison of these 
scores with the level of influence accorded that item by all 
respondents. 
overall, Table 6 illustrates that those who were very 
satisfied with their service-learning endeavors reported that 
they were more strongly influenced by their current 
involvement in service than did respondents who were merely 
satisfied or than did respondents at large. 
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'!'able 6z Motivation II.D.d Sati.efac:tion 
l=Stronqly :Influenced; 4 .. llo influence) 
Statement Very Satiafiecl/Hean Mean Score• 
Satiefied/ Score All 
Mean Score Responses 
Current :Involvement in 1.87 2.33 2.09 
Service 
Service important in 2.36 2.71 2.53 
youth 
High school involvement 2.62 2.92 2.78 
Enjoy working with 1.60 1.92 1. 74 
students in co-cur~icular 
settings 
Important aspect of faith 2.0. 1.96 2.08 
A way of helping people 1.59 1.83 1. 71 
Prepares students for 1.44 2.00 1.67 
employment 
Provides professional 1.47 1.88 1.65 
training 
Experiential Education 1.34 1.58 1.45 
Improves Student 1. 33 1. 81 1.56 
Satisfaction 
Table 6 indicates that faculty who were very satisfied 
with their efforts in service-learning had been more strongly 
influenced by intrinsic and pedagogical concerns than they bad 
be~n by their own prior involvement in service. For example, 
faculty who were very satisfied with their efforts in service-
learning indicated tha'C they were somewhat to strongly 
influenced (mean score = 1. JJ) by the desire to improve 
student satisfaction with the course while their prior 
involvement in service during high school was only of moderate 
to little influence (mean score = 2.62) in their decision to 
incorporate service into their teaching. Furthermore, this 
table illustrates that these factors were of greater influence 
for those who were very satisfied than they were for the 
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respondents as a whole. 1 
SWIUiary 
The data presented in Tables 1 - Table 6 demonstrate that 
almost all of the faculty identified for this study have shown 
a commitment to service-learning through their prior and 
continued involvement. They are satisfied with their 
experience in service-learning and intend to continue to 
integrate service and study. Furthermore, the data also 
indicate there were a variety of different factors which have 
influenced faculty to utilize service-learning. Finally, the 
data show that a significant statistical relationship exists 
between the factors which motivate faculty to adopt service-
learning and their subsequent satisfaction with their 
experience. With an understanding of these general results, 
we can examine the respondents' experiences in terms of the 
specific research questions presented in Chapter Four. 
1The only exception to the pattern of the relationship between 
satisfaction and motivation is found in the item relatinq to 
service as a dimension of personal faith. Respondents who were 
very satisfied with their experience were less motivated by faith 
than by respondents who were only satisfied. 
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survey Responses to the Research Questions 
The following six sections organize the data according to 
the major research questions outlined in Chapter 4. As 
outlined previously, the major categories considered were: ( 1) 
the focus on service in service-learning, (2) pedagogical 
supports for service-learning, (3) the place of service-
learning within the academic culture, (4) the relationship 
between service-learning and the faculty role, (5) the 
intrinsic motivation and the satisfaction of faculty in 
service-learning and (6) the barriers to faculty involvement. 
(1) The service Diaension of Paculty Involvement: 
Prior Involvement an4 Altruistic Motivation 
Because the service dimension serves as the backdrop for 
questions regarding faculty motivation, survey questions were 
designed to determine if faculty motivation to engage in 
service-learning would be similar to the motivations 
identified in the literature on volunteers. Questions were 
also included which addressed the major themes advanced by 
advocates of service-learning: its benefits for the cantpus, 
for the nation and for society. 
Do raculty who utili•• service-learning identify prior 
an4/or current involvaaent as a strong aotivator for their 
efforts? Questions 40-44 involve prior and/or current 
involvement in service-learning. The results are presented in 
Table 7: 
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Tab1e 11 Influence Factor• related to prior or current involv-.ut in 
•ervice. Frequency Dbtribat.i.oo aDd MeaD. Score Raepoaae. (SJ: ,. Stronqly 
Inf1uenced; MI == lloderately J:Dflueaced; LI ,., Little Influeace; RI • liiO 
J:nf1uence; RA = Rot Applicable. Kean Score• 1 • Strooqly Influenced; 4 • liiO 
Inf1uence. 
Statement SI HI LI NI NA Mean 
40. I am currently 40.8\ 30.4\ 12.0\ 9.6t 7.2\ 2.12 
involved in community (51) (39) ( 15) (12) (9) 
orqanization(a) and/or in 
community eervice. N•125 
41. In my youth service 24.8\ 28.0\ 20.0\ 18.4\ 8.8\ 2.58 
vaa an important aspect of 
my family life. N•125 
( 31) ( 35) (25) (23) ( 11) 
42. Today, service i1 an 23.0\ 45.1\ 15.6\ 10.7\ 0.8\ 2.31 
important aepect of my (28) (55) (19) (13) ( 7) 
family life. N=122 
43. I vas involved in 21.8\ 23.4\ 17.7\ 25.0\ 12.U 2.82 
service durinq biqh (27) (29) (22) (31) ( 15) 
school. Nc124 
44. J: vas involved in 23.4\ 29.8\ 13.7\ 21.0\ 12.1\ 2.69 
1ervice durinq colleqe. 
N•l24 
(29) (37) (17) (26) (15) 
An Anova test and subsequent paired t-tests were used to 
compare the strength of these responses to other motivational 
items, Q.45-64. Results revealed that significant differences 
exist between the motivational items which focused on 
involvement in service activities and other influences. For 
example, although the literature on student volunteers cites 
prior involvement as a strong motivational force for college 
service activities, the results of the paired t-tests 
demonstrate that current involvement (through an organization 
or through one's family) is of greater influence than prior 
involvement in youth, high school, or college. Furthermore, 
although faculty indicate that service involvement influenced 
their decision to utilize service-learning, it was of less 
importance than the factors discussed in the following 
section. In fact, the only items of less influence to faculty 
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than prior involvement in service were those related to 
departmental or teaching load requirements (Q. 63-64). 
Do faculty who utili•• aervice-learninq ic:'lentify 
altruistic ic:'laals as a atrong aotivator for their efforts? 
Because the literature on student volunteers indicated a 
strong altruistic tendency, it was necessar.t to elicit 
responses from faculty regarding their own altruistic 
motivations. Survey questions 46, 47, and 48 addressed the 
altruistic dimensions of service -- faith, social change, and 
helping others. As shown in the Table 8, altruism did emerge 
as a stronger motivator than prior involvement in youth, high 
school, or college. 
Table 81 Io£luence factor• related to altrui.•tic .otivation. Frequency 
Dietri.butioo aod llean Score Ruponee. (SI • Strongly :IoflueocedJ M.I • 
Moderately :InfluencedJ LI "" Little IDflueace; •I • llo Influence; RA • IJot 
Applicable. Meao score• 1 • Strongly Influenced; 4 • Ro Influenced. 
Statement SI HI LI NI NA Mean 
46. Service ia an 45.2\ 29.0\ 7.3\ 80.6' 10.5\ 2.10 
important co111ponent of 111y (56) (36) (9) ( 10) (13) 
personal faith. N•l24 
4 7. Service enables me to 48.8\ 28.8\ 14.4\ 1.6, 6.4\ 1.88 
effect social change. (61) (36) (18) ( 2) (8) 
N•l25 
48. Service-learninq ia a 57.6\ 22.4\ 12.0\ 3.2, 4.8\ 1. 75 
way of helping people in (72) (28) ( 15) ( 4) (6) 
need. N .. l25 
Among the altruistic factors, service for social change 
or as a means of helping others proved more influential than 
prior involvement, current involvement, or service as a 
component of personal faith. All items related to altruistic 
motivations were stronger than departmel'ltal or course load 
requirements. 
• 
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The service Dimension of Jaculty Involvement: 
Arqumenta on Behalf of Service-Learninq 
As demonstrated in the literature review, advocates of 
service-learning frequently focus on the benefits that 
community service and service-learning can bring to the 
academy, to the nation, and to society. The following 
responses focus on these endorsements and on the support given 
by administrators for service-learning efforts. 
Do faculty perceive service•learninq as a means to 
institutional advanc&lllent? Although endorsements for service-
learning may include greater credibility and/or prestige for 
the institution, respondents did not seem convinced that this 
was the case. Only 20.2\ strongly or moderately agreed that 
the institution gains support from service-learning efforts 
(Q. 37-0). However, it should be remembered that a 
relationship did exist between faculty satisfaction and the 
perception that the institution benefitted from service-
learning activities. Furthermore, if one believes that 
enhancing student satisfaction is beneficial to the 
institution or to higher education as a whole, it should be 
noted that 86.4% of respondents identified this as a strong or 
moderate influence in their decision to incorporate service in 
their course. 
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Do faculty vbo utili1e service-learning derive 
support/encouragement froa a4ainistratora? Because service-
learning is often portrayed in the literature as an 
administrative initiative, faculty were askea to assess the 
level of support they received from three administrative 
levels: the department chair, the dean/provost, and the 
president. As indicated in Table 9, although most respQndents 
strongly or moderately agreed that they had received support 
from the administration, this support declined as the rank of 
the administrator rose. 
Table 9a Ad.ini.atrative Support for Service-Learning. Prequancy Diatri.bat.ion 
and MeaD Score Reeponse. (SA:rStrongly AA)ree; IIA=Moderete1y Agree; R=lleotral; 
S~trongly _Disagree; IIA=tlot Applicable. HeaD Scorea l...Strougly Agree; 
5-sta:onqly D.J.eagree. 
Statement SA HA N HD so NA Mean 
31. My department 56.3\ 21.1\ 10.9\ 5.5, 3.1\ 3.1\ 1.88 
chair supports my (72) (27) ( 14. (7) ( 4) (4) 
efforts in service-
learning. 1i • 128 
32. My dean/provost 46.!n 25.0\ 17.2!11 4. 7\ 3.9\ 2.4\ 2.01 
supports my efforts (60) (32) ( 22. (6) (5) ( 3) 
in serviee-learninq. 
N = 128 
33. The President of u.n 24.4\ 22.8111 6.3\ 0\ 4.7\ 2.13 
the institution (53) (31) ( 29. ( 8) (0) (6) 
supports my efforts 
in eerviee-learning. 
N • 127 
Do faculty who utili•• aervice-l.earninq identify civic 
education and civic involveaent aa strong aotivatora for their 
efforts? (Q. 49, 50). Promoting good citizenship and civic 
leadership are goals often cited by advocates of service-
learning. As shown in Table 10, the majority of respondents 
indicated that they were indeed influenced by such arguments. 
• 
• 
• 
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'!'able 10 1 Influance factor• related to civic valuea. Frequency Distribution 
and Mean Score Reaponae. (S:I • Stronql.y Infln.aaedJ Ill = Koderatel.y 
Influencedi LI a Little IDflGG~C~e; III • llo XDfluenc:eJ lA • llot Applicable. 
Mean Score• l=Stronqly Influucech 4oollo :ID£l.ueDC:e) 
Statement sx MI LI NI NA Mean 
49. Service-learning ia a 52.8' 26.n 9.n s.n s.n 1.85 
valuable tool for civic (66) ( 33) ( 12) (7) (7) 
education. N•l25 
50. Service-learning 49.2\ 29.8~ 10.5\ 4.8\ 5." 1.88 
promote& civic (61) (37) 
involvement. Nal24 
(13) (6) (7) 
These fact'::!rs were stronger motivators than prior 
involvement (Q. 41-44) and than departmental or teaching load 
requirements (Q. 63-64). However, as will be shown below, 
they were not as strong as pedagogical factors. 
Do faculty wbo utilise aervice-learninq identify social 
values sucb as developing aoral character, fostering 
collillunity, and enbanciDg aulti-cultural understanding as 
atronq aotivators for their efforts? (Q. 51,53, 55) Like the 
results for civic involvement, items related to societal 
issues were influential in a majority of responses, as shown 
in Table 11. 
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Table 111 Xn£luence factor• ralated to IIOCietal valu-. Frequency 
Di•tribatioa and lleao Seore R•poue. (SI • Strongly In£laenced, IIX == 
Moderately :In£luencecl, LI • Little InflueDICel III: • IJo Illfluence, RA = llot 
looStrongly Influenced; Appl.iol!bl;. Mean Score • 4-Ho Illflucmce). 
Statement SI MI LI NI NA He an 
51. Senice-learn.inq 48.8\ 29.6\ 12.0\ 4.8\ 4. 8\ 1.87 
clevelope the 1110ral {61) {37) { 15) {6) {6) 
character eof etudent•. 
N•l25 
53. Senice-learninq ss.u 28.1\ 9.1\ 3.3\ ... 1\ 1. 73 
foetere a senee of (67) (34) { 11) {4) { 5) 
co111111uni ty. N=l21 
55. Senice-learninq 57.3\ 26.6\ 8.9\ 2.4\ 4. 8\ 1. 71 
pro!:'IIOtee multi-cultural { 71) {33) { 11) (3) {6) 
understanding. N•124 
Although these concerns eclipsed those prior/current 
involvement in service and departmental requirements, they 
were not as strong as pedagogical components. 
(2) Tile Learninq Dimension an4 
raculty Involvement in service-learning 
Although the literature directly related to service-
learning has a strong service orientation, it is conceivable 
that some faculty utilize service-learning as a teaching 
technique within a broader pedagogical framework such as 
experiential or holistic education. The following responses 
provide insights into the relationship between service-
learning and teaching philosophies. 
Do faculty vho utilha sarvice-learninq azprass a strong 
commitaent. to the teaching function? (Q. 37-L) Faculty 
respondents indicated strong investment in their teaching 
responsibilities. Almost 83\ ranked teaching as their most 
important professional responsibility. There was a 
significant relationship between the priority placed on 
teachinq and the institutional type. on a Likert scale in 
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which 1 = Strongly agree and 5 = strongly disagree, 
respondents from four-year public institutions provided a mean 
score of 1.94 on this question; those from four-year private 
institutions, a 1. 4 o; and those from two-year publ i.e a 2 • 00. 
This indicates that among the survey respondents, faculty at 
four-year private institutions place the highest priority on 
teaching. 
Do faculty who utilile aervice•learning identify 
pedagogical concerns as strong aotivators for their efforts? 
(Q. 56-59, 61) Pedagogical concerns (conveying disciplinary 
content, teaching critical thinking, encouraging self-directed 
learning, enhancing the relevance of course material, and 
utilizing experiential education) were the most influential 
items of the 24 options presented to the faculty in this 
survey, as indicated in Table 12: 
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Table 12 1 Infloeoce factor:e related to te.cb.i.Dg. Frequency Diatr.ibutioa aad 
Mean Score Reapoue. (S:I • Strongly :tofluenced; M:I • Moderately :IDfluenced; 
L:I • Littla Influfiiii.Ce; II:I • llo :tllflue~tCer IIA • Rot Applicable. MeaD Scores 
laStroD9ly IDflueDced; 4-&o I.aflneoce) • 
Statement SI MI L:I NI NA Mean 
56. Service-learniD9 58.4\ 28.0\ 9.6\ 2.4\ 1.6\ 1.61 
ie an effective way (73) (35) (12) (3) (2) 
to present 
discip\inary 
content material. 
N•l25 
57. Service-learnin9 55.2\ 26.4\ 12.8\ 3.2\ 2.4\ l.il 
teacbee critical (69) (33) (16) (4) ( 3 ) 
thinking. N•12S 
5~. Service-learning 60.11\ 30.4\ 5.n 0.8\ 2.4\ 1.54 
encourages eelf-
directed learning. N 
(76) (38) (7) (1) ( 3) 
.. 125 
59. Service-learning 76.8\ 19.2\ 1.6'& 0.8\ 1.6\ 1. 31 
brings greater (96) ( 24) (2) ( 1) ( 2) 
relevance to course 
material. N = 125 
61. Service-learning 66.7\ 23.8\ 4.8\ 3.2\ 1.6\ 1.49 
ie an ~ffective form ( 84) (30) (6) ( 4) ( 2) 
of experiential 
education. N • 126 
Results of the Anova calculations on these items reveal 
the respondents' belief that: "Service-learning brings qreater 
relevance to course material" (Q. 59) and "Service-learninq is 
an effective form of experiential education,'' (Q. 61) were of 
siqnificantly greater influence on the decision to adopt 
service-learninq that any of the 22 other items on the survey. 
Do faculty who utilh• aervica-laarninq i4antify 
preparation for employment an4 values clarification as strong 
aotivators for their efforts? Almost all respondents {93\) 
strongly or moderately aqreed that students gained 
professional skills through their work in the service-learninq 
course. Furthermore, items related to employment and the 
development of values were clearly of concern to many faculty: 
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t-test scores revealed that preparation for employment, 
developinq a meaningful philosophy of life, promoting multi-
cultural understandinq, and providing pre-professional 
training (Q. 52, 54, 55, 60), were significantly higher 
motivators than priorjcurrent involvement in service and 
altruistic motivations (Q. 40-46). Si~ilarly, each of these 
items showed a significantly stronger influence than 
departmental or teachinq load requirements (Q. 63-64}. Only 
the items on enhancing course relevance and incorporatinq 
experiential learninq techniques yielded stronger responses 
than these items on preparation for employment. 
Do faculty wbo utilise service-learninq identify 
pe4aqoqical difficulties witb reqarcl to such efforts? Although 
the connection between teaching and service appears to be very 
strong, respondents report that such efforts are not without 
difficulties. Pedagogical difficulties rank high among the 
items which make service-learning more difficult than 
traditional teaching methods. Over 40 percent ( 41. 0\) of 
respondents indicated that it was more difficulty to adjust 
for di fferinq levels of student readiness in service-learning 
courses, while more than a third (34.2t} reported challenges 
in evaluating student work (Q. 70-H and 70-P} • 
Do faculty who utilise service-learninq believe tbat it 
sboU14 be incorporated into the curriculua as a graduation 
requir .. ent? A strong majority of faculty respondents ( 67. 4\) 
strongly or moderately agreed that service-learning should be 
required for graduation. Respondents from four-year public 
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institutions were more likely to say that service should be 
required for graduation (mean score: 1.91) than 
theircolleagues at four-year private irlstitutions (mean score: 
2.12). Respondents from four-year institutions were more 
likely to support a service-learninq graduation requirement 
than respondents from two year institutions (Mean score 2 .12). 
(3) Service-learuinq Within the aca4eaio CUl~ure 
Austin and Gamson {1983) indicate that academic culture 
is related to the dual citizenship faculty members hold as 
members of an academic discipline and as members of their 
institution. The responses below first describe the 
relationship between faculty participation in service-learning 
and academic discipline, and then between faculty involvement 
and several aspects of the institutional settinq. 
What is the relationship between academic discipline an4 
faculty participation in service-learninq? As indicated in 
the Table 13, service-learning is occurring in a wide variety 
of academic disciplines (Q. 76). 
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ab T le 13 d . lln l Aca ~c: Dl.I!ICl.l2: .. 0 f d Reepon ent• . .. 128 
Department D 
' 
I Depertment n 
' 
Agricultural 1 0 •• Interior Oeeiqn 1 0.78 
Economic a 
American Studies 1 0.78 HanaCJement/ 1 0.78 
MarketiDCJ/ 
Computer Info. 
American Literature 1 0. 76 Mathematics 1 0.78 
Anthropology 1 0.78 Hue ic /Theater 2 1.56 
Behavioral Science l 0.78 Nurainq_ 9 7.03 
Biology 1 0. 78 Natural Reaourcee 1 0 .78 
Bueineee/Hanagement .. 3.13 Nutrition l 0 • 78 
Collllllunication .. 3.13 Oeeupa.tional 1 0 • 78 
Therapy 
Computer Science 1 0.78 Physical Therapy 1 0 • 78 
Couneelinq .. 3.13 Political Science 3 2.34 
Criminal Justice 1 0.78 PeycboloCJY 11 8.59 
Dttaf Education/ 1 0. 78 Plant PhyeiolOCJY 1 0.78 
Interpreter Trai.nin'J 
Eeonom.ice 1 0.78 Law 5 3.91 
Ecology 1 0.78 Reersation 1 0.78 
Education 26 20.31 Reading/ J 2.34 
Language Arts 
English 7 5.47 Religion 5 3.91 
Exercise Science 2 1.56 Rhetoric 1 0 .78 
Fiaheriea Biology 1 0. 78 Science 1 0 .78 
French African 1 0. 78 Social Work 3 2.34 
Literature 
Geoloqy 1 0.78 Family/Child 1 0 • 78 
EcoloCJY 
Health 1 0. 78 Social Science 3 2.34 
Hiatory 2 1.56 Sociology 5 3.91 
Home Economics 1 0. 78 Spanish 2 1.56 
JournaliDm 1 0. 78 StudeM: 1 0 • 78 
Deve1opRent t 
Eighty percent of respondents strongly or moderately 
agreed that their work in service-learning contributes to 
their academic discipline/field (Q J7-0). 
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To determine if there was a relationship between the 
general type of discipline and continued use of service-
learning, the discrete academic disciplines in Table 13 were 
collapsed into 6 major categories: Arts and Humanities; 
Business; Education; Hard Sciences; Health Professions; and 
Social sciences. The chi-square analysis did not indicate any 
relationship between these disciplinary categories and the 
likelihood that respondents would continue or expand their use 
of service-learning. 
However, a relationship did emerge in the comparison 
between these disciplinary categories and the rate of 
publication/performance connected to service-learning, as 
illustrated in Table 14. 
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Table 14a Acadtai.c Di.cipliD.e s P'llblicat.ioo.e/Perfonancee/l•hibite. RaV 
ecoru J Row percente 7 COl tam Pe.rcents. 
Diaciplinary Publication• No Publication• Work in To tale 
Type Progrees 
Arts£Humanitiee 
n • 2 8 6 16 
Row Percent 12-5\ 50.0\ 37.5\ 100\ 
Column Percent 5.0\ 11.8\ 42.9\ 13.1\ 
Business 
n • 1 6 0 7 
Row Percent 14.3\ 85.7\ 100\ 
Column Percent 2.5\ 8. 8\ 5. 7\ 
Education 
n • 15 14 1 30 
Row Percent 50.0\ 46.7\ 3.3\ 100\ 
Column Percent 37.5\ 20.6\ 7.1\ 24.6\ 
Hard Sciencee 
n • 1 6 1 17 
Row Percent 12.5\ 75.0\ 5.9\ 100.0\ 
Column Percent 2.5\ 8.8\ 7.1\ 13.9\ 
Health 
Professions 
n '"' 6 10 1 17 Row Percent 35.3\ 58.8\ 5.9\ 100 
Column Percent 15.0\ 14.7\ 7.1\ 13.9\ 
Social Sciences 
n • 12 22 5 39 
Row Percent 30.8\ 56.4\ 12.8\ 100.0\ 
Column Percent 30.0\ 32.4\ 35.7\ 4.1\ 
~ 
n .. 40 68 14 122 
Row Percent 32.8\ 55.7\ 11.5\ 100 
Column Percent 100\ 100\ 100\ 100 
As illustrated above, respondents in education, health-
related careers, and the social sciences were more likely to 
produce publications or exhibits as a result of their work in 
service-learning than were respondents in the arts, business 
or the hard sciences. 
There was evidence of a relationship between disciplinary 
type and the motivation for engaging in service-learning. Of 
the 24 items presented, six showed such a relationship, as 
seen in Table 15. The mean scores, indicating the strength of 
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the influence of each item (1 = strongly influenced: 4 = no 
influence) , are presented according to the responses for each 
academic cluster. 
Tabl.e 15a Acad-.ic Diecipl..i.Ae :1: llotivatJ.oa for IDvol.ve.eat. Mean Scor-• 
1 1 D11 eel 4 Dfl =Stroaq.Ly I UeD.C 
' 
..., :I aeace. 
Item A'R Bueineee Education Bard Bealtb Soc:. 
Mean Mean Heu Sci. Sci. Sci. 
Hean Hean He an 
Riqb school 2.1 3.3 2.9 4.0 2.8 3.1 
involvement 
Ea joy students in 1.7 2.3 1.8 2.3 1.6 1.8 
co-curricular 
aettinqa 
Effect aoc:ial 1.5 2.2 2.0 2.0 2.3 1.9 
cbanqe 
A way of belpinq 1.5 1.7 1.9 2.4 2.0 1.6 
people 
Departmental 3.3 2.7 2.8 3.9 1.6 3.4 
requirements 
Part of teachinq 2.8 3.4 3.0 3.1 2.5 3.6 
load 
These scores appear to reflect a stronger altruistic 
orientation among faculty in the Arts and Humanities and the 
Social Sciences. Compared to their colleagues in other 
disciplines, faculty in the health sciences indicate a 
stronger emphasis on departmental requirements and teaching 
loads. This, of course, may be traced to the strong clinical 
foundations of the health sciences. 
What is tbe relationsbip between institutional culture 
and faculty participation in aervice-learninq? In addition to 
their affiliation with an academic discipline, faculty are 
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also members of an academic institution. Two dimensions of 
institutional culture affecting service-learning were 
examined. The first is related to institutional type; the 
second to the institution's affiliation with the Michigan 
Campus Compact (MCC). These two dimensions are related to 
each other as illustrated in the table below: 
,.able 16a IDet:itut:ional '!'J1pe x IICC AffillatioD. 
HCC Noo.-HC~ Total 
Public Four-)!ear 
D. • 27 31 58 
Rov Percent 46.6\ 53.5\ 100\ 
ColUIIIll Percent 34.2\ 86.1\ 50 .n 
Private Four-xear 
D. .. 45 5 50 
Rov Percent 90.0\ 10.0\ 100\ 
ColUIIIll Percent 57.0\ 13.9\ 43.5\ 
TWo-xear Public 
D. • 7 0 7 
Rov Percent 100\ 100\ 
ColUIIUl Percent 08.9\ 6.U 
As Table 16 shows, MCC-affiliated schools tend to be 
private four-year institutions while the non-MCC schools tend 
to be public, four-year institutions. This relationship 
should be kept in mind when reviewing the various comparisons 
between affiliation and involvement in service-learning 
discussed below. 
service-Learninq and Institutional Type. With regard to 
institutional type, there was a significant relationship 
between institutional type and two of the demographic 
variables: academic degree and academic rank. Faculty at 
public four-year institutions were more likely to hold the 
Ph.D. while their colleagues at private institutions were more 
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likely to hold the Masters degree. Within academic rank, the 
four year institutions showed faculty across all academic 
levels, in tenure and non-tenured positions; the two-year 
institutions showed respondents primarily in staff, 
instructor, or assistant professor slots. 
The intention to continue service-learning was also 
related to institutional type: 25.0' of the respondents at 
two-year public institutions reported that they were uncertain 
about or would not continue their efforts in service-learning. 
In contrast, only 7. 0% of respondents at either four-year 
public or four-year private institutions reported the same 
reluctance. With regard to publications, exhibits or 
performances, it was not surprising to discover that 
respondents at four-year public institutions reported a higher 
rate of such productivity than their colleagues at four-year 
private or two-year public institutions. 
The motivation of faculty who became involved in service-
learning differed by institutional type on eight of the 
twenty-four items presented in the questionnaire, as 
illustrated in Table 17 below. (Once again, a score of l 
equals "strongly influenced" while a score of four equals "no 
influence''· 
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'fable l11 Faculty Motivation :a: Iutitutioa Type. Meaa Scor•c 1-stroaqly 
Influenced· 4=Mo Iaflaeoce , . 
Statement/Item 4 yr. 4 yr. 2 yr. All 
public private pu:blic 
Colleqe involvement 3.0 2.4 2.9 2.7 
Component of faith life 2.4 1.9 2.0 2.1 
A way of helpinq others 1.9 1.6 2.0 1.8 
Promotes multi-cultural 1.8 1.5 2.1 1.7 
awareness 
Bff.ctive presentation of 1.4 1.7 2.1 1.6 
d.iaciplinal:y content 
Greater relevance to course 1.4 1.3 1.6 1.3 
material 
Improves atudent 1.6 1.6 1.8 1.6 
eat is faction 
Required for teaching load 3.0 3.2 4.5 3.2 
Faculty perceptions reqardinq the priorities of the 
college or university also differed according to institutional 
type as evidenced in Table 18. 
Table 181 Faculty Opi.Aiou aDd l:Datitutioa.al Type. Mean Scores1 1-stronqly 
AgreeJ S=Stronqly Dbaqree 
Statement 4 year 4 year 2 year To tala 
Public Private Public 
Thia institution places 2.8 1.8 3.4 2.4 
a hiqh priority on 
student involvement in 
service 
Thia institution places 1.5 2.7 4.8 2.3 
a biqh priority on 
faculty reaearch 
Tbia inetitution places 2.5 1.5 3.4 2.1 
a high priority on 
faculty/student 
involvement 
Work in aervice-learninq 2.7 1. 9 2.8 2.3 
ia valued by the 
institution 
The inatitution qains 1.9 1.~ 2.9 1.8 
support from service-
learninq efforts 
Service-l•arninq ia 3.8 J.l 4.3 3.5 
conaidered positively in 
promotion/tenure 
decision• 
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consistent with the literature regarding institutional 
dimension of academic culture, 4 year private institutions 
place a higher priority of student service and are more likely 
to consider faculty involvement in such activities in 
promotion and tenure decisions. In contrast, 4 year public 
institutions place a higher priority on research and accord 
such activities less weight in determining faculty 
advancement. 
KCC Affiliation an4 Institutional CUlture. Membership in the 
MCC is a Presidential decision and the Executive committee of 
the MCC is comprised primarily of the presidents of the member 
campuses. 
enrollment, 
president. 
Furthermore, membership dues are based on overall 
with invoices sent to the attention of the 
This organizational structure would lead one to 
believe that member institutions have made a commitment, at 
least at the higher administrative levels, to incorporating 
service and academic study. If such a commitment has been 
made, one might expect that the institutional culture of such 
institutions is more hospitable to service initiatives. 
As indicated at the beginning of this chapter, a total of 
23 institutions provided names and addresses of faculty for 
the faculty survey. Of these institutions, 14 were members of 
the Michigan Campus Compact (MCC), which indicates some 
degree of institutional investment in service-learning. It 
has already been demonstrated that MCC affiliation at the time 
of this study was significantly weighted toward four-year 
private institutions. Of the 126 respondents who identified 
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their institution, 75 (59.52%) were from compact member 
institutions. 
Chi-square analyses revealed significant correlations, 
both positive and negative, between membership in Michigan 
campus Compact on the following dimensions: the overall 
satisfactio~ with the course; institutional support for 
service-learning; recognition for service efforts; faculty 
opinions of service-learning; and the initial motivations of 
respondents for integrating service and study. 
Interestingly, respondents from MCC institutions were 
less satisfied with their efforts at integrating service. 
Seventy percent of non-MCC respondents, but only 49% of MCC 
respondents, indicated that they were very satisfied with 
their service-learning course(s). Furthermore, the five 
respondents who were uncertain or dissatisfied were all from 
MCC member institutions. 
Chi-square analysis did not reveal a significant 
relationship between MCC affiliation and the faculty members' 
intention to continue the use of service-learning. However, 
a significant relationship did exist between affiliation and 
the intention to expand the use of service-learning, as 
outlined in Table 19: 
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Table 19 a !ICC AffillatioD x IDtention to use of Se.rvic:e-
Affiliation Expand U•e Will Not U11decided 
Expand Uee 
MCC Member 55.3\ 18.4\ 26.3\ 
(42) ( 14 t (20) 
Non-MCC Hamer 37.9\ 35.1\ 27.0\ 
(14) (13) ( 10) 
These responses indicate that faculty at MCC institutions are 
more likely to expand the use of service learning than their 
counterparts at non-affiliated institutions. 
Top-down support for service-learning appears to be 
higher at MCC institutions, as one might expect. MCC 
respondents were more likely to receive ready approval for 
their courses from curriculum committees and administrators 
( 62. 5\) than did their non-MCC counterparts ( 4 8. 6 t) • In 
addition, as indicated in Table 20, MCC faculty received 
stronger support from their department chairs while non-MCC 
faculty reported stronger su~port from their faculty 
colleagues. 
Table 20t llCC Affillatioa aDd Support. MeeD Scorua l=StroDCJly Inflaenc:ed; 
4-ao Influuc:e 
-
Statement MCC Non-MCC Total 
My .faculty eolleaquea aupport 2.0 1.8 1.9 
my efforts in serviee-learninq 
My department c:bair supporta 1.8 2.0 1.9 
my efforts in service-learning 
The chi-square analysis also revealed a relationship 
between MCC affiliation and the number of faculty reporting 
publications, exhibits, or performances related to their 
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service-learning work as illustrated in Table 21: 
Table 211 tiCC Affiliation z P'abllcatioo.a, bhibits, Perfoz:.aDCes (Q. 68) 
Affiliation Publication• No Publication• I Work In I Proqreu 
MC:C Member 26.9\ 6l .S\ u.s, 
( 21) ( 48) (9) 
Non-HCC Member 43.6\ 43.6\ 12.8\ 
( 6) (17) ( 5) 
A higher percentage of non-MCC respondents reported that 
they had received released time to develop the course (51.43%) 
than did their MCC counterparts (37.5%). Non-MCC respondents 
reported a higher level of recognition than did their MCC 
counterparts, as evidenced Table 22: 
Table 22• MCC Affiliation z llecocJ11itioD 
Celb -:ontain coUDta/colmm perc:.ntaq.. for checked re•ponaea 
Bach r .. pondea.t eoald check mr• thaD one an-.r: (i.e., each eource of 
. . iDd r-'itl.on is IUl lependent variable, 
Source of MCC Member Non-MCC Total 
Recognition Institution Institution N•107 
N • 70 N•37 
Received no 58.6\ 18.9\ 48 
recoqnition (41) (7) 
Recognized by 28.6\ 51.4\ 39 
students (20) ( 19) 
Recognized by 12.9\ 40.5\ 24 
faculty colleagues (9) ( 15) 
Recognized by 4.3\ 21.0\ 13 
•tate aqenciea ( 3) (10) 
Recognized by 12.9\ 21.0 19 
administrator• ( 12) (10) 
Recognized by 12.9\ 37.9\ 23 
Co•unity Service (9) ( 14) 
Aqency 
In Question 37, respondents were asked to provide their 
opinions on eighteen statements related to service-learning. 
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These items were rated on Likert scale, with 1 representing 
"strongly agree" and 5 representing "strongly disagree". Of 
the 18 items presented in Question 37, the mean scores of MCC 
and Non-MCC respondents showed significant differences on the 
following four statements: 
TG1e 23: MCC Affiliatioo z OpiDiou About Servic-Lea.roinq 
Statement Kean Score• Mean Score• Mean Score1 
KCC Non-HCC All 
This institution placee 2.3 2.7 2.4 
a biqb priority on 
student involvement in 
eervice. 
This institution placee 2.49 1.6 2.2 
a biqh priority on 
faculty reeearch. 
My faculty colleaquea 2.5 2.2 2.4 
are interested in 
eervice-learninq 
2.2 1.9 2.1 
Service-learninq ahould 
be required for 
qraduation 
The responses presented Tables 19 - 23 suggest a pattern 
of contrasting cultures among the academic institutions which 
participated in the survey. At the time of this study, 
membership in the Michigan campus Compact was dominated by 
four-year private colleges. • In such settings, service-
4The relationship between MCC affiliation and institutional 
type may be reflected in two ways. First, small private colleges 
(which are more likely to be members of MCC) are less likely to 
emphasize research and publication. Second, small private colleges 
are more likely to focus on the liberal arts while larger, public 
institutions are more likely to focus on applied subjects which may 
include a service-learning component ...,hich is more clinical in 
nature. one might further speculate that faculty who incorporate 
service as an experiential dimension of a clinical course may find 
that their work is more accepted, i.e., has greater academic 
legitimacy. Such acceptance would enhance faculty satisfaction 
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learning appears to be an administrative initiative which is 
gaining, but has not yet won, full faculty endorsement. ' 
Perhaps the most interesting of the comparisons which 
emerged from the Chi-square analysis wit:.h regard to MCC 
affiliation involved the differences which centered on initial 
motivation for becoming involved in service-learning. The 
mean scores (using a Likert scale with 1 indicating "strong 
influence") between respondents from MCC and Non-MCC 
institutions are presented below: 
with their efforts. 
'support for this assertion is based on the fact that MCC 
faculty perceive a strong institutional priority for student 
service and also report that they received strong support from 
committees, academic administrators and department chairs. 
Non-MCC faculty perceive a lower level of institution 
commitment to student service but a higher degree of support 
and recognition from their students and faculty colleagues. 
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'l'able 24& HCC Affiliation aDd PacultJ' IDitia.l. Motivation. MeaD Scorer 
1 1 f <.:Strong.Ly In lu&DCedJ 4=Ro Influence 
Motivation Heao Scorer Mean Scorer Mean Scorea 
HCC Non-HCC All 
Respondents Respondents Reapondente 
Current inv~lvement in 2.0 2.4 2.1 
Community Service 
Enjoy working with 1.8 1.8 1.8 
atudente in co-
curricular settings 
Service a an illlportant 1.9 2.5 2.1 
component of faith 
life. 
Servic::e-learninga to 1.7 2.3 1.9 
affect social change 
Service-learning a to 1.7 2.0 1.8 
help people in need 
Service-learning a tool 1.6 2.3 1.8 
for civic education 
Service-learning 1.6 2.4 1.9 
promotes civic 
involvement 
Service-learning 1.7 2.2 1.9 
builds moral character 
Service-learning 1.8 1.5 1.7 
prepares etudente for 
employment 
Service-learning 1.6 2.1 1.7 
foetere community 
Service-learning 1.6 2.1 1.8 
promotes multi-
cultural understanding 
Servic~-l~~rning 1.8 1.5 1.7 
teacbea critical 
thinkinq 
Service-learninq 2.0 1.3 1.8 
provides professional 
traininq 
Service-learning• ae 1.6 1.4 1.5 
experiential education 
Service-learning is a 3.3 2.3 3.0 
departmental 
requirement 
I was required to 3.2 3.1 3.2 
teach this aa part of 
my teachinq load 
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As Table 24 indicates, the faculty at MCC institutions 
tend to emphasize personal and altruistic motivations whereas 
the respondents from non-MCC institutions appear to be more 
strongly oriented toward the pedagogical aspects, particularly 
with regard to practical or experiential education. 6 
In addition to the relationship between affiliation and 
motivation and satisfaction, the chi-square analysis also 
revealed a significant relationship between affiliation and 
the two of the items identified as barriers to faculty 
involvement. OVer lOt (11.5%) of the respondents from MCC 
institutions identified inadequate compensation as a b~rrier 
to service-learning involvement, compared to 2. 6% of the non-
MCC respondents. Some MCC affiliates (6.4%) also reported 
difficulty in gaining student support for their efforts 
whereas none of the non-MCC affiliates reported a similar 
concern. 
The findings presented thus far have discussed the 
relationship between service-learning and the academic culture 
-- as expressed through the disciplines, through institutional 
type and through affiliation with the Michigan Campus Compact, 
a service-oriented c':>alition. We now turn to the second 
dimension of the conceptual framework outlined in Chapter 
Three, faculty role. 
~ This result is consistent with the responses presented in 
Table 19 regarding disciplinary orientation. MCC institutions are 
more likely to be private, church-related institutions whose 
missions may encourage an orientation to altruistic service whereas 
non-MCC institutions may utilize service-learning in more clinical 
settings, therefore emphasizing its pedagogical dimensions. 
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(4) Service-learninq Witbin the Faculty Role 
The literature on faculty motivation indicates that 
faculty construct their professional roles within the context 
of the academic culture. The nature of the role is often 
determined by the perceived emphasis given to research or 
teaching, with service often relegated to a lower status in 
professional priorities. The following responses provide some 
insights into the way in which respondents perceive their 
faculty role. 
:Ia service-learning perceived as a component o~ scholarly 
research? Although 80% of respondents believed that service-
learning contributed to their academic discipline, respondents 
were more evenly divided about the outcomes of their service-
learning endeavors as measured in traditional scholarly terms. 
While 62. 5% strongly or moderately agreed that service-
learning contributes to their scholarly research, only 45.7% 
reported that their work in service-learning had actually led 
to any publications, exhibits, or performances either 
completed or in progress. 
The chi-square analysis revealed that responses to 
questions about faculty role were related to institutional 
type, as presented in Table 25 below: 
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'l'ahle 25s InatitutioD.a.l. Type z Opinio.a. about the Faculty Role (MeaD Scoreea 
1 • etron<rlY a<rreeJ 5 • etronqly diaaqree) 
Statement 4 year 4 year 2 year Totals 
Public Private Public 
Teaching ie my moat 2.0 1.4 2.0 1.7 
important professional 
responsibility 
Service-learning 2.f. 2.5 4.1 2.6 
contributes to my 
ecbolarly research 
Do faculty who utilised aervioe-learninq believe that it 
is considered positively iD proaotion;tenure decisions? 
Interestingly, the plurality of faculty were neutral in their 
opinions about the role of service-learning. About one-third 
(33.1%) indicated that they felt service-learning would not be 
considered positively in tenure decisions. Only 20.2% 
strongly or moderately believed it would be an asset in the 
tenure promotion process. 
What ia the relationship between gender and involvement 
in service-learning? Educational research has shown that men 
and women approach their scholarly careers with different 
expectations and report differing experiences in fulfilling 
their responsibilities. The chi-square analysis did reveal a 
relationship between gender and faculty motivation on 10 of 
the 24 motivational items listed. Table 26 provides the mean 
scores of respondents for these items, according to gender; 
the lower th•= score, the stronger the influence. 
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Table 26a Cencier &Dd the Motivation for lD'¥019'-.at. lleeD Scoresa 1-stronqly 
Iaflaeaead; 4=-Ro ID1la41111lCed. 
Statement Kean1 Men Means Women OVerall 
Mean 
In my youth ee:rvic:e wae an 2.93 2.14 2.57 
important aspect of my family 
life. 
I waa involved in service 3.19 2.35 2.81 
durinq high school.. 
I waa involved in service 2.94 2.34 2.67 
during college . 
Service-learniaq promotee 1.83 1.48 1.67 
multi-cultural understanding. 
Service-learninq ie an 1. 74 1.46 1.61 
effective vay to present 
disciplinary content 
1114terial. 
Service-learninq teac:hee 1.74 1.68 1. 71 
critical thinkinq. 
Service-learninq encouraqes L64 1.42 1.54 
self -directed learning. 
Service-learninq provides 1.86 1.57 1. 73 
pre-professional training. 
Service-learnin~ is an 1.58 1.40 1.50 
effective form of 
experiential education. 
I was required to teach this 3.47 2.88 3.20 
couree as a part of my 
teacbinq load. 
In addition to the motivational items listed above, the 
chi-square analysis demonstrated a relationship between gender 
and publication: men are more likely to list a publication, 
exhibit, or performance as a result of their work as compared 
to women (40.3t men vs. 27.6t women). Women are more likely 
to have a work in progress (7. 5' men vs. 17. 2t women). 
What is the r•lationabip betwe•n academic rank u4 
involvement in aervice·l•ar~~inq? The largest percentage of 
respondents ( 2 3 . 4 t) were tenured, full professors. Nearly 
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three quarters (74.2%) of respondents were tenured or tenure-
track. The chi-square analysis revealed that instructors and 
full professors felt the greatest amount of collegial support 
for their efforts. Only one clear relationship emerged with 
regard to age: Virtually all respondents under the age of 30 
intend to continue to use service-learning while a slightly 
lower percentage (90.6' of those age 41-50; 91.5% of those 
50+) report the intention to continue use. 
Do faculty who utilized aervice-learning receive rewards 
or recognition for their efforts? over 40% (44.8%) of 
respondents reported they had received no recognition for 
their efforts in service-learning. Of those who had received 
recognition, the majority (65.1%) identified students as the 
source. Recognition from faculty is ranked second (42.9'); 
from a community agency or group (38 .1%) as third; from 
administrators (31.8%) as fourth; and from state, regional, or 
national organizations as fifth (22.2\). 
The chi-square analy~is revealed a relationship between 
gender and recognition only with regard to recognition from 
administrators. More than twice as many men indicated that 
they had received recognition from administrators (24. U of 
the men) than did women (11.1% of the women). 
Thus, in terms of faculty role, faculty who incorporated 
service and academic study were more committed to teaching 
than to research, regardless of their institutional 
affiliation. Although most reported that service-learning 
contributed to their academic disciplines and many (45%) 
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reported corresponding publications and performances, only 20% 
perceived that such efforts would be viewed favorably in 
promotion and tenure decisions. Those who had been recognized 
primarily cited support from students, colleagues and 
community agencies, with administrators ranking fourth among 
those who recognized such efforts. 
The following section discusses the relationship between 
service-learning and the third dimension of the conceptual 
framework set forth in Chapter Three, the intrinsic motivation 
of faculty. 
(5) The Intrinsic Motivation or J'aaulty in Service-Learning' 
As discussed in Chapter Three, research using Herzberg's 
theories suggests that faculty are intrinsically motivated. 
Researchers have identified three primary conditions which 
promote faculty satisfaction: a sense of responsibility, 
freedom, and control over their efforts; a sense that their 
work has meaning and purpose: and an awareness of and 
appreciation for the results of their efforts, including 
positive feedback gained through quality relationships with 
students and faculty colleagues. Survey items which provide 
insight into these dimensions of faculty satisfaction are 
presented in the following sections. 
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Responsibility, Preedoa and Control 
Were faculty who utilhed service-learninq required to do 
so? As indicated in Table 4, few faculty respondents were 
motivated to teach these courses because of external 
requirements. Anova tests revealed that these two items were 
the least significant factors in faculty decision making with 
regard to service-learning. 
were faculty who utilised ••rvioe•learning free to 
develop the oourae(a) as they felt waa appropriate? (Q. 28, 
37-G, 70-B) Respondents indicated that they had freely chosen 
the service component: over 90 percent (90. 4%) strongly agreed 
or agreed with the statement, "I was free to develop this 
course as I felt appropriate" (Q. 37G). A large percentage 
(90.2%: Q. 28) reported that course approval was readily given 
by the necessary curriculum committees and/or administrative 
authorities. Curricular policies were only perceived as a 
difficulty for 9.4% of respondents (Q70-B). 
The Intrinsic Koti vat ion of Pacul ty in Servioe-Learninq: 
Meaningfulness an4 PUrpose in the Work Bxperience. 
Do f'aculty who utilise4 service-learning gain a sense of' 
purpose an4 achievelllent froa their erforts? As we have seen, 
faculty who had chosen to integrate service and academic study 
reported a high degree of satisfaction with their efforts. 
Over 96% (96.1%) reported being very satisfied or satisfied 
with their efforts (Q. 21) . Only one respondent who was 
dissatisfied provided a comment to the question, "Students 
have found the course is not able to count in many areas. 
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This needs to be worked on. It needs to be made part of a 
program versus an elective. " Furthermore, the majority 
(91.4%) of respondents believed that the service undertaken 
did meet a community need. A slightly higher number (92.1%) 
felt that their goals for the course were achieved. 
Tbe Intrinsic Motivation of l'acultJ in Service-Learning: 
Results, Feedback, &D4 Quality Relationships. 
Do tacul ty vho utili led aervice-lea.naing identity student 
relationships as a strong activator tor tbeir efforts? 
consistent with the research on faculty which correlates 
motivation and student interaction, faculty in service-
learning appear to have been influenced by their relationships 
with students. Eighty-three percent (83.1%) indicated that 
they were significantly or moderately influenced to use 
service-learning because they enjoy working with students in 
co-curricular settings (Q. 45). In Anova tests, this item was 
a significantly stronger motivator than prior or current 
involvement in service and than departmental or teaching load 
requirements. student feedback, in the form of written 
evaluations or personal discussions, was the primary avenue by 
which instructors received feedback about the course. Since 
satisfaction with these courses, predicated on feedback, is 
reported as very high (96.1%), it can be assumed that feedback 
from students must be quite positive. 
Faculty also relied on feedback from the community agency 
and the clients being served. It is interesting to note that 
feedback from the community service coordinator on the campus 
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received the lowest response rate, with only 3.8t utilizing 
written evaluations from these offices and only 7.8% using 
discussions with these offices to gain insight about their 
classes (Q. 20). 
Do faculty who utili•ed aervicse-laarninq receive rewards 
or recognition for their efforts? 
As illustrated in the Table 22, many respondents reported 
they had received no recognition for their efforts. Of those 
who did report such recognition, the majority cite students as 
their main source of approbation. 
What are the perceptions of faculty who utilised service-
learning with reqard to the support they received froa faculty 
colleagues, students, and the community for their efforts? 
As indicated in Table 27, faculty perceived student 
support for service-learning to be quite high, with 93.7% 
stronqly or moderately agreeing that students support such 
efforts (Q. 34) . 
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Tabla 2 7 • Support for Sarvic-l'AilrlaiDCJ 
SA • StEonCJlf Aqr .. , HA - lloderatalJ' .aqr .. , • ,. lleutral; KD • Moderately 
Di-C)ree; SD ., Strongly Oiugr... llee.D Score• 1 • StronCJlf Aqrea; 5 .. 
l. . Strong;Ly D1aaqrea. 
Statement SA MA N HD SD NA Mean 
30. My faculty 42.5\ 33.9\ 17.3\ 4.7\ 1.6\ 0 1.9 
colleaguae support my (54) (43) (22) (6) ( 2) 
efforts in service-
learning. N • 127 
31. Hy department chair 56.3\ 21.1\ 10.9\ 5.5\ 3.1\ 3.1\ 1.9 
eupporta my efforts in (72) (27) ( 14) ( 7) (4) ( 4 ) 
aervice-laarnin9. N • 
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32. Hy dean/provost 46.9\ 25.0\ 17.2\ 4.7\ 3.9\ 2.4\ 2.0 
aupporta my efforts in (60) (32) (22) (6) (5) (3) 
aervice-laarnin9. N ,. 
128 
33. Tbe Preeident of the u.n 24.4\ 22.9\ 6.3\ 0 4. 7\ 2.1 
institution supports my (53) (31) (29) (8) 6 
afforte in service-
learning. N • 127 
34. Studanta support my 66.1\ 27.6\ 4. 7\ 0.8\ 0 0.8\ 1.4 
efforts in service- (84) (35) (6) (1) ( l) 
learning. N • 127 
35. CoD:IIIlunity members 64.0\ 23.2\ 9.6\ 0 0.8\ 2.4\ 1.6 
eupport my efforts in (80 I (29) (12) ( 1) (3) 
service-learning'. N • 
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An analysis of variance conducted on these various 
sources of recognition (Omnibus F = 7.12, DF=S, p=O) did 
reveal significant differences between the items. Subsequent 
t-tests indicated that support from students and the community 
was significantly stronger than support from faculty 
colleagues, the department chair, the dean/provost or the 
President. 
In addition to overt support for service-learning, a 
majority of respondents (58.3\) indicated that faculty 
colleagues shared their interest in service-learning: 76% are 
aware of other faculty on campus who utilize service-learning. 
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(6) Barriers to Paculty Involvement: 
Dissatis%iers in Service-Learning. 
According to Herzberg, intrinsic and extrinsic factors 
operate on different planes with regard to worker motivation 
and satisfaction. Thus, faculty dissatisfaction may relate to 
extrinsic factors such as compensation and perks, but 
adjustments in these factors will not necessarily enhance 
satisfaction. Several survey items were designed to identify 
factors which might be sources of dissatisfaction for faculty 
who were involved in service. 
Do faculty vho utiliae4 service-learning perceive that 
adequate compensation an4 support vere qiven to such efforts? 
survey results indicated that little actual monetary support 
was channeled to service-learning. Only s.st of respondents 
received additional compensation for teaching a course with a 
service component; 7. 3% were allocated graduate assistant 
support; 9. 7% were permitted released time to develop the 
course; and 11.2% were permitted released time to teach the 
course. (Q. 23, 24, 26,27). However, a large percentage of 
respondents (41.5%) indicated that the size of the course had 
been adjusted to account for the service component (Q. 25). 
Although not in overwhelming num.bers, faculty did indicate 
that lack of financial support could make service-learning 
more difficult to implement than traditional teaching methods. 
Almost a quarter of respondents (24.8% identified inadequate 
funding to cover course costs as an issue (Q. 70E) and 10.3% 
indicated that inadequate compensation was a difficulty in 
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this method (Q. 70L). 
The chi-square analysis revealed a relationship between 
gender and support on two items: women were more likely to 
identify inadequate funding for service learning (26.9\ women 
vs. 17.5% men) and a lack of community support (6% women vs. 
1.8% men) as barriers to service-learning. 
Do faculty who utilised service-learning perceive 
adainiatrative policies u a barrier to their efforts? Eleven 
percent (11.1%) of respondents identified administrative 
policies as a barrier to service-learning (Q. 701); 10.3% 
indicated that a lack of support from superiors was a 
difficulty (Q. 70M) • It is interesting to note that, of all 
the items presented for faculty opinion, the analysis of 
variance indicates that the item receiving the strongest 
disagreement was "Service-learning is considered positively in 
promotion/tenure decisions." 
Do faculty who utilised service-learning identify issues 
o~ time and task as barriers to tbeir efforts? An analysis 
of variance test (Omnibus F = 39.86, OF = 16, p=O) revealed 
five items as the most significant barriers to faculty 
participation in service-learning. Three of the five items 
were: the coordination of many people, the coordination of 
many tasks, and the increased time required. Seventy-one 
percent reported concern about the ditficult of coordination 
many people (Q. 70C); 65.8\ reported concerns about increased 
time demands; 47.0\ reported concerns about the coordination 
of many tasks (Q. 70J). It is not surprising that 91.5% of 
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respondents strongly or moderately agreed that service-
learning requires more time and energy on the part of the 
faculty (Q.37I). These three concerns remained significant 
even when cross-referenced with the existence of a service-
coordinator on campus. If a service-coordinator existed on 
the campus, it appears that the majority of faculty did not 
utilize that person to reduce their investment of time and 
energy with regard to the course. 
Do faculty wbo utilize4 service-learning perceive 
pedagogical concerns to be barrier• to service-learDing? 
Of the five factors identified above, the remaining two 
were pedagogical concerns: difficulty in adjusting to 
differing levels of student readiness, and difficulty in 
evaluating student work. Although neither item was perceived 
by the majority of respondents as a barrier, 41.0\ indicated 
that adjusting to differing levels of student readiness made 
service-learning more difficult than traditional teaching 
methods; 34.2\ found difficulty in evaluating student work. 
Summary. In this chapter, survey data were used to describe 
the personal and professional characteristics of respondents; 
their initial motivations for attempting service-learninq; and 
their satisfactions and dissatisfactions with the service 
experience. The concept of motivation was used as a frame for 
organizing survey responses according to the specific research 
questions identified in Chapter 4. Chapter 6 will discuss 
these factors, examine the implications of these findings, and 
explore questions for further research. 
Chapter 6 
Discussion, Implications, &D4 Issues for FUture Study 
Examining the motivation for service is not a new 
endeavor. Since ancient times, religious traditions nave 
exhorted people not only to perform good deeds but to 
undertake such works for the right reasons. Jane Addams 
(1910), a matriarch in the service movement, spoke earnestly 
of the intrinsic benefits available to service practitioners, 
"As more exposed to suffering and distress, thence also more 
alive to tenderness" (p.JOS). However, when service is 
combined with learning, as it is in service-learning, a 
struggle between priorities becomes almost immediately 
apparent. Should the eMphasis be on service or on learning? 
In the prologue to his book, The Call of Service (1993), 
Robert Coles uses the poignant words of a Pueblo boy to 
describe the tension between the idealism of service and the 
methodology of education. The young boy questions the motives 
of the VISTA volunteers who have come to work in his village 
school, relating, "'My dad said the VISTA people want to 
change the world, and the teachers just want to teach, so 
there's a difference.'" (p.xxv). 
There is evidence of a similar "difference" in service-
learning efforts on college campuses today. This dissertation 
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has attempted to define the critical elements of that 
difference by comparing the rhetoric of service-learning with 
the motivations and experiences of faculty members who have 
actually incorporated service into their courses. This 
chapter will synthesize the results of the study according to 
the three primary research questions, discuss the related 
implications, and identify questions for further research. 
1. What are the arquaente u4 incenti vea 
offered by the advocates of service-learning 
in attempting to aotivate faculty involvement 
in aervice-learninq? 
Despite the glowing praise service-learning often 
receives in the popular press, the review of the literature 
revealed that it has remained largely a co-curricular C\Ctivity 
within higher education, with the emphasis more on service 
than on learning. Many students, administrators, and 
politicians argue that service-learning deserves a place in 
the formal curriculum because it can enhance the reputation of 
academe, inculcate civic virtues, and foster cooperation in a 
global village. As we conclude this study, let us compare 
these arguments for service-learning with the survey results, 
again using the concept of motivation as a guide. 
As noted in Chapter Two (p.9), over 100 definitions of 
service-learning can be found in the related literature today 
(Giles, Honnet, and Migliore, 1991). Stanton ( 1987) 
identifies the need for a clearer definition of service-
learning as fundamental to the growth of the service movement. 
The definition of service-learning chosen for a course, for a 
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campus, or for a national effort will affect the goals of the 
program, the choice of activities, the selection of 
participants, and ultimately, the evaluation of the outcomes 
of the enterprise. 
Although a clearer definition and common terminology 
could benefit the service-learning movement, the results of 
this study suggest that it is equally important to identify 
and account for the motivation of those involved. No matter 
how succinct a chosen definition might be, the motivations of 
those involved will provide the philosophical and programmatic 
interpretations which will set the course for service-
learning. 
Students, teachers, and administrators have been drawn to 
service-learning for various reasons; some parallel, some 
intersecting. The literature on volunteerism reveals that 
student volunteers often become involved in service-learnina 
because of prior experience with youth service (Astin, 1989; 
MCC, 1990). They are often motivated by a sense of altruism, 
and a desire to improve society (Astin, 1989; Boyer, 1987; 
Edens, 1988; Fitch, 1987}. For many, ego involvement, -- the 
desire to be included and to feel a part of some endeavor, --
offers a secondary motivation (Edens, 1988; Fitch, 1987; 
Independent Sector, 1990}. The motivations of students focus 
on the service dimension of service-learning. 
Likewise, administrative efforts emphasize the service 
dimension. Administrators may advocate service-learning as a 
strategy for connecting the campus with local community, as 
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a means for engendering good will, and as a way of promoting 
civic values. 
In contrast, the results of this study indicate that 
faculty perceive service as a by-product of student learning. 
Unlike the pattern found among student volunteers, prior and 
current involvement in service endeavors was not of primary 
influence for faculty participation. And, although many 
respondents believed their efforts enhanced the reputation of 
their institution and contributed to their communities, these 
achievements were of tertiary significance. 
The Scripture tells us that "Where your treasure is, 
there will your heart be also" (Matthew, 6:21). students, 
teachers, practitioners, politicians and philosophers seek 
different treasures from their involvement in service-
learning. If we fail to make explicit the motivations, the 
treasures, which call us to service-learning we begin to speak 
past each other, fragmenting our efforts and fostering 
c~mpetition rather than collaboration. 
To date, the service-learning literature has failed to 
give adequate attention to the learning dimension which is of 
greatest interest to participating faculty. This leads us to 
the second primarJ research question of this study. 
2. What are the aotivations, satisfactions, 
and diaeatiefactiona of the faculty who have 
utilised service-learninq strategies in tbeir 
courses? 
Stanton (1987) suggests that support for service-learning 
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can be drawn from two reform movements in higher education: 
one based on the desire to provide service and foster social 
responsibility; the second based on the desire to revitalize 
undergraduate education. From either perspective, service-
learning is seen as means to an end. However, it is the 
motivation of the participants that determines which end is of 
greatest import: heightened service or heightened learning. 
The results of this study demonstrate that faculty emphasis is 
clearly on the latter. 
Pedagogical goals (conveying disciplinary content, 
teaching critical thinking, encouraging self-directed 
learning, enhancing the relevance of course material, and 
utilizing experiential education) led the faculty in this 
study to incorporate service and academic study. In adopting 
service-learning, respondents were more attuned to the issues 
identified by educational reformers than to the issues 
presented by service advocates. The emphasis on pedagogy was 
expressed by the two items which clearly held primary 
significance above all others: ••service-learning brings 
greater relevance to course material" and 11Service-learning is 
an effective form of experiential education." Of strong 
secondary importance were the factors related to student 
learning, factors which reinforce the faculty's commitment to 
the educational dimension of service-learning. These items 
included the preparation for employment, the development of 
values, and the encouragement of self-directed learning. 
Faculty who adopted service-learning were far more influenced 
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by issues of teaching and learning than they were by their own 
prior or current service involvements. And although civic 
education and social change had some influence, these factors 
did not have the same level of support as those involving 
teaching and learning. 
By organizing the survey responses according to the three 
dimensions of Herzberg's work (culture, role, and 
satisfaction/dissatisfaction) identified in Chapter Three, we 
can gain greater insight into the satisfactions and 
dissatisfactions of the respondents. 
Responses in the Context of Acadelllic CUlture. The 
review of the literature revealed that scholars interpret the 
academic world throuqh their experience in a disciplinary 
culture and an institutional culture. 
Disciplinary CUlture. In this study, disciplinary 
cultures did not seem to affect the likelihood that 
respondents would continue and/or expand their use of service-
learning. However, disciplinary orientation was related to 
the concept of :motivation. Respondents in the Arts and 
Humanities and those in the Social Sciences seemed to hold 
stronger altruistic beliefs than their colleagues in other 
disciplines. 
Respondents in education, health-related, and social 
science disciplines were more likely to have published or 
exhibited work stemming from their involvement in service-
learning, a fact which is inconsistent with the typology of 
academic disciplines developed by Becher (1984, 1987)(see 
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Chapter Three, p. 77) . According to Becher, education and the 
social sciences have a "contextual association" and, 
generally, a lower publication rate. Further research would 
be needed to explore this comparison more fully, but one could 
speculate t:hat service-learning provides and entre into 
research settings for scholars in these disciplines. 
Institutional CUlture. In the context of institutional 
culture, respondents at four-year private and pub1ic colleges 
showed a greater likelihood to continue and/or expand their 
involvement in service-learning than did their colleagues at 
two-year public institutions. Consistent with the findings of 
Astin (1990), faculty at private four-year institutions 
reported that their institutions placed a high priority on 
student involvement in service. In this study, this 
perception may also be linked to the higher representation of 
private four-year schools in the Michigan Campus Compact, a 
consortium which requires an institutional commitment to 
service from the institution's president. 
If we treat the affiliation with the Michigan Campus 
Compact (MCC) as a dimension of institutional culture, we see 
that responses from member schools differed significantly from 
responses of non-member schools on the following items: 
faculty motivation, faculty satisfaction, and institutional 
support. 
Respondents at MCC institutions tended to emphasize 
personal and altruistic motivations whereas their colleagues 
at non-MCC institutions appeared more strongly drawn to the 
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practical or experiential aspects of service-learning. 
Although it cannot be proved by the statistical analysis for 
this study, one might speculate that the non-MCC institutions 
have a somewhat stronger clinical orientation in their 
service-learning efforts. 
Because MCC requires a Presidential commitment to 
community service, one might expect that the institutional 
culture of member institutions would be more hospitable to 
service initiatives and thus increase faculty satisfaction 
with such efforts. However, MCC respondents appeared less 
satisfied with their efforts in service-learning than did 
their non-MCC counterparts. To add an additional complexity, 
MCC respondents were somewhat more likely to expand their use 
of service-learning. Thus, although only 49t of MCC 
respondents indicated that they were very satisfied with their 
efforts; 53t of MCC respondents indicated that they intend to 
expand the use of service. Several factors could explain these 
findings: perhaps faculty at MCC institutions have a stronger 
commitment to and therefore higher expectations of service-
learning; perhaps faculty on MCC campuses were motivated by 
altruistic concerns (as shown above) and experience more 
difficulty and frustration in gauging the success of their 
efforts; perhaps service-learning is relatively new on MCC 
campuses (the Compact was formed in 1988) and therefore 
respondents are still experimenting with the method; perhaps 
faculty at MCC institutions are feeling some subtle 
institutional pressure to make such initiatives work. 
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Institutional support for service-learning also appears 
to differ between MCC and non-MCC institutions. Top-down 
support, in the form of course approval, appeared to be higher 
at MCC institutions but support from students and from faculty 
colleagues appeared higher at non-MCC institutions. Non-
member schools also reported more "tangible" support in the 
form of release-time and recognition. Correspondingly, a 
higher percentage of respondents from MCC institutions 
reported inadequate compensation as a barrier to their 
service-learning efforts than did their colleagues at non-MCC 
institutions (11.5% versus 2.6%). Do these findings imply 
that rhetoric may be stronger than reality at Compact 
institutions? Further research would be required to plumb 
these responses more deeply. 
Responses in the context of Paculty Role. Faculty in 
this study, especially those at four-year private 
institutions, viewed teaching as their primary professional 
responsibility. While most (62.5%) believed that service-
learning had contributed to their scholarly research, less 
than half (45.7%) indicated that their work in service-
learning had led to any publ !cations, exhibits or 
performances. Although the ability to publish appeared to 
enhance the satisfaction of respondents, the lack of 
publication did not seem to reduce faculty satisfaction. 
Research regarding faculty role has frequently indicated 
the need to design reward structures on campus which will 
encourage desired faculty behaviors (Austin, 1992~ Lynton and 
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Elman, 1987) • With this concern in mind, it is interesting to 
note that over 40% of respondents indicated that they have 
received no recognition for their work in service-learning. 
FUrthermore, students, colleagues, and community agencies are 
seen as the primary source of recognition for those who have 
received such accolades. This finding should be of particular 
interest to those who wish to encourage faculty participation 
in two ways. First, it would seem that there is room for more 
acknowledgement of faculty efforts. Second, it should be 
noted that faculty identify students and colleagues as sources 
of support and recognition, with a far lower emphasis on 
administrative awards. 
Prior research has shown that the interpretation of the 
faculty role is also a function of personal characteristics 
such as age and gender {Boyer, 1990; Cross, 1990). In this 
study, the majority of the faculty were tenured or tenure-
track with the largest percentage being tenured, full 
professors. This finding appears to be consistent with the 
research by Boyer (1990) which indicates that faculty tend to 
become more involved in service as they become more 
comfortable in the faculty role (see Chapter Three, p. 96). 
With regard to gender, female responder.ts were more likely 
than male respondents to have been influenced by prior 
involvement in service. Consistent with the work of Cross 
(1990) (see Chapter Three, p. 97), female respondents were 
more strongly influenced by the desire to promote multi-
cultural understanding. Eble and McKeachie (1985) found that 
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male assistant professors were more commitment to research 
while women were more committed to teachinq. In this study, 
men were more likely to have published in connection with 
their work on service-learninq althouqh women were more likely 
to have a work in proqress. 
Responses in the Contest of l'aoulty Motivation. Research 
on faculty motivation has identified three major determinants 
of facu1ty motivation and satisfaction: (1) perceived 
responsibility for and control over their work, (2) perceived 
meaninqfulness and purpose in their work, and (3) a stronq 
knowledqe of the results of their efforts. As described in 
the following paraqraphs, these three conditions were also 
reflected in the responses of faculty in this study. 
Responsibility, Autonomy and Control. Respondents 
consistent! y reported that they were not pressured to 
incorporate service because of institutional or departmental 
requirements. Furthermore, they were free to desiqn and 
develop the course as they deemed appropriate. 
Kaaninqfulnesa and purpose in the work. As indicated in 
the discussion of faculty role, for the respond~nts in this 
study, "work" equals teachinq. Respondents were very 
satisfied with their efforts, believed that their qoals for 
the course had been realized, and that the service undertaken 
had met a genuine community need. 
A JtDovledqe of the results of their efforts. Given that 
the respondents in this study see themselves primarily as 
teachers, it is not surprising that they were stronqly 
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influenced by their relationships with students. A high 
percentage (83.1%) indicated that they enjoyed working with 
students in co-curricular settings. student feedback, in the 
form of written evaluations or informal conversations, was 
responsible for the high rate of faculty satisfaction. over 
93% of the faculty reported that students supported their 
efforts. 
Perceived support for service-learning declines as the 
administrative rank rises. Although over 93% of respondents 
report that students support their efforts, only 66.1% 
perceive such support from the President of the institution. 
When considering the role of feedback in enhancing 
faculty involvement, it is interesting to note that only 11.6% 
of respondents sought the advice or evaluation of community 
service coordinators to gain insight about their classes. 
Responses and Faculty Dissatisfaction. The research on 
faculty motivation suggests that the coordination of many 
tasks and/or many people can pose a significant impediment to 
faculty morale. The same observation holds true for this 
study. Of the five items identified as the most significant 
barriers to faculty involvement in service-learning, three 
were related to the coordination of many ~eople, the 
coordination of many tasks, and the increased time required by 
such endeavors. These responses trigger a consideration of a 
larger question: what is the relationship between faculty 
engaged in service-learning and the service coordinators. As 
indicated in Chapter Four, this study was initially hindered 
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by the inability of service-coordinators to identify the 
faculty who were engaged in service-learning on their 
campuses. Survey responses reflect a corresponding lack of 
awareness or connection. Approximately one quarter (26. 2%) of 
the faculty respondents reported that no service coordinator 
existed on their campus. However even among those who were 
aware of a service coordinator on their campus(74.8%), nearly 
half (47.9%) reported that they did not use the service-
coordinator to design, implement, monitor or evaluate their 
course. Less than 12t of respondents indicated that they 
turned to service-coordinators for feedback. It would appear 
that faculty are reluctant to utilize service coordinators 
despite the fact that such staff members might be able to 
reduce the faculty's work load in administrative tasks. 
The remaining two barriers identified by respondents were 
pedagogical in nature and replicate the difficulties 
identified in other forms of experiential education: 
difficulty in adjusting to differing levels of student 
readiness and difficulty in evaluating student work. 
The results of this survey have enabled us to identify 
the factors which influenced faculty to incorporate service 
and academic study, the dimensions of academic culture and 
professional role which affect their involvement, and the 
conditions which relate to their satisfaction and 
dissatisfaction with such initiatives. The information 
presented above can now be applied to address the third 
research question of this dissertation: 
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3. Are the arqu.Dlenta advanced in support of service-learning 
consistent with the aotivational factors identified by faculty 
who are working to integrate service and ac•deaic study? 
As has been shown through the preceding analysis, the 
responses of faculty members who participated in this study 
were much more consistent with the 1iterature on faculty 
motivation than they were with the 1 iterature on service-
learning. Although there was evidence of faculty concern for 
the well-being of their institutions, the nation, and our 
society, the faculty's primary reasons for investing in 
service-learning center on the intrinsic factors related to 
their core function: teaching and learning. 
Implica tiona 
The implications of this study can be interpreted in the 
broad context of higher education and, of course, in the more 
specific area of service learning. The following pages 
discuss what I have learned from this study and what I believe 
can be useful to othe~s. 
First, in the broad context, I hope that the responses 
provided in this study will be taken be taken to heart by the 
administrators most frequently charged with implementing 
service-learning -- those in student affairs. 
Professionally, I "grew up" in student affairs and, 
despite brief forays into other academic areas, it is there 
that my heart remains. I greatly admire those within the 
student affairs profession who have attempted to link the 
dynamic energy of our students with the critical needs in our 
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communities. However, I am extremely concerned about a 
refrain that echoes all too frequently at student affairs 
conferences and in the corresponding professional literature. 
For an example let us return to Wieckowski (1992) (see Chapter 
TWo, p. 38 for initial citation): 
It seems likely the student development 
community understands the intrinsic value of 
service opportunities and their philosophical 
underpinnings .•• [However] attention needs to 
be directed to educating faculty about these 
contemporary concerns. As a group, faculty 
have been notoriously reluctant to adopt a 
more pragmatic or comprehensivP. philosophy 
toward their curricular and educational 
efforts. (p.208) 
This quote appeared in the NASPA Journal, one of the 
major journals for the profession, produced by the National 
Association of Student Personnel Administrators. Its tone 
probably resonated with many experienced practitioners and 
served to bias new professionals as well. Those familiar with 
student affairs will recognize the chorus: "If only we could 
get faculty to ... " The wish list varies: if only we could 
get faculty to spend more time with students, to become more 
involved in residence halls, to attend more student 
activities, or to be more sensitive to student needs. 
This study has focused on one slice of such rhetoric, the 
arguments centered on encouraging the integration of service 
and academic study. The results of the study provide us with 
two important lessons: 
1. Instead of lamenting the vast numbers of faculty members 
who are not doing what administrators would have them do, 
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benefit might be derived from identifying the faculty who are 
involved and listening to their perspectives. 
2. When we speak of wanting faculty to $12 something, we 
might recall that they~ something: they are teaching. 
And, as evidenced by faculty in this study, teaching is their 
number one priority. 
Second, it is my hope that the information provided in 
this dissertation will be useful to students and practitioners 
who wish to promote service-learning programs at the national, 
state, or campus level and to faculty who wish to share the 
possibilities of service-learning with their colleagues. 
What does this study tell us about the possibilities for 
integrating service in the formal curriculum? Above all, we 
have seen that the faculty who choose to utilize service-
learning are intrinsically motivated and place their highest 
priorities on teaching and learning. Those who wish to 
encourage faculty involvement might. find valuable allies in 
those who are working to improve teaching and undergraduate 
education. By offering service-learning as one useful method 
for expanding the relevance of course material and 
strengthening the bond between teachers and students, 
advocates would be more likely to pique the interest and 
foster the involvement of faculty. The connection between 
service-learning and pedagogy presents both a challenge and an 
opportunity. It is a challenge because, at least for now, 
funding for such initiatives is more closely linked to service 
than to learning. The link offers an opportunity because 
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faculty clearly value their relationships with students. 
Consequently, they may be willing to risk trying a new method 
like service-learning, despite its increased time commitment 
and inherent difficulties, to increase student satisfaction 
and learning. 
In the context of academic culture, the study indicates 
that faculty satisfaction will increase with the opportunity 
to share one's work with supportive colleagues, on campus or 
through publications. Therefore, advocates might do well to 
spend time identifying the faculty who are utilizing service-
learning, building a supportive network among those 
individuals, and providing outlets for the dissemination of 
their work. Responses to the survey suggest that "good-
player" awards from administrators hold far less weight than 
the relationships with and the recognition gained from 
students, peers and community agencies. 
would do well to incorporate these 
collegiate reward structure. 
Therefore, advocates 
elements into the 
Faculty in this study were very satisfied with their 
service-learning experience. They chose to incorporate a 
service component and there was little hint that any 
requirements had been imposed upon them. Advocates of 
service-learning will do well to bear this in mind in 
developing systems of evaluation. Because many service-
learning initiatives are funded through grants, there is a 
growing call for accountability and measurable outcomes. 
Again, this poses both opportunities and challenge~ for 
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faculty involvement. Evidence of clear, demonstrable outcomes 
may lend needed credibility to experiential education and 
provide positive feedback which would encourage faculty 
involvement. However, if the emphasis becomes so heavily 
oriented to outcomes and results that faculty feel pressured 
to justify their efforts in statistical terms, their sense of 
autonomy -- and thereby their sense of satisfaction -- will be 
undermined. 
Supporting faculty involvement in service-learning 
includes removing barriers to their efforts. In this regard, 
the gap between service coordinators and faculty is 
particularly troubling. While it is understandable that 
service coordinators could not know the contents of the 
syllabus for each course on campus (particularly at a large 
university), efforts to identify service initiatives could 
foster cooperation and enable coordinators to be of assistance 
to faculty who are willing to integrate service and study. 
Furthermore, the coordinator could be instrumental in building 
a network among faculty who utilize service-learning, thereby 
increasing campus-wide support for such endeavors. 
Queation• for Future Reaearch 
Summarizing the work of a Wingspread conference in March 
of 1991, Giles, Honnet, and Migliore have set forth the 
Research Agenda for CoPJbininq Service and Learn inq in the 
1990s. In this piece the authors call for specific research 
to center around two central questions: 
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1) What is the effect of service-learning on 
intellectual, moral, and citizenship 
development of participants? 
2) What is the effect of service-learning on 
the advancement cf social institutions 
and democracy? (p.9) 
Parks ( 1970) put the question more directly, "Meaninq 
well is not enough. Let us talk about whether all this do-
gooding is doing any good. Let us talk results, not 
intentions" (p. 4). With regard to service-learning, the 
resu1ts are anecdotal and inconclusive. 
There are those who believe (as did Tolstoy) that true 
mora1 or social reform is possible only through individual 
effort, not by social engineering or group efforts such as 
service-learning. The cynic of his day, Nathanial Hawthorne 
asserted that, "There is no instance in all of history of the 
human will and intellect having perfected any great moral 
reform by methods which it adapted to that end." 
Philosophical debates aside, current research in service-
learning unfortunately fails to countermand Hawthorne's 
lament. Research on service-learning consistently echoes the 
findings of Con~!~ and H~din {1991), 
In assessing the impact of service programs, 
researchers have mainly been concerned about 
the effect on the volunteer and have seldom 
taken into account what young people 
accomplish for others .••• While quantitative 
research yields reasonably consistent evidence 
on the positive impact of community 
service, ... methodological problems stand in 
the way of establishing a clear causal 
connection. (pp. 747-748) 
How can we determine the effects of a program, especially 
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with regard to its "success" or "failure" if the initial goals 
and motivations have not been identified at the outset? 
Therefore, in assessing the effects of service-learning 
researchers must continue to be mindful of the link between 
motivations and outcomes, and be open to the possibility that 
effects can be deleterious as well as beneficial. h"hen we 
investigate the motivations of all those connected in service-
learning, -- students, teachers, administrators, community 
agencies, recipients, -- we begin to probe the truly difficult 
problems for further research. For example, current 
research indicates that student volunteers are generally 
altruistically motivated. However, if service becomes slmply 
another course requirement, the motivation of teachers and 
learners may be significantly altered. According to Rutter 
and Newman (1989), "the performance of a socially desired 
service in a technically proficient way will not necessarily 
result in greater social 
political action" (p. 373). 
responsibility, commitment or 
Dodge (1990) reports that such 
dilemmas are already at hand: "Although they applaud community 
service by students, some college administrators worry that 
institutions may be sending unmotivated students out to help 
others. That may do more harm than good, they say" (AJO). 
There is room for further consideration of the 
motivations of academic leaders as well. While many are, no 
doubt, altruistically inclined, consider Briscoe's (1988) 
description of the incentive for education's involvement in 
the PennSERVE project launched by Governor Robert casey in the 
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fall of 1988: 
In Pennsylvania less than 20' of the taxpayers 
have children in the public schools. Unless 
schools make themselves of service to their 
communities in non-traditional ways, they a:.;e 
unlikely to command the support they need. 
community service can help us move from 
begging to bargaining. (p.760) 
Communities and community agencies are not oblivious to 
such schemes and, as documented by Harkavey and PUckett 
(1991), residents can be quite suspicious about the 
interveration of students and scholars who have no vested 
interest in the neighborhood but who are all too willing to 
impose their own vision of "improvement" upon others. Even 
with the most noble intentions, the short-term nature of 
academic assignments poses a barrier to effective service. 
The motivation of volunteers to "make a difference" in one 
term, one year, or even four years may differ dramatically 
from the motivation of a community leader who has come to 
appreciate the deep entrenchment of social problems and who is 
committed to long-term solutions. 
The ethical dimensions of service-learning may be even 
more difficult to study than the search for measurable 
outcomes because they force us to examine the interaction 
between participants in a service venture. It would be useful 
and illuminating to adopt a systems approach, perhaps 
utilizing case studies, to analyze a service-learning program 
from a variety of perspectives. What were the initial 
motivations of the students, the teacher, the service 
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coordinator, the community leader, the recipients? What were 
their expectations, experiences, frustrations, satisfactions, 
and evaluations? Only by looking at service-learning in its 
totality will we gain full insight into the potential of this 
valuable movement in higher education and come to appreciate 
the admonition provided by Neusner (1988), "It is not enough 
simply to give: Giving must be thoughtful: it must be marked 
by reflection, respect for the other party, and hence humility 
on the part of the donor11 (pp.l7-18). 
In conclusion, we can thus appreciate that worthwhile 
service requires both thought and action. Integrating service 
and academic study in the formal curriculum would foster the 
thoughtful application of well-intentioned activities to real 
social problems. Recognizing the legitimate interests of 
faculty in this educational enterprise can promote a more 
balanced approach to service-learning in higher education. 
APPENDIX A 
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Michiqan Institutions Initially Invited to 
Participate in the survey 
source: 1993 HEP Higher Education Directory 
1. Adrian College 
2. Albion College 
3. Alma College 
4. Alpena Community College 
5. Andrews U~iversity 
6. Aquinas College 
7. Baker College System 
8. Bay De Noc Community College 
9. Bay Mills Community College 
10. Calvin College 
11. Calvin Theological Seminary 
12. Center for Creative Studies-
College of Art and Design 
13. Central Michigan University 
14. Charles s. Mott Community College 
15. Cleary College 
16. Concordia college 
17. Cranbrook Academy of Art 
18. Davenport College of Business 
19. Delta College 
20. Detroit College of Business 
21. Detroit College of Law 
22. Eastern Michigan University 
23. Ferris State University 
24. G.M.I. Engineering and Management Institute 
25. Glen Oaks Community College 
26. Gogebic Community College 
27. Grand Rapids Baptist College and Seminary 
28. Grand Rapids Community College 
29. Grand Valley State University 
30. Great Lakes Christian College 
31. Great Lakes Junior College of Business 
32. Henry Ford Community Colleqe 
33. Highland Park Community College 
34. Hillsdale College 
35. Hope College 
36. Jackson Community College 
37. Jordan College 
38. Kalamazoo College 
39. Kalamazoo Valley Community College 
40. Kellogg Community Colleqe 
41. Kendall College of Art and Design 
42. Kirtland Community College 
43. Lake Michigan College 
Appendix A 
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Michigan InstitutioDa Initially Invited to 
Participate in the survey (Continued) 
44. Lake Superior State University 
45. Lansing Community College 
46. Lawrence Technological University 
47. Lewis College of Business 
48. Macomb Community College 
49. Madonna University 
so. Karygrove College 
51. Michigan Christian College 
52. Michigan State University 
53. Michigan Technological University 
54. Kid Michigan Community College 
ss. Monroe county Community College 
56. Montcalm Community College 
57. Muskegon community College 
58. North Central Michigan College 
59. Northern Michigan University 
60. Northwestern Michigan College 
61. Northwood Institute 
62. Oakland Community College 
63. Oakland University 
64. Olivet College 
65. Reformed Bi~ie College 
AppeD4iz A 
Item 1, continued 
66. Sacred Heart Major Seminary/College and Theologate 
67. saginaw Valley state University 
68. st. Clair County Community College 
69. saint Mary's College 
70. Schoolcraft College 
71. Siena Heights College 
12. Southwestern Michigan College 
73. Spring Arbor college 
74. Suomi College 
75. Thomas M. cooley Law School 
76. University of Detroit Ker~y 
77. University of Michigan- Ann Arbor 
78. University of Michigan - Dearborn 
79. University of Michigan - Flint 
80. Walsh College of Accountancy and Business Administration 
81. washtenaw community College 
82. Wayne County Community College 
83. Wayne State University 
84. West Shore Community College 
85. western Michigan university 
86. Western Theological Seminary 
87. William Tyndale College 
88. Yeshiva Beth Yehuda- Yeshiva Gedolah of Greater Detroit 
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-.... ... .4 •• • t"' t" • ... .. ... .-. 
Ct.l~ 
Jcr.uc:·y 26. 1993 
Greetings trc:n Michig:::n Cc:-:-.pus Ccm;::cc!! Tr.is le~e~ ccrr.es 
w1th t-,•.:o purposes: 
First. it gives me greet p:ec~~~e to c:-.ncunce tr.e c:-ection of 
tl".e ~ ... ~:c:-o~gon Resource Se"o~ices Center(MRSC) wrtc:-. wiil be 
hcu~ed ct Michigc:"l Ccmp~.,;s Ccmpcct. As ycu mcy recall. 
func::~g for the MRSC wcs cbtcined through the Micr.igan 
Ccmmis.s;on en Community Service as c pc~ cf tr.e Nct,onol 
Ccmmun;ty Services Act A:ioccticn. 
Ms. C!";ns Hammond. on MSU doctoral student in higher 
ed:..:::aticn. will t:e cc!lecting C;"~d orgc~i<:ing re~c:..:rce m:::ter:als 
fer tr.e Center. Chns will provide on upccte en tr.e Center'S 
prog~e~s ct the Service Coordinator's meeting on Friday. 
February 12th ot Grcnd Vo~:ey State University. ! know she 
we!ccmes your sug~estions cr.d looks for,.;crc to wcr•c:g with 
ycu 
Collecting information fer the Resource Center dovetc,;s with 
o primary resecrc~ ;;;ocl cr the Ccmpcct in i 9<t3: the 
deve!ocment of c resource/s:.;ppcrt r.etwcrk of fccu:ty who 
currer1tly incorporate service-lecm:r-.g 1n the1r c:: :::cemic 
cours;,;s. 
: ..: .: ~..: -
r=cge 2 
Tr1is t::rings me rc my second purpose. YcL;r cssls7cr.ce in 
icem1fying invci';e:: :::.::::~11'{ is c c:iticcl fi;s~ ste;: in t;-.:s ettcr.. 
Could you plecse complete tne crrached sheet. providing 
fcc;.;!ty names cnc t!",e titles of courses on your c::::m~~.;s which 
inc~ude c service-:ecrning component? Plecse L!Se the 
enclosed enveiooe to retum your suNey or brine i~ tc the 
Serv1ce Cccrcinc~cr"s meeting on February 12th. -
The infcrr:iat:cr. ycu previae will be used by !:--.e ~.·:c~igan 
Ccmpus Compac~ Curriculum Development Ccmrr""t:"ee as 
the bcsis for a study of se:vice-lecrning initiatives ir. Michigan 
higher education. Such c study is celled fer ir. tr.e prcvisior.s of 
the second phcse of the Compact's grant fro1.1 the i<ellogg 
FoL:ndction. Fccu!t'{ members will be invited to pcrt::::oate in 
the study which will focus on instructional ces:;::'i and 
rr.e~hodolcgy. Cc"!ipus service cocrdir.crcrs v.-:;: receive 
cop1es cf the sL:r1ey ir.s-:-rument. responses fer yct.;r ·::=~pus. 
one the overall res;.;lts cf the stucy. The ccl!e:::~icn cf ~'-is data 
w1ll t::e on important step toward facul7y ccllcborc7::::. in the 
serv•ce-lecr:~Jr.g r:;cvement. 
YotJr sugges~icr.s fer tr1e Resource Center er.c yow e~s;s~ance 
witr, tr.e ct":'cchec survey ere g:-ectiy aoprecie~ec ' realize 
thc7 we have mece severel requests fer time. crter.;icn and 
information in recent months as new initiatives neve begun. 
but I hope you trust. os I do. thct the resulting !ntorr.c::on will 
be'lefi7 ell of us. cw institutions. end mos7 i:;q:;crr·:::--,;ly, our 
students. 
I lock forward to seeing you on February 12ih; 
Sincerely. 
~ 
JL:I:e Busch 
Executive Director 
C ,.. '-· 
JB/ch 
Encl. 
President 
MCC Fccu!ty Representc:,ve 
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M'Cr< GJ.·. !'".1 ~ - · •. : .. .;""'. 
EJ.S~ "-"'.5.~.~ '.' :-- ;.:.·, .::,!~! 
(51t; 351 133~ 
Dear Dr. 
I am pleased to provide the enclosed copie.; which serve to alert you to 
the inauguration of two new Compact initiatives. 
The creation of the :'vtichigan Resource Services Center is a product of our 
collaborative effon with the ~lichigan Community Service C0mmission 
and is funded through the :--;ational Community Service Act. The research 
project of the Curriculum Development Committee will provide valuable 
information on the status of service-learning in Michigan higher education 
and will also contribute to the fulfillment of the goals outlined for the W. 
K. Kellogg Foundation in our Phase II funding proposal. 
hope, and trust. that you share my enthusiasm for these endeavors. 
Because we do not yet have the name of your community service 
designee, could I ask you to please forward these materials to the 
appropriate staff member for response':' As always. the staff would 
welcome and appreciate your comments and suggestions. I look forward 
to seeing you in the near future! 
Si nee rely, 
Ju~ 
Executive Director 
JB/ch 
Encl. 
' .. ~ :'!"~ - ;. ... :' . • . -... ~ 
.~ .. . ' 
~~ ct,~::,~ ::·.·;: 
.'!C .. ·~"··:·.:.;~:~· •. ~:=:·~ 
:;.s· ~-.~.·.~ ·::.:- ~:.·. -...;~~ 
~ ! 1 I : ! ~ : 1 ? : 
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Commyojty-Service Coordinatcr Survey 
Integrating Service a:'"ld Acccemtc S~dy: 
Service-Leaming Courses in Mic~.igan Hig!ier Ecuccrticn 
Introduction 
Please use the space provided inside to list academic courses which 
include a service-le:~rning component ar.d the names of corresponding 
faculty. For the purpose of this study. an ac:~demic course is defined as 
an approved course offered for under~raduate or paJu:tte credit between 
January. I 992 and h:1~.;ary. I 993. (Pic.J.se feel free to incluce other 
courses outside of this time frame if y·ou believe them worthy of inclusion 
In this study.) The study adopts the! SSEE definition for service-le:trning: 
'Service-lear:~ing represents a particular form of experiential ect.:cotion. 
one that emphasiZes for stt.:de:-1:s the accomplishment of tcsks whic!i meet 
r.umcn needs tn c:::rr.bir.cti.;n w~h ccnsc:ous ecuccrtioncl Grcwt!i. · 
Please re~urn your ccrr.pieted s~.;rvey by Friccy. Feb:ucr( 12. 1993 to 
Michigan Cc~pus Compact 
31 Ke:lcgg Center 
Michigan Stcte University 
Ecst La:isir.g. Ml ..:!8824 
Co!lege or University Nc~e: 
This survey completed b·t: 
Please list ell service-lecmi:'"lg ccurses ava:!ct::e at y:u• ir.s~:::..;:;cr. t~:r:--. ..'C:i:.JCry. 
1992 to January. 1993. Use accitionol sheets if necessary. 
•• ~ .• :~: • ;., ~ : ! .: • - . :- •. 
. : . . . :: ." : ~- .. ' . 
~~· . -. · .. -
20-f. 
Service Coorcinotor Survey 
.;??~~C i x A 
!:~:: 2 
Pa;;e 5 of i 
CourseNcme: _____________________ ~----------~----------------
Cot...:rse Numbe~: Academic Cepcrtment --------------
Fcc:..;lt'f Ncme(s) -:--~---------------------­
Foc;.:ity Office Adcress: ---------------------------Fcc:..:r.-r Office Te!e;;hore Numt:er: _______________________ _ 
Te~m Offeree (Pieose circ:e) 
Winter '92 Spring '92 Summer '92 Fc!l'92 
Cot...:rse Narr.e: ---------,-----=--------------------
Course Number: Acocemic Departmer.t -------------
Fccwl~y Ncme(s) --~--------------------­
Fcc·..;!ry Office Acc:e:.s: --------------------------Fcc:..:ttv Off:ce Tefeohcr.e NL:mber: _______________________ _ 
ierm Cf'ferec (Fiecse c:rcle) 
\.';i:-.~e~ '92 S;:~ng ·92 SL.:mmer '92 Fc!l'92 
Cc1.1rse Nc:71e: -----------------~------------------
Cowr!e NL:mbe~· Acccemoc Depcr1ment --------------
Fcc"...;:ty Ncme<s> ------------------------------Fcc~.,;:ty Office Acc:ess: -,---~--------------------Fcc'...;rty Office Te:s;:hcne Number: __________________ _ 
Te~rn Of'fered (Piec::e circle) 
\'.'i:-.te~ '92 Scnr.g '92 Summe: '92 F-::11 ·92 
Cc~.,;rse Name:------------,---------------
Ccurse Number: Acoderr.ic Department----------
Fccl..:lty Ncme(s) --~--------------------­
r:cculty Office AC:C::ess: -----------------------Fcc"...;tty Office Te:ephcne Number: _________________ _ 
Term Offered (Fieose circ!e) 
\'[.:;~er '92 Spnng 'Q'L Summer '92 Fe!! '92 
Ccw~~e Ncme: ---------,-----=---------------CcL:~se i';urr.=:-er: ----- Academic Depcr.-me:".t ----------
Fe=·-=~~.,., r ~c:r:e(s) -------------------~----­
Fcc:..:lty Of.ice AC:::::ress: -----------------------Fcc~tty Office Ters::hone Number:. __________________ _ 
Te~:-n Of'fered (Ptecse circle) 
W:"'.ter 'Ci2 Spring '92 Summer '92 Fali '92 
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Co~.:rze Neme: -------:---~--=----=----:--..------­
Ccwrse Number: Acccem'c Oepertrr:ent ----------
Faculty Nome(s) Fccultv Office Ac~c-:-r_e_s.s_:----------------------
Fccurty Office ie!epr,one Number: _________________ _ 
Term Offered (Flecse circ!e) 
V:inte~ ·92 Spring '92 Summer '92 Fell '92 
Cc•.Jrse Nome:--------=--~--=---=:------:---------­
Course Number: Academic Oepcrrment ----------
Fccul~f Ncme(s) -:--:-------------------------
Fe cui)' Office Address:----------------------
Fee;.:~~ Office Te!ephone Number:. _________________ _ 
ier:-n Cfferec (F!ecse circle) 
v.:n~er '92 Spring '92 Summer '92 Fe!! ·~ 
Cc:..:rse Name -----------:--::---------------Ccu:~e 1\:umt:er: Accaeo..ic Depcnme:1: ----------
F::::c;.J!:"y Nar.-.e(s) ~-----------------------­
Fcc:..:fty Office Accress: ---------------------Fccur.-1 Office Te!ephone Number:. _________________ _ 
ie~m Offered (P!ecse circle) 
V.':n:·a~ '92 Spring ·92 Summer '92 Fell '92 
Ccwrse Name: --------:---:----:--:::----:---:----------
Ccurse Number: Academic Department----------
Fccu::-y Nome(s) ~----------------------­F-::cU:~f Office Adcress: ----:---------------------Fecur.y Office Telephcne Number: ________________ _ 
Ter:":"'l Offered (Please circle) 
w;n!er '92 Spnng '92 Summer '92 Fofl '92 
C C~i~e Ncme: --------:--:--:----::----:----:----------Co'-~~e Nt,;mt:e~: Acccemtc Depe:-tment ----------
Fc:::..::7'i Ncmf:(s) -:-------------------------
Fcc;..;lty Office Adcress: ----------------------Fecu~ Office Telephone Number: _________________ _ 
ie~r.". Offeree (Please circle) 
V:inte: '92 Spring '92 Summer '92 Fe!! '92 
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Service·Coordinctor Survey· Continued 
A;:>pe~dix;,. 
lce::1 2 
Page iof 
Cc~..;rse Nome:------""'""":"'--:---:--::::---:---:----------
CctJr:>e N~..;mter: Acccemic De;::.criment ----------
Fccuily NameCs) Focu~ Office Ad~d-:-re_ss_: ---------------------
FacL::Iy Office Te:ephone Number: ________________ _ 
Term Offered (Please circle) 
Winter '92 Sprir.g '92 Summer '92 Fol1'92 
Ccurse Ncr.;e: ------~--:--:-~:---:---:----------
Course Number: Academic De;::>ortment -----------
Fccully Ncme(s) Fccu!ty Office Ad~d-:-re_ss_: ----------------------
FccL:tty Of:ice Te:ephcne Number: _________________ _ 
Te:m Offeted (Pieose circle) 
Winter '92 Scnng '92 Summer '92 Foll'92 
F!ecsc ::-1dicote ','C~.,;r ccnficer.ce revel wr.h this ir.formcnon: 
0 
0 
0 
0 
I em certc;n that this is a complete list of seNice-lecming 
ccurses ct our institution. 
I am fairly certain that this list represents mort service-
reaming programs at our instrtution. 
This list conta1r.s partial informcticn bcsed on our ONcreness 
of ccurse o:tenngs. 
Ctr.er. Piecse explain-------------------
Otr.er ccr..:-:-.er.ts or s~.,;ggestions fer this research project: 
Your cooperation is greatly appreciated. Ple<:1se return your surveys to: Michigan 
Campus Compact. 31 Kellogg Center, Michigan State University, East Lensing, Ml 
48824 by Februcry 12. 1993. 
Thank you! 
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Appendix A 
Item 3 
List o~ Participating Institutions, Institutional Type and 
Affiliation with Michigan campus compact 
= I 
I Institution Type MCC/Non-M.CC 
i 
I Acrian Private MCC 
Alma I . Pr1vate MCC 
; Andre·..,.s Private MCC 
I 
I ACf.Jinas Private MCC 
I 
Calvin Private I MCC 
Hcpe I Private I ~cc 
Madonna P.dvate Non-MCC 
I North..,.estern MI I Private Non-MCC I 
!I Easte:-n MI Public Non-MCC 
i' Grand Valley 
I 
Public I MCC 
i ~Iorthern MI Public MCC 
Oakland Public Non-MCC 
Western MI Public MCC 
L' of M/Flint Public Ncn-MCC 
• "~'S .. I Research I MCC 
I ~ :f M/ Ann Arbor I Research I MCC 
I! wayne State Research MCC 
Community c. MCC :~nsing c. C. 
I Muskegon c.c. Community c. Non-MCC 
!J Cakla:-:d c. c. Co:::t::unity c. MCC 
I Detroit College of Law Legal Education Non-MCC 
II Thcr:las M. Cooley Law I Legal Educatior. Ncn-MCC 
! School 
Calvin Theological \Seminary I Non-MCC Seminary 
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Michigan Campus ComptJct S11rvty: lnugrtJting Stn·klf tJnd A.cadtmic Study 
April, l99J 
Inqoducrion 
This SW'Vey is being conducted by the Curriculum Co:nmi:tee of the ~fichigan Campus Comp:u:t to 
obtain infoiT'I'l.:ltion about cou.--ses in Michigan higher education wltich include a service-lea.mins 
component. Your responses will conlribure to the n:sea.r;;h and resow-ce base of the Compact and 
the Michig;m Community Services Resour.:e Center. 
Th-ee genera.! rcsexch Guestions ha\·e guided the development of r.his survey: 
l. 
::!. 
3. 
\l/hat are the c!la.-acteristics of coul·ses which inco:;x:)l':lte se:"\ice-le3171ing'1 
What institutiC'n.:il suppor:: is provided and/or required for the development and 
irnplernent.::ltion of such cot:..--ses? 
What are the c!la:-a.:u:risti.:s a."ld the perceptions of faculty who te.Jch such cou.--ses:' 
For the purpose of this study. an a.::.1ce:nic cou:se is ceft."led JS an approved course offered for 
uncergr.1du:ue or graduate c:-ed.it between lanuuy. 1992 and J:muary 1993. The study adopts the 
:-.J'ation3.l Society ofExperien::iJJ Ed;.~cati:m Cl'SEE) definition for se.:"\ice-le3171i.1g: 
"Se:vice-learni.1g represents a p::uticular fo:m of experienti3.l education, one Liat emphasizes 
for students the accornplisl':rnent of tasks wrJch meet human needs in combin:n:on 1.\ith 
conscious edt<catior.al g:rov•th. ·· 
Be::ause we re.:cgni.te the many de::1.l!lds on your time and value your p:uticipation, the sUNey has 
been designed to allow completion in less tllan 20 minutes. However. we would greatly 
appreciate your wrir.en co:n:nems. a::!\ ice you might offer to other fa:ulty or to the Com?aCt stafi, 
a.1d copies of your course materials. 
Survey responses will be trea:ed corJicentially. You indica:e your volunu.ry agreement to 
partictpa:e in this study by compleor:g and n:rurr.ing this questionnaire. Please use the enclosed 
envelope to return the survey by Friday, May 7. 1993. Thank you for your time and 
coor:::"'J:o!l~ 
Ch.ris Hl..T ... "Ttor.d 
ProJect Cooror.a:or 
~lichig:m Resou.r.:e Se:"\ice Cer.ter 
Jt:lie Busch 
E.\e.:u::\ e Di...,_.:to~ 
Michigan Carr.pt<S Compa.:: 
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Section 1: Cb:uacttriSiics or Suvict·Lnrniag Courses 
nus S«Uon seeks 1.0 gather basic i.,fol'!!l:ltion :lllOu: design of service-le.l."''lin!) courses anc t.hei: role :n the 
curriculum. Plc.ue check the il;!proprute re.spor1<.c:. 
L T)~ of lnsotution: 0 
0 
Four-y~ public 
Four -year prwao.e 
0 Two-)"er public 
0 Two-)ear prha~.e 
2. S.un~ of Institution (OptioruJ}: ------------------
3. Cou.-se Tille (Op:.ion.a.l}: 
4. Ac:ade:nic Depanment in which this course "'as uughc ___________ _ 
S. Was t."'is course offeree. for ac.ld:::1ic c:::eiit? 0 Yes 0 f"o 
6. f"umber or u::ms yo'-! ha~e tau~ht t.'lis course wit.'l a scrvice-le:unltlg ccmponen:: 
0 1 0 2 0 3 0 4+ 
7. Did you IQ:n le3ch this course wil.h anod1cr instruc:to!'? 
0 Sor.1c:.imes 0 Uswlly 0 Al.,..ays 
8. Wtut has been the avc~gc clus Slz.e when you have t!ught th1s cou.rse with a serdcc-le.ltrHng compon:nt~ 
0 I ·10 0 11·20 0 21·30 0 31·40 0 41-
9. AJ:'p:-oll~rnate percenuse of stujen:.s by gender? __ % rn.a.le __ <;i; fem;Ue 
10. How docs lllis course fit into the cumculur.1? (Ptc.l.SC check all tfut3;)ply) 
0 
0 
0 
t:ndai)T.ldua:.c - lo...,cr dhis1on 
Unda&:f3dua:c ·upper dlvuion 
G:-adu.:u.c 
0 Required for a major 
0 . Elective for a major 
0 Re<:;UL"l:d: Gcnet:ll Educ:~uon. Core or Oi.saibution Sc:q_uen::e 
0 Elecu,e: Gene::~! EdiJ;:J!Jon. Core or O:.suibuuon Sequence 
II. For thu course. p:~tt.~:ipauon ir. scr.ice wu· 
0 Rc:q.r.d 0 Ra:omme.'lde<:! 0 Suggested 
0 Off ere:! J.S one asstgnrr.em option Otller • Ple.ase expbin: 
!2. Students m 1.1\1.1 course primarily fulfilled t.'le service component by ""ork.mt;: 
0 lndi\1du.J.lly 
Oln~ 
0 In sm3ll bfOups (3 • S) 
0 In llrger groups (6+) 
0 As ~class .x:u,·ity 
0 Otller. Pleas.e explain: 
13. Many campuses have deslpll!.ed 3 flcu!ty or s:.J!! m:r:~ber 10 coorduu.te ~:omrnuntty ~er-·t~ or ''Oiun:.cer 
a::ti,·1ties. To "'h:u l!lltent "as such a person.'off~ec u.'Cd III the de,clop:nenr.!implemcntauon of tln.scot.:rse1 
(PI= check all that appl~) 
0 No sel"\ice coordtr.JI.Or!oftice exists on lhis c.:~.:npw 
0 'The set'Jice coord;rtatorioffice ...-as not used for L~iseourse 
0 Assisted Ultde~:Jfyin{: service a::ti\·iues :and:or service :~~:en;:ies 
0 AssisLC:d tn arr.~~~gemenu of s.ervice a::u' iues an.!/or v.-lt.h s.tr'"ice :.geruc1es 
0 Oriented (cr uststed 111 onenung) sru;knt.s 1.0 Soer\'1~ expenen~ 
0 Condi.lCtt'd (or ass~SLC:d :., conducting) e\pe!'lenus "hich hel;:ecl srude!'li.S l=n froml.he se:"'i~e upcncn.::.e 
0 Supervised (or asmted 1n SI.'J'('rvuint:··~:.u:!er.: p:1ktp.l:Jon 
0 E•a.lua:ed (cr 3SStSI:'d tn supervamg\ studen: perfcrrnl:'.ce 
0 Odic: Plc.lSc: ex?l.ain : 
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14. Ho"'· "'ete I:OI':lmunity se:-•ice aco,·itie.s arnr.ged for SILidems? (PI= c:,ccic alllh.atapply) 
0 Swclems selc:cted an in:ue.st a."tJ and nude =nseme:'lls direct!·: 
0 Swdents selc:c!Cd an i..,~:-est m..1. A=..,e;ernents mlde by a.- ISSISU/lc.e .Jf !he c.unpus 
com muniry s.mice coordiru10r 
0 Arr.ulgemeni.SipLlccme~t "''aS tr..ldc 'lllit.h !.he help of a studcnt-mn volunte:cr ~gr.unlnet"'ork. 
0 Stud ems selc:ct:d an in:e:-est 3lt.3 and .llT:IngementS we~ nl.lde by an:l/or •mh the as.stsl.lnce of !he irutruct.or. 
0 Swdents were assi&ned to acu.,;t:ies by su!f or the t.:IITlpuscommuniry sct\'i;:e coord.inatOr/oHic.e. 
0 Swdents were assignc.1 10 acti\'lt:iCS by Lhe iru01.tctor. 
0 Other. Plea5C expl~n: 
IS. \lo'!'.:~!: of the following best des.:ribcs !he setling in which serviceac:;:i,it:ics which ~u:-red-:' 
0 On-site :u a commu:~.:ry bJ.SCd ~;;ency or org;utiz.ati;:~n 
0 On c:ampus 
0 At v:u1ous kx:~tions in the community and/or on the campus 
0 Other. Please explain: 
16. Did SUI dentS m:etve any p:1id compen~tion for the scrvic::c? 
0 l'o 0 Some studentS did 0 Most students did 
0 Other. PI~ expl;11n: 
0 Ali stuc!:nts c!id 
I i. Ho"'· "'ere students oriented 10/tT.lined for !.heir scn•i:: nesponsibil:ues? (PlCJ.SC check all t.'l.:ll ap~lyi 
0 Wmu:n m.lU:ru.ls 
0 lnstrJc::to:'s cl.l.ss p:-esenu:icns 
0 Prcsent.1oons by community asen:y/suvice·prn,idcr 
0 Other. PI= expl.1:n: 
0 Video 
0 Worl:mg "'·ith a current volunteer 
0 Ko formll orienu11on pro,ided. 
18. How were swdcnts moni:ored or supervised ;!S they performed their service re.spor.stblliues' 
(P!C.l.se che.-:k all t.'lat apply): 
0 By instructor lhrough dire.:! observation 
0 B~· campus comm~na~ se0iccs coord:nator 
0 By other volunteers 
0 By instruclOr t/lroush reiJOrts. lop. jot;nl.lls. ell:. 
0 By sl.l!f anc!:or the commu.111y agen~~ coord:ruwr 
0 Other. Pluse e:xpl:un: 
19. Which of t.~e foUo"'·ing SC"JU:gte.s v.ere used to help students reflecl/s;,'Tltheslle t.'lcll' sc:-.·t:e expcnen:e-:' 
(PI= check lll th.ll a;:-;ly): 
0 C oursc re:~din :! s 
0 Journa.Js or ac-t1,1ry legs 
0 Class discussions 
0 Wntt.en a551t:'r.ments 
0 Sr:1.1ll grou~ d•s~ussions 
0 V ldeo;/mO\'IeS \lo'l~~ d1SC~SSIO:'I 
0 Meeungs with the 1nstru~tor 
0 Meetings ll'lth commt:ntl~ a~eacy and/or the c;ur.p:JS commun11y SC:'\1Ce coor.i1r .. :ncr 
0 Other. Ple.1se e~~l.lJ:t: 
20. Ho"'· did you rl're" e feec!:a:k about tlle course~ (Pie.lSC ~he.::k all thatl;:~l) ): 
0 Wntten e,Jlu.:Wcns by students 0 Wnuen ev.l!U.ltions ~Y com:nuru~ a~;ency nep:-e~nuu,ctsi 
0 lnterv1ews.'d.Lsc us.s10ns w1:h studenlS 0 lntcf"·le"'·stdiscusstons w1th commun:ty agen;;y reps. 
0 Wn:t=a e,·a.J:~J~cr. fr:r.1 c.:t.'r.~US SCt"'l::.e coor:ir..1ter 
0 l:lte:"o·iewSI!!tscus!ions w1th c.liTlpus ~1"1c.e cocrd:n.1:or 
0 lnform.U con,·en.:~uons an.1 ~ntxlS 0 Other. PIC.l~ e:xpl;un: 
:1. B.lSCd on lltcse evJJU.luons, how ~,~~tied :are you with the over·.l!l effecb,cness of th:s course' 
0 Verv SJ:...sfied 0 SlL:S!ied 
A.:f.:lltionll Co:nmems: 
0 t:nceru:n 0 OISS.lusf:ed 
2:. PI= u<.e t.':e spJ~e t:-elo"' to elJ!:'OI"J:e on :~ny ~ts of co1:11e desi&n andior L':lr!!~er.uuon not covered ~" 
the Qu~;uons 1n tt11s !'>Cellon (Ad~n;cnll ~p:~:e is llsc a' J1h~le nn tt.e 1.111 ~a;~ cf &.e ~...:-·e:) 
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Section 2: S11pport ror Servicf·Luroing 
The n~t s.ectJon is de5igned 1.0 as::er.ain what bnd(s\ of support you have recci>e.d n:p."din!j Ill: mtep-:~uon of 
service and Ole:ldemic study. 
lnstiru!iopat• !,dmjnjwa:i,·c Sucro!] 
23. Did you receive release time 1.0 develop this co~~ 0 Ye5 0 ~0 
24. Did you receive release time 1.0 teach this course with a servi~ component:' 0 Yes 0 No 
25. \\"as the si.z.e of !he cl.us adjusted lO f:l'ili1.3tt scrvice·l=ning? 0 Yes 0 No 
26. Did you n:c.eive addition.Jl compens.:ltion for ~tJChing a c:ow-se v.it.i sc:"\'ice·lea:·nins' 0 Yes 0 l\o 
27. Were Sf3da3le as.sisl.l!li(S) assigned to assist with this cou::!ie? 0 Yes 0 No 
2S. Was ap~val for this course ~t~dily give by lhc na:css.ary cu:rri.:ulwn commiuoes 
and/or adminislr.ltivc authoritie&? 0 Yes 0 No 
Uno. plea.sc explain: 
29. Did you recei vc lt:Ch.'lical or financial assuunce (rom Michig:!ll Ca.-npus Comp3:t i.'l the dc·.-elopmem ancl/or 
implernenQ!.IOn oC th1s cou.-sc? (PICJSt check all !hat a;:'i)ly) 
0 l'o 0 Yes 
0 Techni~ (Consull.ltion. n:soW"Ce m:l:.::ri.lls. confen:n~. ru:.) 
0 Finan:iJJ (Vcnt;.ue Grants. Generation Gr.u:ts, e:.::.) 
Pr:rson::! Sur;xrt 
Plea.sc consider lhe per-ronal support you feel you have rt:oedved regarding yo~;r work in service·leamin~;. (E:umplcs 
of such suvpcn mar mclude :::.asuJJ con..-ers.Jtions. n:co~ition. eons:.iltJuon. a ..,.illmsness by olhcn 1.0 assist wilh 
the counc. etc.) t.:s1ng ~o'lc s.:.J.le belo"'·· pie.J.SC check lhc response ... ·hich best reprc~ts your feeling: 
SA Strongly Agree 
MA ~l.:xlcr.Ut: l y A pee 
j'\ I' euiJ';1.]/Unccrwn 
MD M.:xlcr.Ut: ly Disagree 
so Strongly Disagree 
l'iA :-,-ot App!JC:Ible 
SA ~l-\ N MD SO NA 
30. M1 fJcuit~ cotlcasues sup pert m} efforu in scrvJCe·fi!.Vtlinb 0 0 0 0 0 0 
31. M> depr.mentchatt supports my cfforu m senice.Jea.mini: 0 0 0 0 0 0 
M~ dC.l.'l.lpr.:J•ost surporu my efforts rn sti'\'ICC·Icammg 0 0 0 0 0 0 
33. The President of lhc mstitution su;:poru my efforts in SCI'ICC·Iea.-nm; 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Srudcnts sur;xm my effcrts in scrvtce-leamin~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 
35 Comrnuntty membciS suppo~ my dfo:ts in scrvicc·lunung 0 0 0 0 0 0 
36. You may have received a .... ards or rc.:vgnition as a re5ult of you: ... en.: 1n s.ern;e-k:31'11ir.g. U so. please 
indi::au: lhe sou.-u of lh1s recognition: 
0 I do nor fcc! I hl\'C rtceived su:h recor.'•llon 
0 Rcccg:u.tcd by students 0 
0 R«Cb-IUC::I l')' faeulty 0 
0 Recogn~.:c:<:l by sute.rt~oll.'ll or n3~cn.ll org:~nizJoon 
0 Ot.her. Pi= c~pl:lin: 
Re.:O£niz:d by 3:!mtntS;n~Cr.c 
R:.:osn~.:cc br commun11y l~en~y/~cup 
3 
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37. Y ou.r opinior.s on the fa:tors bela"" would be useful in trying to undcr.otand some or llle SUI'l'Our.d.ing dynamics 
of i.r.u:p·:u:.,g scrvi~e a..·H! J::.:~demi.: ~:udy. These 111:'-ls 113ve been ~lect.e.;! from other s:udies on reWed 10pic:s. 
lis:ng the sc.ale belo"', ple.J.Se ind.1c.Jie you: level of .agreement with the foUowmg Slatements: 
SA S11ongly Agree 
MA Modaalely Agree 
N Ncunl 
l'wfD Moder:w:ly Disasrce 
SD Sll'ongly Disagree 
NA t;•()( Appl.ica.blc 
SA MAN MD SD 
A. This i:l.S!Jtution pl.l.:.es ~ hit:h prioli<y on stu~etll involvement in service 0 0 0 0 0 
B. This ins::il!ltion pl.a.:.es a tush priority on faculty re.s.eouc:h 0 0 0 0 0 
C. Tins i.:u~tution plJCes a hi!;h pnori;-y on fa::ulty/stude.·u involvement 0 0 0 0 0 
D. My ,.·ork in ~r"oice·le=ng c.ontribuLe.S 10 my 3C3dcmic disciphne/field c 0 0 0 0 
E. Work in s,e:-.;c;:.Je.ll'llin& IS v.alucd b)o· the insr11ution 0 0 0 0 0 
F. I am a"' are of olhc racuJ:y on c.m;pus who utii.W: ~rvicc-learnillg 0 0 0 0 0 
G. !"'·as free to develcp li'Jsccu:sc as I felt~wropriate 0 0 0 0 0 
H. I ... as able 10 esubl1sh a ~ood work.mg rel~tionship w/lhe community agency 0 0 0 0 0 
I. Scl'V'lee·leam:.,s rc:.q;ures more ur.te/effort by fxulty 0 0 0 0 0 
]. My f.a.:ulry collea~es are mt::rested in serviee-learning 0 0 0 0 0 
K. Servi.:.e·leami::g COI'Itri~ut~.s w my scho!uly re.sean:h 0 0 0 0 0 
l. Te.aching ISm~ mostl!l':por.an: profess1onal resporLSibility 0 0 0 0 0 
M. The acuvities of th1s c.ou:sc met (or p.:l.l"ti.U!)· mtt) a community need 0 0 0 0 0 
N. Sll.l::le:lt.s gained profc.ssJon.:ll sitills through !hei: work in this course 0 0 0 0 0 
0. The inslil!ltion g:Uns s11p;:'Crt from ~n-J:e·le.;,m.ing effon.s 0 0 0 0 0 
P. My goals for th:.s coL:rse .. -w: a:hieved 0 0 0 0 0 
Q. Sc:'\1~·l..e;unins c; co~.s•::I~=C:.: posiu ,et,. in promoti::::n/tenu.re ~eei.sions 0 0 0 0 0 
R. ScrvJce·l..eJr:'u:'lg slice:!~ I'C re,;;I.:JJ'e:l for grJdUJ<:on 0 0 0 0 0 
Other Comments: 
36. Wtuch of the foilo"',~!:" rcsoar.:es. if :a..,y, citd you use in design111g am:t/or teachm~ this course: 
0 The Wmgs;:r:-:::1 P:1."l;i;:l:s of Good Pr.!clice 
0 Resour::cs f:ro;n lt.e :-ia"JonaJ Socie:y fat ExperienliJI Education 
0 G:v,..,,t; Hs:r::. ~luonal Youl.h wderslup Council) 
0 Reso~ces fro;n lhe Carnp~.:s Pa.rv.ers m l.c.:!ming 
0 Resour.:cs fron1 the ?'.llio:ul Campus Compact 
0 Resour;es from lhe :'-!J;hi~;:~n Clmpus Comp.1ct 
0 Resources from HohsttC E.duc;J:Jon 
0 :-io~e cf the At'O•e 
0 Other PI= hst: 
39. I would be Jn;.:reste.:! Ill rece:>·mg mfon!l40on and.'or atu:ndins work.sho.-s on the follo~~o·ing: 
0 Str.lleg•es for 1der.uf~·mj; local s:ni;c: str.::s 
0 Onenur.~: voiynteers 10 their re.spo:'ISlbtlltles 
0 Mon:ten:Jf: vo:~:1:te: Jcuvn.:es 
0 E•il.lll.llln& 'olunt:e: 3CU\1t.Jes 
0 Destt:'"n::J~ e!fc.:.u•e ;;-ed.:!;c&t=al componen!S for vc!WlU:Cr3cUvlties 
0 0:.11::. Ple.-ue ";::;~;J: 
NA 
0 
0 
0 
0 
c 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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Se:crion J: Developing 1 Faculty Profile 
This section is de:>l!;lled to g~:.~:r Wonr.Jcion about fa:ulty who teach COUl"SeS with a scrvice·lc:m~ing componenL 
Questions .: l through 66 ask you 10 assess !.he innutnce/moliv:uioa of each factor on your decision to 
irk:orpor.st! service m yo;,:: course. Question 4166 asks you to identify !.he top l.hre.e fx10rs which 
influenccd/mouv;ned ~ou. (Ple.:~.<.e noc.e: a!tllough you may agree or dis.:lbfec with various staLements. we would like 
to know if these b~tors innue::ce:d:moti•·attd your decision to in.:orporate se."'Vice and study.) 
t:tilizing the sc.ale belo"'·· ple.tSe indicate the factors tbat mothate:dlinnuenctd you 10 inCQI"()Orate se!'\"iCe-
lcarning m your cours.e(s). 
Sl Scrongly influenced my decision 
MJ Modera:e influence in my decision 
U Little influen.:e in my decision 
N Noi.nlluena 
NA Not applicable 10 my experience 
SI Ml U N1 NA 
J>eao:::t! E•c::ience.'Ir•:o!vcm•;u 
40. I am currently invoh·e in community orji.1tliz:Won(s} andfar 
in cornmunu:y senice 0 0 0 0 0 
41. In my youth. ser.nce "'as a.'l impor'I.Jflt aspect of my family life 0 0 0 0 0 
42. Today. sen·ice is an impo:t.lnt aspect of my family life 0 0 0 0 0 
43. I was in'o!ved in service dcring high school 0 0 0 0 0 
4-:.. I was invoh·ed in senice d:ring coUege 0 0 0 0 0 
45. I enjoy worlcir:g w1th s:u.:ent.s m co-curri;:ular settings 0 0 0 0 0 
46. Serv1c.e is an tmpor"..l.1t component o! my po:rsor.al faith life 0 0 0 0 0 
47. Servic.e-Ieun~,g el'l.lbles me 1.0 affect socl.ll chan~;e 0 0 0 0 0 
48. Semc.e-lc:.v:ung is a v.a~ cf helpms pcop:e i11 :~eed 0 0 0 0 0 
S~,..._·,;;c:·U;!!]t~& Out:prne< 
Ad""oc:.;u.es of sern::e·leat:~ing ~li~ve that su:h in'"Olvernent is beneficial 1.0 student.s. colleges an-' universities. a:ld 
the nation. To '""hat ex ten: dtd the following bo:10rs innuence/moti,·ale your de::mon 10 mcorpor.ne 
sen1ce·le.11m.1gmt.o your course(f•' 
SI Ml 
.19. Ser-ice·lc~t.'lg is .1 va.h;ab!e toOl for ci,ic education 0 0 
50. Servic.e·JQIT,n:~ promotes CIVIC '"'"olvernent 0 0 
51. Ser-1ce·lc:m!t~t: de,·c:lops tt.c mor:~.l ch.:lr.l~t~:r of sllldent.s 0 0 
5:!. Scn·ic.e·leamin~,; prepa:es Sllldcnt.S for cm;>loyment 0 0 
53. Ser-1ce-le.vnir.~,; fosters a sense of commuNI)' 0 0 
54. Sel"ic.e·l(.'l.'11l11!1 helos stJdenu de,,clop a mQni.ngful philosophy 
of life 0 0 
55 Ser-·ic.e·l=-.mt: i:'JOmo~~:s multi-cultural undenunding 0 0 
Si::l"'\"S:~·l..G"Tin~ iJ.< il T~~hir~~ S;;:;w::l:' 
(A~;:.m. to v.hJ: dc;r~ di:l these f:~:tors innuencelmothate yo~:~) Sl Ml 
56, 
5i. 
58 
59. 
60. 
61. 
6:!. 
63. 
6-!. 
Scn·•cc·leamms is an eii:.:::JVe w:ty to preser.t dJsc1plHW)' cont.cnt 
nut:ruP 0 0 
Scl"lce-le.vnl!'lJ; te.:d.es cr.u:,al t.'unkms 0 0 
Scr-·l:c·l(.'l."TU!l!: enccunJ;eS self-d!.n:cf.elll(.'l.-rung 0 0 
Scn·ic.e·!e3mi."l~ bnn_;s (::e.J:.er relev311ce to course m~Le!UI 0 0 
S.:r-·i:r-l.:.:~.~t::g pr.:,1.:lcs J:r:fess:or.:!.l lor r:t·~rofesst011.11) tramir.g 0 0 
Scn·lce-leJ.•r'H~J; tS an effccc'e form of ex;>ene::::W educ.ation 0 0 
Scr-·i;:c-leami."lJ; imp:-;>vcs s:.:d::r.t s.:~tisfa;:uon v.ith cduc.Won 0 0 
Ser-·Jc.e·le.vnu:; 15 3 d.:~-":l:r.:al requ:remen1 for ttn.s counc 0 0 
I was rcqwr~d to t:.xh llus course as J put uf my texhing lood 0 0 
65. \\'hat other !:t::.ors m::u~n;e.:! ;-ol:l' de;is1on to incorpor.lt.e serv1ce :1.1d srudy' 
u 1\1 NA 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
u 1\1 NA 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
66. Of !.he item~ m Ques!Jon~ 3:! • s.:. ple.1Se cude tllc rhrtt f;sc:ors which mou s1rongl~ innuenced your 
dt"Ci~ion lC lr.:.:J:VO:-:i\! SC:"\ ICC lntO t!le CO:J."'SC. 
5 
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61. Do you pl.ln :ocontinuc 10 use sel"'lice-lea.rni.ng i.n this c~7 0 Yes 0 No 0 Undccidr.d 
68. Do you pl.ln 10 incoryor:ue $C'Vi~ into Other courses' 0 Yes 0 No 0 Un.i:Odcd 
69. H.as your wo~ in serv1ce·le.vning led to any pubiic.aocns. exhibiu. performances (for you solely or in. 
c.ollat>orauon wil!l c:olleai)Ues and/or sr:udenu)? 0 Yes 0 No 0 In Process 
{Con:ributions of such i1ems (ex the Resourse Cen1er 11o0uid be welcor.~ed!) 
70. In eomp:lrison to counes Uught "'ith 113diti01'1.11 methods. wlti:h (if any) of the foUowing faci.O!S make using 
saviCC·Iearnin~ more dl.fficult fc;: lbc i.ns!Nc~ (PI~ chock all 11\;U apply} 
0 Noneh'o d.iff=ncc from tr.lditio!lal teaching methods 
0 Cunicula.r policies 
0 Administr:Wve policies 
0 Coordination of mmy wk.~ 
0 lJncomfortable work sicwaons 
0 In:ldequ.au: c:.ompen;alion 
0 Coordination of many people 
0 Lack of recognitioo 
0 In3decju;~te ru.,ding 10 c.over c.ourse COSI.S 
0 Lack of suwon from colleagues 
0 La.::k or suppon from c:ommu.,ity 
0 l..:lck of support from superiors 
0 l..:lck of suppo:ll't from m.;dents 
0 Inae.ascd o.me dem.:lllds 
0 AdjWting fex c1iifering levels of StudC.,IreJd.:ness 
0 Other. Ple.:LSeclJ!.>oraiCorexpl.ai.n: 
0 Difficulty in evaluar.ing Sludent work 
7l. Plea.sc give your :~c.ad~mic rank: 
0 As.scci3te Professor • Tenu."Cd 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Specialist 
AadcmicSWf 
Instructor 
0 As.scciaiC Professor. Tenure U":Xk but not 1.e11w-ed 
AssiStant Proressor • Tc:u.1rc tr:!.Ck 
Assi.sunt Professor· !\on-tenure tr.ICk 
FuU Professor· Tenu.-e-tr:lck 
72. Your Ge.nder. 0 M.Uc 0 Fcm.:l.!e 
73. Your Age: 0 Unc!cr 30 0 41. so 
7J. Your R..:l:e'E!.I:nkity: 0 A.sian/P'acifi: !s!Jr.der 
0 Native American 
0 As.scciate Profes.scr • Non·tenure tr.lCk 
0 FuU Ptofess.Jr ·Tenured 
0 Full Profess.>r • !\on-tenure tr.loCk 
0 Ilion: of the Abo•e 
0 30.40 0 SO+ 
0 B~d:IA!r.::::.n Amc:ric:ln 
0 \\1ut:.'Ciuc.asun 
75. \\-nJ.t i.s Ole highest a:::~dc:mic degree you hold:' 0 Ph.D. 0 JDD 0 EDD 0 1\tl.ste.-s 0 Ol!ler: 
76. Ycur prinwy ac.ademic dl.s.=iplinc: -------
7i. Number of Ye.ars You H.J,·c Been TC3Ching (AI any Jc:,el) 0 1-S 0 6--10 0 lo-
Plea...-.c usc the reverse sid~ of this page 1.0 provide any addttion.ll co:nmcnts on SCI\ ice-ICJrning. 
6 
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Pluu provide your comments oo senice-lnrni11g io tht space btiO"''· Tbank You: 
Thank you for your time and cooperation. Plust use the enclosed tnvrlopts to rteura Ibis 
survey, tbe resource sheet, and any course materials you v.ould fikt lo share, to: 
Micbiaan Campus Compact 
Atttnlion: Chris Hammond 
31 Ktlfogg Center 
East Lansing, Ml 48112-4 Survey Rtsponse Date: 1\hy 7, 1993. 
7 
J~ <:::. .. ~jj ::·.:r:: 
·.-·:k·~;.--~"17£ .· .. ::~ -~ 
£,.:.~';' :.;.·~~;~ ·::-~~·~ .:<:..::.: 
:s~:- j:: ;~;: 
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<field: 1> <field::!> <ficld:3> 
<field:4> 
<field:S> 
<field:6> 
Dear <field:l> <field:3>: 
.. ~ ...... : . .; 
.:-=-
April. !993 
On behalf of the c~.:T.culum Deve!opmen: Commir.ee of the \tichip.n Ca.."'.r.;;us Cornpac:. lv.:ri;e to 
:uk. your participanon in a srudy of ser,.-ice·le:u-r~ing initiatives in ~tichigan highe~ eriucation. 
As you may know. ~tichig:t.., Campus Comp:1c: is an ac::ion-oriemed coalition of 19 colle;es 3!:d 
umve::siries whose rruss1on is to crc:at.: :l.nd support cor..muniry service opportum::::s. Research 
conduc:ed by the Compac: contributes :o our uncers~dL1g of sn.dent service a.::c fJciiit:ues the 
excha.n&e of infomution a..-nong faculty who are :e.lching service-learning courses. You have be:::-~ 
identified for p:ll'ticipation in this s;udy because of you~ course. <field:8> · <Field:9::.. 
The Curriculum Developme:u Commmee provides guid.lnce. suppon. and J.Ssista.nce to .\fCC on 
how to incorpor:ne the ethic of voluntee:ism/comrnurj:y service into the acadc:m!c arena. The 
comrrjttee is conducting this srudy in the hope that the insightS of fx:.;Jry eng:1gc:d in experiencJ..l 
educ3.tion will be beneficiJ..l to other.; who are attempting sirr.i.lar effor-...>. 
ln :u::idition to completing the enc!osed su.,.·ey. we would very much appreciate ~ece:vi.n; a copy oi 
your course syllabus and a.ny other course mate:i:l.ls you would be \loiUing to shre. These items. 
and the survey resultS. v.ill be a•·ailab!e through the ~ticbgan Rcsour-:e Ser.1ces Cen:e:. 
A return envelope is enclosed for your conveuier.c::. We would appreciate rec::iYir.g your response 
by :O.tond.ly, ~lay 3. 1993. 
Sincc::l:!y. 
Julie Busch 
E.'{ecur:ive Director 
~ < .. <!' .' • • • .. .. .. 
JB/ch 
Encl. 
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.>.ppendix A 
Ite:: 6 
Michigan Resourc11 Servlcu ~nt•r F•culty N11wofi: 
Your res;:onses to the enclosed survey will be treated conlidentially. However, 
we dO hope ltlat you will be wil!ing to serve as a resource person lot other tacul!y 
who n dewloping similar Cl:lurses ar¥:l encourage you to join lhe MRSC Facu~y 
Ne~ by returning this cartt. Please indicate your preferences lor invotvement 
below: 
Name: 
· Office Address: 
Office Telepl'lcme: _____ _ AcademiC Department: -----
_ I an Willing to be liS:ed as a resource person ttvougl'l the MRSC. 
_ 1 am Willing to p.ar:ictlate in a teleph;>ne or personal inlerview as a follow· 
l4l tHhS st\..dy. 
__ I wciJtl like to re1;er"e a copy ollhe results of this survey. 
f r~ thallhe following individ!Jal also be con1ae1ed lor inclusion in this 
researtn: 
Name:.,.------------- Office Telephone: __ _ 
Office Address: --------------------
Thank You!/ 
r.~ichiga:1 Campus Compact 
31 Keilc;g Cer.ter 
Michigan Slate University 
East L&nsing. Ml 46824 
(5, 7) 353-9393 
ll ~HL~-i:i :<•;q: 
M.CJof.U.l:; $~,\7£ ..:•.,.t~~.7· 
w: ;, .. v.~.·..j •:·:~.:;.::. 4.(2! 
(~11i J!l ~~~j 
April, 1993 
Dear Dr. 
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Ap;>·~~·~ix /\ 
I ~ "::: 
Earier this tem. Michigan Campus Ccmpac: solic:ted referrals fer a researc:"l prc!ec: 
involvir:g faculty who lnCOij:jera:e service-learning into academic co:;rses. 
I am pleased to inform you that. !lased en the ir.!ormation we received from Ms. -
- • Sei'Vlce-Learnmg Ccorc:inator. surveys have been sent to seven faculty members 
at - College. 
In acdi::on to rece1ving the survey. each lac:..: tty member is also invited to part1C:p~e in the 
fac:;!ty networ1<.. new fcrmng through tr.e ~tchigan Resource Servtces Center at Michigan 
Campus Compact. 
We a;:::preciate your suoport in facilitatins and encouraging this resaarch. While individual 
survey responses are contider.tial. a final summary of the survey results w::: be sent to you 
at the conclusion of the projec:. 
Once again. many thanks fcryourcon:inued s~.;pport of service-learning. Piease ccntac: me 
sl":ou!d you have quesncns or wish further information. 
Sincerely. 
. 
... B 
Execut1ve Director 
a:: Survey Respondents 
Service-Learning Coordinator 
~ '~\:.""~·~-;;.::~-:.A.'".: 
._...:a:: r :..· :0. J :·•·: •:,.- :~ 
ll ~E'-lCG:; ::·.:;: 
U.C!-t 1G.&N ~-.l~! ... ·.:-.::;.~ · 
U.Si l).•.,S:•,:::, •.t~~oo·:.:.·. ~::. 
(~li! 35J })9j 
Copy for Service-Coordinators 
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E.lch Faculty Respo:.dent Re.::eived lhe Fotrov. in,; Pe~on.:Uiu:C Lcrte~: 
A?f't.!:"'~ix A 
!:t::::l 
Pa;~2c~2 
April. 1993 
On behalf of the Cu.'T'iculum Development Commine: of the ~ t:c!-up • ., Campus Compact. I ""Tite :o 
ask your pa.rticip:~rion in a srudy of ser.ice-leJrning initiatives in ~1ichigan highe~ educat;on. 
A!> you m<~y know. Michigan Campus Compa.:t is an :~crior.-orie:.t::d coalition of 19 colleges and 
Ul'live~ities whose mission is :o create and st.:p~on cor.~-r.t:niry se~~ce opportunities. ReseJ.l"Ch 
concuc:ed by the Comp:~ct contributes to our undersu:1d ing of srude:'lt service and f :~ci E1::res the 
exchange of information a.mong fac:.s!ty who are leaching se~·:ce·k::..-ninf courses. You have been 
identified for par:icipa::ion in this srudy because of your cous::. <Cou:se number and lith.:/. 
The Curriculum Deve!opme:u Co:n.-ninee provides guidance. supper:. and a.ssisur.ce to ~ICC on 
how to incorporate the ethic ofvolunteerism/corr.muniry se:vice into the academic arer.a. The 
commit:ee is conducti:1g this sr...:cy in ;he hope thai the ins:ghts of fac:Jlry e:Jgagt:d ir. ex;:e:ie:Jtial 
educ::l!ion wiil be benef:cial to others who are at:empti:1g simii.ll' efforts. 
In addition to completi:1g the enclosed sur.·ey. ""e would ve;:. r.n.:ch ar:tJ:eciare recei1.ing a copy of 
your course syllabus and any ot.~er course mJrerials you .,.ould be willing to shJie. Th.:se items. 
and the SW"\.ey results. will be availabl; through the ~li.:higan Resource Services Ceme:-. 
A re:um envelope is enclosed for your convenience. We wou!d lpjl~eci::ue receiv1ng your response 
by Frid:1y. M:-.y 7. 1993. 
Thank you for your time ar.d cooperation in 1!:is rese:~:ch effo:-:.. 
Sim:e~ly. 
~ Julie Busch 
Executive Din:ctor 
i'-t•.': .. ....;,J."'" ~-.~.: :_·-:~. ~ 
~-::tt:.·;.;,"';". J; 
.... ~~~~ :;:t ~-:: _-_ 
JB/ch 
Encl 
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,;~';:')t::'it.:::,,\ 
: : " :n 'l 
Respo~sas of Ne~-rartieipants: 
Intaqrating Ser-.;ice an<! ~cAde::ic: Stu<!y 
Co~~unity Service in a meal progra~ ~ill be 
re~uired of second year nursing students enrolled 
in Nursing 230 beginning fall se::::~ester '9J. Survey 
will reflect projections. (survey completed but not 
included in tabulation) 
My apologies for not responding quickly. This 
survey is inappropriate for the services that I 
provide at L.c.c. 
our Psy 290 really does not fall into the category 
of a service-learning course. It's pri::::~arily used 
to enroll students at a Fresh/Soph level for: 
ga::.n~ng research experience with a prof. The 
course that does fit is Psy 496, Internships in 
Psych. and Dr. Pat Roehling is the current 
instructor/coordinator of this course. (survey not 
ccr:pleted) 
My course does not fit the service-learning 
definition. That's why I did not respond. 
Letter fro~ Western Michigan College of Education 
At this particular time ncne of my courses qualify 
as a service-learning. I have switched my e:::phasis 
to;;ard graduate level education courses and 
Hu;:,anities. 
~e don't 
progra:::t. 
pa:t of 
co1:1pleted 
have .... specific course in our nursing 
cor.ltluni ty Service is a requirement as 
extra-curricular activities. (survey 
but not tabulated) 
~e have a rather extensive "internship" progra~ at 
Adrian College, which places students in a large 
variety of hum~n serJice and criminal iustice 
related situations. I can not claim this as "a 
course" because there is no regularity of content:" 
These are individually ar::-anged situations. The 
one corJ':lon thing is students need to spend 40 hours 
on "the job" for each credit, but they are required 
to keep journals, read and write in a variety of 
ways according to the situation, the on site 
supervisor and the faculty advisor. Your survey 
does not fit our progra:::~. Sorry. 
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Responses of Non-Par~icipants: 
Intet;ratiAq ser.rice an4 Ac:a4emic Study 
At);J .. ~:-:d~x .... 
r::e~ 8 
We do not havE courses which fit this 
categoratization (Integrating Service and AcadeQic 
Study) (Western Michigan: Speech 
Pathology/Audiology) (did not complete survey) 
I do not teach a course that incorporates cot:l.r.luni ty 
service per se. (did not complete survey) 
Our clinical practicw:t courses are not service 
coQponents. They are academic courses which happen 
to be offered in conjunction with a clinical 
(hospital) affiliate site. (did not cocplete 
survey) 
Please note: I don't know why I was included in 
this survey as my courses do not contain a 
ccl!U:luni ty service component, although a student 
would not be prohibited from proposing such a 
project. (Completed survey but was not included in 
tabulation) • 
our p:::ograrn fits your purposes poorly, as I 
understand the~. Sorry. (survey not completed) 
Not a potential subject. 
books only. 
Course exists on the 
I den' t believe my courses in Reading education 
apply to the service-learning definition. 
The definition of service-learning used here does 
not describe activities in courses at ou. There is 
a field component for study but not service. 
Therefore any data I supply will merely mess up 
your ana 1 ys is. 
I ':c returning this because I did not teach the 
course during the time frame of the survey. 
For years, I incorporated service-learning in my 
courses (two in particular) but since taking on 
adQinistrative roles, I no longer teach these 
courses (survey not completed) 
222 Appendix A, Item 9 
Research Questions 
The Service D~aion of Faculty :I.D.volv-.nt 
1. Do faculty vbo utili&e aervice-laerni.Dg idea.tify prior and/or curreot 
involv-.ant u a atroDg _,tivator for their efforte? (Q. 40, 41, 42, 
43, u, 
2. Do faculty vbo ut.iliae eervice-laerni.Dg idea.tify altruiatic: ideal• u 
• etroDg -.,tivator for their efforta? (Q. 46, 47, 48) 
3. Do faculty vbo utilise aervic-lea.niag derive eupport/aDCoarag.-ent 
f~ adainiatratora? (Q. 31, 32, 33) 
4. Do faculty vbo uti.liae .-rvice-lMrni.D.g believe their efforte 
contri.bate to adv.uc:..,..t of the iutitutioD? (Q. 37-8,37-o, 62). 
5. Do faculty vbo utilise aervic ... learniag idea.tify civic education aud. 
civic involv-.nt u etrong .:Jtivator• for their effort•? (Q. 49, SO) 
6. Do faculty vbo utiliae aervic ... learDing idea.tify aocial valuu eucb u 
developing a)ral character, foe taring ~ty, a.nd enhancing aa.lti-
cultural Qlldaret:aDdi.ng u etrong _,tivatore for their efforta? (Q. 51, 
53, SS) 
'l"be Learn.ia.g Diaea.aioll of Faculty Xnvolv-.mt 
1. Do faculty vbo utiliae eervic ... learning expr .. • a etrong c~t.ent to 
tbe teacbing functioD? (Q. 37-L) 
8. Do faculty vbo utili&e eervice-learning idea.tify pedagogical concarna 
u etrong -.,tivator• for their efforte? (Q. 56, 57, 58, 59, 61) 
9. Do faculty vbo utiliae earvice-leam.illg believe that it aboulcl be 
incorporated into the currica.l1111 u a graduation requi.J:..ant? (Q. 37-
R) 
10. Do faculty vbo utilise aervice-learni.o.g ideotify pedagoqical 
difficultiee vith reqa.cd to euch effort•? (Q. 70-B, 70-P) 
Sarvice-learuin9 aod A.c~c Caltare 
11. What ie tbe relatioa.ebip betv.ea. acad~c discipl.i.J:ae and faculty 
participation ill eervic ... lea.I:'Dillg? (0. 37-D, 31-Jt, 76) 
12. What ie tbe relatioa.ebip betveao. illlltitutioo.a.l culture and faculty 
participation in ee.rvic ... lea.z:D.illg? (Q. 1, 2, 79, 37-A, 37-B, 37-c, 37-
B, 37-F, 37-<U 
Sarvice-learnin9 and tbe Faculty R.ole 
13. I• earvic ... learniDg perceived u a ~nent of acb.olarly reeearcb? 
(Q. :n-It, '', 
14 • Do faculty vbo utiliae aervic ... leoarnia.CI believe tbat it ie coneiclerecl 
poeitively in ~tioD/tenD%e dacieioa.e? (Q. 37-Q, 
223 Appendix A, Itea 9 
The Illtri.nsic Motivation of Faculty in Service-LearD.i.nqa Raspoa.a.ibi.lity, 
Freeclca aod Control. 
15. Vera faculty vho utillae aervice-1earniog required to do ao? (Q. 63, 
64) 
16. Vera faculty vbo util.iae ae:rvic._l~9 fr.. to de9elop the 
courae(s) - they felt •- appEOpriate? (Q. 28, 37-G, 70-8) 
17. tfbat is the relatiooebip betveea. ge:a~ aod i.D'I'Ol v-.nt in eervice-
1~97 (Q. 72) 
18. tfbat is the relati.oa.abip between ec~c raok aod in'I'Olv-.mt in 
service-leaxning? co. 71) 
'l'be Illtri.Deic Motivation of FIICUl.ty iD. Servic .. LearD.i.Dq• Meanio.gfu.l.uees ud 
Pur:pOae in the WOrk bplrieace. 
19. Do faculty •to ;til.ize eervic-leu:uiog gain a aeoee of purpose a~~d 
acbiev-.ot f~ their efforte? CO· 21, 22, 37-11, 37-P) 
'l'be Iotri.oaic Motivation of Faculty i.D Servic-t.ee.r:D.inga Resulta, Feedback 
aod Qual..ity Relatiooab.ipe. 
20. Do faculty ¥bo utilize aervice-leamin9 identify student relatiooah.ipe 
- a atroo.g .otivator for their efforts? (Q. 45) 
21. Do faculty vbo utili:ae aervic .. learu.ioq receive reva.rda or recOCJD.i.t:ioD. 
for their efforts? (0. 36) 
22. tfbat are the parceptiou of f-.culty vbo utilize service-learo..iog vith 
regard to the aupport they rece.i:n f~ faculty colleagues, students 
and the ~ty, for their efforta? (Q. 30, 34, 35, 37-B, 37-J,) 
Barriers to Faculty Iovolv..-o.ta Dis-tiafiera in Se.r:vic-Learui.D.g. 
23. Do faculty vbo utilize aerv.ice-1~9 pe.r:c'Sive that adequate 
~aation and eapport are g.i,.a to aacb efforte? (Q. 23, 24, 25, 
26, 27, 70-1:, 70-L) 
24. Do faculty who uti..lise aarvi.ce-learn.iog pe.r:cs.ive adwiini •t.r:ative 
policies as a ba.r:.r:iar to their effort~~? (Q. 70-I) 
25. Do faculty vbo utili:ae aanice-lee..t'l:l.iDg perceive a lack of aupport for 
tbeir afforta (Q. 70-r, 70-11) 
26. Do faculty vbo utilize service-1~9 identify iseuas of tt.e aDd 
task u barriers to tbeir afforte? (Q. 37-I, 70-C, 70-J, 70-o) 
21. Do faculty vbo utlia:e aanic .. leaminq identify poldaqoqical coocarD.a 
to be barriers to thei.r effort• CO· 700, 70-0J 
APPENDIX B 
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Io.et:i.t:ution 'l'ype 
Adrian College Private 
Albion College Private 
Alma College Private 
Alpena CoiiiDlunity College Public 
Andrew a University Private 
Aquinas College Private 
Calvi.n College Private 
Calvi.n Theological Seminary Private 
Detroit College of Law Private 
Eaatern Michiqan Public 
Glen Oaka Coi!IDlunity College Public 
Grand Valley State Public 
Hope Colleqe Private 
Lansi.ng Co111111unity Colleqe Public 
Madonna College Private 
Hichi.gan State University Public 
Monroe Co111111unity College Public 
Huakeqon C0111111uni.ty Colleqe Public 
Northern HI Public 
Northwestern Michigan Private 
Oakland CoiiiDlunity College Public 
Oakland University Public 
Thomas H. Cooley Law School Private 
University of Michigan/Ann Public 
Arbor 
Univerai.ty cf Public 
Michi.gan/Dearborn 
University of Michigan/Flint Public 
Wayne State University Public 
Western Michigan University Public 
Total 
IICC? I 
Yea 
Yea 
I Yea 
No 
Yea 
Yea 
Yea 
No 
No 
No 
No 
Yea 
Yea 
Yea 
No 
Yea 
No 
No 
Yea 
No 
Yea 
No 
No 
Yea 
No 
No 
Yea 
Yea 
AppencSil: B 
Itea 1 
Received I :Identified 
·a 12 
0 1 
5 7 
0 4 
4 a 
12 17 
10 11 
5 5 
1 2 
1 1 
0 1 
3 4 
6 a 
6 16 
4 6 
10 17 
0 1 
0 2 
3 5 
2 3 
1 7 
25 67 
4 5 
6 10 
0 2 
3 4 
1 2 
10 22 
130 250 
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lteapoodanta bi_ Acadeaic:: Diac::ipliDe/De 
Department ll 
' Africana Studios 1 .79 
.American Thought 
' 
1 • i9 
Language 
Art ' Design 1 • 79 
Behavioral Science 3 2.38 
Biological. Sci. 2 1.58 
Business Management 2 1.58 
co-unic:ation 4 3.17 
Computer Science 1 .79 
Counseling 1 .79 
Dental Hyqiene 1 .79 
Economical 3 2.38 
Business 
Education 29 7.14 
English 6 4.76 
Exercise Science 1 .79 
Foreign Lanquaqe 2 1.58 
Geological Sci. l .79 
Health 3 2.38 
Hie tory 1 .79 
Interdisciplinary 2 1. 58 
Journalism 1 • 79 
Justices Studies 1 .79 
Law 5 3.96 
Honora College 2 1.58 
nt 
Department 
Life Sciences 
Management/ 
Marketinq/Compute 
r Info. 
Mathematics 
Huaic/Theater 
Nurainq 
Nutrition 
Occupational 
Therapy 
Phys. Therapy 
Political Sc:. 
Pay_chology 
Public: Resource 
Hanagem.ent 
Reading/ 
Languaq_e Arts 
Reliqion 
Rhetoric: 
Science 
Social Work 
Social Science 
Sociology 
Spanish 
Student Devel • 
Faaily ' 
Ecology 
Child 
Appendix B 
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n 
' 
1 .79 
1 .79 
2 1.58 
2 l. 58 
9 7.14 
1 .79 
1 .79 
1 .79 
4 3.17 
7 5.55 
1 .79 
1 .79 
4 3.17 
3 2.38 
2 1. 58 
1 .79 
3 2.38 
4 3.17 
1 .79 
1 .79 
1 .79 
Cbi-Square Relat1onsblp betweea Oftnll SaUsfactJoa aad 
lteiDs ol Support, Recognltloa aocl Facwty Oplalou 
Statement Chi-Square 
Collegial Support 41.29 
Presidential Support 34.16 
Student Support 20.97 
Community Support 22.03 
No Recognition Received 12.22 
Student Recognition Rec. 8.46 
Faculty Recognition Rec. 8.96 
State/National Recognition 7.483 
Received 
Agency Recognitioil 9.52 
Good Relationship with Agency 27.39 
Contributes to Scholarly Research 33.85 
Met Community Need 24.728 
Enhanced Professional Skills 51.007 
Gained Support for Institution 35.57 
Goals Achieved 130.690 
Appendix 8, Table 3 
DF P-v~ 
16 .001 •. 0005 
16 .01 •. 005 
16 .20 • .15 
16 .15 •. 10 
4 .02 •. 01 
4 .10 •. 05 
4 .10 •. 05 
4 .15- .10 
4 .05- .025 
16 .15 •. 10 
20 .05 • . 025 
16 .10 •. 05 
20 .0005. 0 
20 .02 •. 01 
20 .0005. 0 
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M!B > aovoneway cl·c25 
ANALYSIS OF VARlA.'iCE 
SOL'RCE Of ss MS 
FACTOR 24 727.52 30.31 
ERROR 3090 4064.71 1.32 
TJTAL 3114 4792.23 
LEVEL N MEAN STOEV 
C1 125 2.120 1.248 
C2 125 2.584 1.284 
C3 122 2. 311 1.114 
C4 124 2.823 1. 350 
C5 124 2.685 1.358 
C6 124 1.798 1.044 
C7 124 2.097 1.340 
C8 125 1.880 1.126 
C9 125 1.752 1.097 
ClO l:.c5 1.81..8 1.157 
Cll 124 1.879 1.138 
C12 125 1.872 1.107 
C13 126 1.690 1.039 
C14 121 1. 727 1.041 
C15 125 1. 720 1.044 
C16 124 l. 710 1.057 
C17 125 1.608 0.879 
C18 125 1. 712 0.974 
C19 125 1.536 0.838 
C20 125 l. 312 0.700 
C21 126 1. 722 1 093 
C22 126 1.492 0.856 
C23 125 1.608 0.958 
C24 125 2.91..4 1.657 
C25 125 3.192 1.640 
POOLED S!OEV - 1.147 
F 
23.04 
Appendix B 
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p 
0.000 
INDIVIDUAL 95 PC'I' CI' S FOR 
BASED ON POOL.E.D STD£V 
MEAN 
·····+·-·······+········-+-········+· (··'*··) (. ·'* .• ) 
(··*··) 
( ··*·.) 
(. ·*·.) 
(. ·*·.) 
(··*··) 
(··*··) 
(··*··) 
(·*··) 
(··'*··) 
(. ·*.-) 
(. ·*·.) 
(. ·*·.) 
(··*·) 
(·*··) 
(. ·*·.) 
( ·*·.) 
(··*··) 
( ....... ) 
(. ·*·) 
(· ·*· ·) 
( .. *·.) 
(- .... -) 
(. ·*·) 
.... -+··- ..... ·+·.--. -·. ·+·- .. -····+· 
1.40 2.10 2.80 3.50 
Appendix B, 
Itea s 
Paired T-test Reault•u Sicplificant Differeaces, Question 40-64. Tbeae 
reeponaes indicate tbat there vaa a siqaificantly stroa9er response for one 
queatl.on as eoapared to another, baaed on a comparison of the -..oft. 
Question 40/Question 41 
T=-2.90 CI=(-.078 to -.15) P=. 0041 DF=247 
Question 40/Question 43 
T=-4.26 CI=(-1. 03 to -.038) P=O DF=245 
Question 40/Question 44 
T=-3.42 CI=(-.89 to -.24) P=.0007 DF=244 
Question 40/Question 45 
T=2.21 CI=(.03 to .609) P=.028 DF=240 
Question 40/Question 48 
T=2.48 CI=(. 08 to .661) P=.Ol4 DF=243 
Question 40/Question 52 
T=2 .96 CI=( .14 to .715) P=.0034 DF=240 
Question 40/Question 53 
T=2.68 CI=( .10 to .681) P=. 0078 DF=238 
Question 40/Question 54 
T=2.75 CI=( .11 to .687) F=.0064 DF=240 
Question 40/Question 55 
T=2.80 CI=( .12 to .699) P=.0055 DF-241 
Question 40/Question 56 
T=3. 75 CI=(. 24 to .781) P=.0002 DF=222 
Question 40/Question 57 
T=2.88 CI=( .13 to .687) P=.0043 DF=234 
Question 40/Question 58 
T=4.34 CI=(.32 to .849) P=O DF=216 
Question 40/Question 59 
T=6.31 CI=(. 56 to 1. 061) P=O DF=195 
Question 40/Question 60 
T=2.69 CI=( .11 to .690) P=.0077 DF=244 
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Appenctix B, 
:Item s 
Pol! ired T-teat Reaulta: Significant Diffaranc:ea, QueatioD 40-64. These 
responses indicate that there vaa a aiguific:antly atrou.ger reeponae for one 
queation aa c:o.parec:l to another, baaed oo a c:ompa.riaon of the .-n.a. 
Question 40/Question 61 
T-=4. 65 CI=(.36 to . 894) P=O DF=219 
Question 40/Question 62 
T=J. 64 CI=(.23 to • 789) P=. 0003 DF=232 
Question 40/Question 63 
T=-4 .44 CI=(-1.19 to -. 46) P=O DF=230 
Question 40/Question 64 
T=-5.82 CI=(-1. 44 to -. 71) P=O DF=231 
Question 41/Question 45 
T=5. 30 CI=(. 49 to 1. 078) P=O DF=237 
Question 41/Question 46 
T=2. 93 C!=(.16 to • 81) P=.0037 DF=246 
Question 41/Question 47 
T=4. 61 CI=(.40 to 1. 00) P=O DF=243 
Question 41/Question 48 
T=5. 51 CI=(. 53 to 1. 130) P=O DF=242 
Question 41/Question 49 
T=4. 76 CI=(.43 to 1. 04) P-=0 DF=245 
Question 41/Question 50 
T-=4. 59 CI=(. 40 to 1. 01) P=O DF=243 
Question 41/Question 51 
T=4. 70 CI= (. 41 to 1. 011) P=O DF=242 
Question 41/Question 52 
T=6. 06 CI=(. 60 to 1. 184) P=O DF=237 
Question 41/Question 53 
T=5.76 CI=(.56 to 1.150) P=O DF=236 
Question 41/Question 54 
T=S. 84 CI=(.57 to 1. 156) P=O DF=238 
:no 
Appelldix B, 
Item s 
Paired T-teat Reaul ta a Significant Differences, Queation 40-64. These 
reapousea indicate that there va.a a aiqnifica.o.tly stronqa.r reaponae for ooe 
question as coapared to another, baaed. oD a c0111p4riaon of the .eana • 
Question 41/Question 55 
T=5.87 CI= (.58 to 1.168} P=O DF=238 
Question 41/Question 56 
T=7. 01 CI=(. 70 to 1. 250} P=O DF=219 
Question 41/Question 57 
T=6.05 CI=(. 59 to 1.156} P=O DF=231 
Question 41/Question 58 
T=7. 64 CI= (. 78 to 1. 318} P=O DF=213 
Question 41/Question 59 
T=9. 72 CI=(l.01 to 1. 53) P=O DF=191 
Question 41/Question 60 
T=5. 72 CI=(.057 to 1.158) P=O DF=242 
Question41/Question 61 
T=7 .92 CI=(. 82 to 1. 364) P=O DF=215 
Question 41/Question 62 
T=6.81 CI= (. 69 to 1. 258) P=O DF=229 
Question 41/Question 64 
T=-3. 26 CI=(-.98 to -.24) P=.0013 DF=234 
Question 42/Question 43 
T==-3.24 CI=(-.82 to -.20) P=.0014 DF=236 
Question42/Question 44 
T=-2.36 CI=(-.69 to -.06) p:::,Q19 DF=236 
Question 42/Question 45 
T=J. 73 CI= (. 24 to .784) P=. 0002 DF=242 
Question 42/Question 47 
T=3. 03 CI= ( .15 to • 71) P=.0027 DF=244 
Question 42/Question 48 
T=3. 98 CI= (. 28 to .837} P=.OOOl DF=244 
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Appendix B, 
:Item s 
Paired T-teat Results: Significant Diffe~:encee, queetion 40-64. These 
reeponsea indicate th.rst there vo.e a eiguificantly stron9er reaponae for one 
question aa coaapa.red to another, baaed on a C:OIIIp4riaoa. of the aaana. 
Question 42/Question 49 
T=3. 21 CI=(.18 to .75) £1=.0015 DF:244 
Question 42/Question 50 
T=3. 01 CI=(.15 to .72) P=. 0029 DF=243 
Question 42/Question 51 
T=3.11 CI=(.16 to .718) P=. 0021 DF=244 
Question 42/Question 52 
T=4.54 CI=(. 35 to • 891) P=O DF=243 
Question 42/Question 53 
T=4.22 CI=(. 31 to .857) P=O DF=240 
Question 42/Question 54 
T=4.30 CI=(.32 to .862) P=O DF=243 
Question 42/Question 55 
T=4.34 CI=(.33 to . 875) P=O DF=242 
Question 42/Question 56 
T=5.50 CI=(.45 to . 955) p:o DF=229 
Question 42/Question 57 
T=4.50 CI=(.34 to .862) P=O DF==239 
Question 42/Question 58 
T=6.17 CI=(.53 to 1.023) P=O DF=224 
Question 42/Question 59 
T=8.42 CI=(.77 to 1.234) P=O DF=202 
Question 42/Question 60 
T=4.20 CI=(.31 to . 865) P=O DF=245 
Question 42/Question 61 
T=6.48 CI=(.57 to 1.069) P=O DF=226 
Question 42/Question 62 
T=5.32 CI={.44 to • 964) P=O DF=237 
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Appendix B, 
Item s 
Paired T-teat Results: Si<j'D.ificant Differences, Q'Qeatioo 40-64. These 
responses indicate that there vas a ai<j'Uificctly at.J:ooqer response for one 
queatioo aa coapared to another, baaed on a c:::omparison of the lleADS. 
Question 42/Question 63 
T=-3. 53 CI=(-.9~ to -. 28) P=. 0005 OF=217 
Question 42/Question 63 
T=-4. 95 CI=(-1.23 to -.53) P=O OF=218 
Question 43/Question 45 
T=6 .68 CI=(. 72 to 1. 326) P=O OF=231 
Question 43/Question 46 
T=4.25 CI=(.39 to 1.06) P-=0 OF=245 
Question 43/Question 47 
T=5.98 CI=(.63 to 1.25) P=O OF=238 
Question 43/Question 48 
T=6. 86 CI=(.76 to 1.378) P=O OF=236 
Question 43/Question 49 
T=6 .11 CI= ( .66 to 1. 29) P=O OF=240 
Question 43/Question 50 
T=S. 95 CI=(.63 to 1.26) P=O OF=239 
Question 43/Question 51 
T=6.07 CI= (. 64 to 1. 259) P=O OF=237 
Question4J/Question 52 
T=7.42 CI=(.83 to 1.433) P=O DF=230 
Question 43/Question 53 
T=7.12 CI= (. 79 to 1.398) P=O OF=230 
Question 43/Question 54 
T=7.2l CI=(.80 to 1. 404) P=O OF=231 
Question 43/Question 55 
T=7.23 CI=(.8l to 1.416) P=O OF=232 
Question 43/Question 56 
T=B .41 CI=(.93 to l. 499) P=O OF-211 
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Appendix B, 
Item s 
Pa.i.red T-teet Reaultar Significant Differencea, Question 40-64. These 
respooeea indicate that there vaa a lliqnificaDt1y etroo9er r-poose for one 
queatioo ae z-.pared to another, baaed on a coaparieoa of the -.u.s. 
Question 43/Question 57 
T=7 .44 CI::(.82 to 1.405) P=O DF=223 
Question 43/Question 58 
T=9. 03 CI=(l.Ol to 1. 568) P=O DF=205 
Question 43/Question 59 
T=11.07 CI=(L24 to 1. 78) P=O OF=l84 
Question 43/Question 60 
T-7. 08 CI=(.79 to 1. 407) P=O OF=236 
Question 43/Question 61 
T=9. 29 CI=( 1. 05 to 1.613} P=O DF=207 
Qt~estion 43/Questlon 62 
T=S .18 CI=(. 92 to 1. 507) P=O OF=221 
Question 44/Question 45 
T=S. 77 CI=(.58 to 1.190) P=O DF=230 
Question 44/Question 46 
T=3. 44 CI=(.25 to .93) P=.0007 OF=245 
Question 44/Question 47 
T=S. 09 CI=(. 49 to 1.12} P=O OF=238 
Question 44/Question 48 
T=S .96 CI=(.63 to 1.242) P=O DF=235 
Question 44/Question 49 
T=S. 24 CI=(.52 to 1.15) P=O OF=240 
Question 44/Question 50 
T=S .07 CI=(.49 to 1.12) P=O DF=238 
Question 44/Question 51 
T==S .18 CI=( .SO to 1.123) p:::Q OF=236 
Question 44/Question 52 
T=6. 50 CI=(.69 to 1. 297) P=O DF=230 
Appendix B, 
Itelh 5 
Paired T-teat Reaulta: Siqn.i£icant Oiffareac:ea, Oueation 40-64. Tbeae 
reap3naee iDdic::ate that there vaa a aiguificut1y stronger reep3nee for one 
question ae c:~ed to another, baaed on a c::oapari110n of the aeane. · 
Question 44/Question 53 
T=6.21 CI=( .65 to 1.262) P=O DF=230 
Question 44/Question 54 
T=6.29 CI=. (.66 to 1.268) P:::O DF=230 
Question 44/Question 55 
T=6.31 CI=(.67to 1.28) P=O DF=232 
Question 44/Question 56 
T=7.43 CI=(. 79 to w. 364) P:::O DF=210 
Question 44/Question 57 
T=6.50 CI=(.68 to 1. 269) l?=O DF=222 
Question 44/Question 58 
T=8.03 CI=( .87 to 1.432) P:::O DF=204 
Question 44/Question 59 
T=10.02 CI=(1.10 to 1.644) P=O OF::::183 
Question 44/Question 60 
T=6.17 CI=( .66 to l. 271) P=O DF=235 
Question 44/Question 61 
T=8.30 CI=( .91 to 1. 4 77) P:::O DF=206 
Question 44/Question 62 
T=7.23 CI=(. 78 to 1. 3 71) P:::O DF=221 
Question 44/Question 64 
T=2. 66 CI=(-.88 to -. 13) P:::.0084 DF=239 
Question 45/Question 58 
T=2.19 CI=( .026 to • 499) P:::. 030 DF=235 
Question 45/Question 59 
T=4.31 CI=(.264 to • 709) P=O DF=214 
Question 45/Question 61 
T=2.54 CI=( .068 to • 544) P=.012 DF=237 
~ - . 
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Appendix B, 
ItAnl 5 
Paired T-teat Reeulta1 Sign.ifica.nt Differenc:ee, Queatioa 40-64. These 
respo1111011 indic•t• that there v- a eign.ific:ADtly stronger reeponae for oa.e 
queatioa. aa c:a.pared. to another, baaed oa. 11 CO!Ip&ri.aon of the J1811Da, 
Question 45/Question 63 
T=-6.53 CI=(-1. 491 to -. 80) P=O DF=209 
Question 45/Question 64 
T=-8. 01 CI= (-1. 737 to -1.05) P=O DF=210 
Question 46/Question 48 
T=2. 22 CI= (. 04 to • 651) P=. 027 DF=237 
Question 46/Question 52 
T=2. 68 CI=( .11 to .705) P=. 0080 DF=231 
Question 46/Question ?3 
T=2. 41 CI=( .07 to • 671) P=.017 DF=231 
Question 46/Question 54 
T=2.47 CI={. 08 to .677) P=.014 DF=232 
Question 46/Question 55 
T=2. 53 CI={. 09 to .689) P=.012 DF=233 
Question 4 6/Question 56 
T~J. 40 CI={.21 to .772) P=. 0008 DF=212 
Question 46/Question 57 
T=2.59 CI=(.09 to .678) P-.010 DF==224 
Question 46/Question 58 
T=J. 96 CI={.28 -:o .840) P=.00001 DF=206 
Question 46/Question 59 
T=5.78 CI=(. 52 to 1. 052) P=O DF==l85 
Question 46/Question 60 
T=2. 42 CI=(.07 to .68) P=.Ol6 DF=236 
Question 46/Question 61 
T=4. 25 CI=(.32 to • 886) P=O DF=208 
Question 4 6/Question 62 
T=J. 31 CI=(.20 to .78) P=.0011 DF=222 
Appendix B, 
Item 5 
Pa.ired T-teat Reeultaz Siqni.fica.ot Differe.ucea, Question 40-64. 'l'beae 
reeponeee indicate that there vas a eiqni.fic:a.Dtly stronger reepooae for one 
question ae COIIpllred to a.aothar, baaed on a compari110o. of the ..ana. 
Question 46/Question 64 
T=-5.77 CI=(-1.47 to -.72) fl;Q DF=238 
Question 47/Question 55 
T=2.13 CI= (. 02 to .524) P=.034 DF=234 
Question 47/Question 58 
T=2.74 CI== (. 10 to . 591) P=.0066 DF=229 
Question 47/Question 59 
T=4.79 CI=(. 33 to .802) fl;Q DF=207 
Question 47/Question 61 
T=3.07 CI=( .14 to .637) P=.OC24 DF=231 
Question 47/Question 62 
T=2.06 CI=.01 to . 533) fl;. 041 DF=241 
Question 4 7 /Question 63 
T=-5.9<. CI=(-1.42 to -. 71) P=O DF=218 
Question 4 7 /Question 64 
T=-7.37 CI=(-1.66 to -.96) fl;Q DF=219 
Question 48/Question 59 
T•3.78 CI=(. 210 to . 67) P=.0002 DF=210 
Question 48/Question 61 
T=2.09 CI=(.015to .505) P=.038 DF=234 
Question 48/Question 63 
T= -6.70 CI=(-1.543 to -.84) fl;O DF=215 
Question 4B/Question 64 
T=-8.16 CI=(-1.788 to -1. 09) fl;O DF=216 
Question 49/Question 58 
T=2.44 CI= (. 06 to .564) P=. 015 DF=225 
Question 49/Question 59 
T=4.43 CI=(.30 to • 775) P=O DF=204 
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Appendix B, 
t:tem s 
Paired T-test Resu1tea Si-guific::aot Differences, Question 40-64. These 
responses i.Ddic::ate that the:E"e va• a aicpLific::&ntly etronger respooee for otJ.e 
queat.ioo as e~ed to another, baaed on a eoape.rboa of the -.os. 
Question 49/Question 61 
T=2.77 CI=(.10 to • 609) P=.0061 OF=228 
Question 49/Question 63 
T=-6. 06 CI=(-1.45 to 1. 74) P=O OF=221 
Question 49/Question 64 
T=-7. 49 CI=(-1.67 to -.96) P=O DF=221 
Question SO/Question 56 
T=2.10 CI= (. 02 to • 525) P=.037 OF=231 
Question SO/Question 58 
T=2. 71 CI=( .09 to • 593) P=.0073 OF=226 
Question SO/Question 59 
T=4. 73 CI= (. 33 to • 803) P=O DF=204 
Question 50/Question 61 
T=.J.04 CI= ( .14 to • 638) P=.0027 OF=228 
Question SO/Question 62 
T=2. 03 CI=( .01 to • 534) P=. 043 OF=239 
Question SO/Question 62 
T=-5. 92 CI= (-1. 42 to -. 71) P...O OF,..219 
Question 51/Question 56 
T=2.09 CI=( .015 to • 513) P=.038 OF=235 
Question 51/Question 58 
T=2, 71 CI= (. 091 to • 581) P=.0073 OF=230 
Question 51/Question 59 
T=4. 78 CI=(.329to .791) P=O OF=209 
Question 51/Question 61 
T=3.04 CI=(.134 to • 626) P=.0026 OF=233 
Question 51/Question 62 
T=2.02 CI=(. 006 to .522) P=.045 DF=242 
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Appendix B, 
Item s 
Paired T-taet Reealtes Siguific:ant Oiffarcc:ea, Queation 4G-U. Theoe 
respooeea iodic:ate that there vaa a eigDific:antly atrooger response for one 
question aa c:o.p.ar-.:1 to another, bued. oca a co.pariaoca of the lle&DB. 
Question 51/Question 63 
T=-6.01 CI=(-1.423 to -. 72) i?=O DF=216 
Question 51/Question 64 
T=-7.46 CI=(-1. 669 to -.97) P=O DF=217 
Question 52/Question 59 
T=3.39 CI= ( .158 to .599) i?=. 0008 DF=219 
Question 52/Question 63 
T=-7 .17 CI=(-1. 598 to -. 91) P=O DF=208 
Question 52/Question 64 
T=-8.66 CI=(-1.843 to -1.16) P=O DF=209 
Question 53/Question 59 
T==3.66 CI= ( .192 to .639) P=.OOOJ DF=209 
Question 53/Question 63 
T=-6.92 CI=(-1. 563 to -. 87) P=O DF=209 
Question 53/Question 64 
T=-8.39 CI=(-1.809 to -1.12) P=O DF=210 
Question 54/Question 59 
T=3.63 CI==(.l86 to .630} p ... 0004 DF=216 
Question 54/Question 63 
T=-6.99 CI=(-1. 569 to -.88) P::::O DF=209 
Question 54/Question 63 
T=-8.47 CI=(-1.815 to -l.13~i?=O DF=210 
Question 55/Question 59 
T=3.50 CI=(.l73 to .622) P::::.00006 DF:-:213 
Question 55/Question 63 
T=-7,01 CI== (-1. 581 to -.89) P::::O DF=210 
Question 55/Question 64 
T=-8.47 CI= (-1. 815 to -1. 13) P::::O DF=210 
Appendix B, 
:rtem s 
Pa..i.red T-taat Results: Sj.quificaAt Differancea, Question t0-64. Tbeae 
reepon.aea indicate that there vaa a significantly atrouger reaponae for one 
queet.ioo u CC~~p~LCed to aoother, based on a coapar.i80D of tbe -.ana. 
Question56/Question 59 
T=2.94 CI=( .098 to .494) P=. 0036 DF=236 
Question 56/Question 63 
T=-7.96 CI=(-1.667 to -1. 0) P=O DF=183 
Question 56/Question 64 
T=-8.48 CI=(-1. 827 to -1. 14) P=O DF=212 
Question 5 ?/Question 59 
T=3. 73 CI=( .189 to • 611) P=.0002 DF=225 
Question 57 /Question 63 
T=-7. 17 CI-=-1.571 to -.89) P=O DF=200 
Question 57/Question 64 
T=-9.52 CI=(-1.912 to -1.26) P=O DF=189 
Question 58/Question 59 
T=2. 29 CI=(.032 to • 416) P=.023 DF=240 
Question 58/Question 63 
T=-8.48 CI={-1. 74 to -1.08) P=O DF=183 
Question 58/Question 64 
T=-8.68 CI={-1.981 to -1.33) P=O DF=184 
Question 59/Question 60 
T=-3.54 CI=- .638 to -.182) P=.0005 DF=213 
Question 59/Question 62 
T=-2.79 CI (-. 505 to -.087) P=. 0057 DF=227 
Question 59/Question 63 
T=-10 .14 CI=(-1.95 to -1.31) P=O DF=166 
Question 59/Question 64 
T=-10.05 CI={-1.981 to -1.33) P=O DF=184 
Question 60/Question 63 
T=-6.89 CI=(-1. 571 to -.87) P=O DF•214 
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Appendix B, 
Items 
Paired T-teat Reeultu Siqnificut Differences, QueatioD 40-64. Tbeae 
reap:~IUI- i.Dd.icate that there vas a aiCJD.ific-tly stronger r-p:~nae for one 
question - c::c:.pared. to aDOther, baaed OD a c~ieoc of the ..ana. 
Question 61/Question 63 
T=-8. 71 CI=(-1.781 to -1.12) P=O DF=185 
Question 60/Question 64 
T=-11. 79 CI=(-2 .. 195 to -1. 57) P=O DF=167 
Question 62/Question 63 
T=-7.80 CI=(-1. 674 to -1. 0) P=O DF==198 
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